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SUMMARY
We consider a principal components based decomposition of the expected value of the
multivariate quadratic loss function, i.e., MQL. The principal components are formed by
scaling the original data by the contents of the loss constant matrix, which defines the
economic penalty associated with specific variables being off their desired target values. We
demonstrate the extent to which a subset of these “loss-scaled principal components”, i.e.,
LSPC, accounts for the two components of expected MQL, namely the trace-covariance
term and the off-target vector product. We employ the LSPC to solve a robust design
problem of full and reduced dimensionality with deterministic models that approximate
the true solution and demonstrate comparable results in less computational time. We also
employ the LSPC to construct a test statistic called loss-scaled T 2 for multivariate statistical
process control. We show for one case how the proposed test statistic has faster detection
than Hotelling’s T 2 of shifts in location for variables with high weighting in the MQL.
In addition we introduce a principal component based decomposition of Hotelling’s T 2 to
diagnose the variables responsible for driving the location and/or dispersion of a subgroup
of multivariate observations out of statistical control. We demonstrate the accuracy of this
diagnostic technique on a data set from the literature and show its potential for diagnosing




In this chapter we describe the intent and structure of this thesis, which proposes a new
principal component based method for applying the multivariate quadratic loss function
(i.e., MQL) to multivariate quality control. In section 1 we explain the concept and mo-
tivation for the proposed method. In section 2 we review principal components and how
they may be used to decompose the expected value of the MQL. In section 3 we describe
the structure of the thesis.
1.1 Basic Concept of Thesis
This thesis proposes and examines a new way of employing principal components (PCs) in
multivariate quality control. Quality control is commonly divided into off-line activities,
synonymous with robust design (RD), and on-line procedures, also known as statistical
process control. Both types of activity are vital for maintaining and improving quality in
the increasingly competitive global marketplace. Most research in both areas of quality
control has dealt with single variables. Since most complex systems are multivariate in
nature, there is an increasing need for user friendly multivariate techniques.
The multivariate quadratic loss function (MQL) is arguably the most popular multi-
variate technique in static RD since it combines the losses of multiple responses into a single
objective function which calculates the cost of poor quality. It also exploits the correlation
structure of the responses and, as an extension of the mean squared error criterion used
in linear regression, has intuitive appeal to a wide audience of engineers and scientists.
Although Taguchi’s techniques for univariate robust parameter design Taguchi and Wu
(1980) are widely practiced, his multivariate approaches have not been well received. We
propose decomposing expected multivariate quadratic loss into a set of dominant principal
components which are then modelled as functions of the design variables themselves.
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Although the loss function is not commonly associated with multivariate statistical pro-
cess control (MSPC), a few pieces in the literature have discussed defining the acceptance
region according to economic value. These include Montgomery and Klatt (1972) and
Mohebbi and Hayre (1989). The latter presents a MSPC method based on multivariate
quadratic loss. Tsui and Woodall (1993) propose a form of the multivariate exponentially
weighted moving average (MEWMA) of Lowry et al (1992) which incorporates the loss
constant matrix of multivariate quadratic loss. We propose an MQC statistic based on
multivariate quadratic loss which can be decomposed into PCs for both dimensional reduc-
tion of ill-conditioned data as well as diagnosis of shifts in location and / or dispersion.
PCs are a purely multivariate technique in that they are specifically designed to work
with multiply correlated random variables and do not exist in a univariate form. In addition
to their notable mathematical properties, they sometimes identify non-directly observable
multiple-response factors with meaningful physical interpretations. This idea of “latent
factors” is borrowed from a related discipline known as “factor analysis”, which is mathe-
matically more sophisticated than regular principal component analysis.
We were motivated to harness the intuitive and mathematical strength of PCs to simplify
the use of the MQL in both areas of quality engineering. To that end, this thesis can be seen
as an extension of prior work employing the MQL in multivariate RD (i.e., Tsui (1999))
and MSPC (i.e., Tsui and Woodall (1993). In both areas we integrate the contents of the
MQL into specially constructed PCs called loss-scaled principal components (LSPC). The
resulting LSPC are uncorrelated and their full set completely replicates both components
of expected MQL. A formal subset of the LSPC typically approximate the covariance and
off-target vector components of expected MQL well. We also show in this thesis how both
PCs and LSPCs can accurately diagnose shifts in location and or dispersion in MSPC.
1.2 Introduction to Principal Components
1.2.1 Motivation for Employing Principal Components (i.e., PCs)
Our work with PCs is motivated by the desire to simplify the search for an optimal de-
sign vector when the product possesses multiply correlated responses. PCs simplify this
2
optimization search in two significant ways.
The first simplification comes from the reduction of the dimensionality of the optimiza-
tion problem from that of r correlated responses to that of a subset of p < r uncorrelated
factors, i.e., PCs. This reduction of dimensionality is potentially useful in the computational
sense, since optimizing with a smaller number of models may result in significant savings of
design time.
The second advantage is that in the physical sciences, PCs often identify an underlying,
multi-variable factor that can’t be identified by observing individual responses. Johnson and
Wichern (1992) cite a study of weekly rates of return for five stocks over a two year period.
Most of the variation in the five stocks is well explained by two principal components. The
first PC represents a weighted average of the five stocks which can be interpreted as a
general stock-market component. The second PC represents a contrast between a group
of chemical stocks (e.g., Allied Chemical, du Pont and Union Carbide) and a group of oil
stocks (e.g., Exxon and Texaco). This second component can be interpreted as an industry
specific factor. The remaining three PCs, which correspond to the decreasingly ordered
eigenvalues of the data’s covariance matrix, do not lend themselves to a reasonable physical
interpretation. This is a common finding for the PCs corresponding to smaller eigenvalues.
A second example comes from Jackson (1991), who describes how nine measurements
of optical density in color film can be well represented by five PCs. Two of these PCs are
of special importance since they represent color balance factors between pairings of colors.
The first color-balance factor contrasts red and blue optical density measurements while
the second does the same for green and magenta. While these color-balance factors are not
directly monitor-able, they have a huge effect on human perception of photographic quality.
For the Eastman Kodak Company, understanding and controlling these color balance factors
directly translates into product quality. Hence the PC serves to identify and monitor an
important quality characteristic not directly measurable at any single wavelength of light
(i.e., color).
Flury (1988) discusses an interesting case regarding analysis of forged Swiss currency.
By taking four physical measurements of the forged bills, two PCs explain nearly all the
3
variation in those response. The first PC is a linear combination of horizontal off-target
measurements and the second PC of vertical off-target measurements. Here the PC analysis
brought to light the fact that the rectangular nature of the bill allows the investigator
to identify most discrepancies by examining the axes of the plane formed by the note.
This example neatly demonstrates the geometric nature of PCs. The elegant mathematical
properties of PCs are based upon their directionally specific principal axes, which have
optimal properties with respect to the variability of multi-response data.
A second example by Johnson and Wichern (1992) examines weekly rates of return for
five stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange over a two year period. While the
individual observations across the 100 weeks appear to be independent, the rates of return
across the stocks are correlated due to their common dependence on general economic
conditions. The majority of the variation across the five stocks is well represented by two
PCs which represent market and industry factors. The three non-petroleum companies in
the first PC represent general market conditions while the two petroleum stocks represent
a specific oil-industry component.
These four examples highlight the inherently multivariate nature of PCs and their special
ability to extract important multiple-response factors of interest. A common criticism of
PCs is that they are simply a mathematical construct with no tangible physical meaning
or interpretation. This criticism may be more valid in the social sciences, where more
abstract notions like learning style or personality index are frequently encountered. Jackson
(1991) claims that more often than not in the physical sciences, a practical interaction or
dynamic can be identified as a PC. While we find this assertion intuitively attractive, we
examine several mathematical characteristics of PCs that make them useful for working
with multivariate data regardless of their physical interpretation.
1.2.2 How Principal Components Work
1.2.2.1 Definition of Principal Components
PCs can be thought of as a geometrically rigid rotation of the principal axes of the response
data which transforms the r correlated responses into r newly uncorrelated variables.
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The matrix concept used to rotate the axes is the fact that an r x r symmetric non-
singular matrix such as ΣY can be converted into a diagonal matrix L simply by pre- and
post-multiplying it by an orthonormal matrix U such that:
UTΣYU = L
where the diagonal elements of L and the columns of U = (U1, . . . ,Ur) are respectively
the eigenvalues and orthonormal eigenvectors of ΣY. The new, uncorrelated variables are
simply the products of the columns of U by the vectors of response variables.
e.g.,
Z1 = U1Y = u11Y1 + · · ·+ ur1Yr
...
Zr = UrY = u1rY1 + · · ·+ urrYr
Multiplying the response matrix Y by the orthonormal columns of the matrix U is
geometrically equivalent to a principal axis rotation of the covariance matrix ΣY where the
elements of the eigenvectors are the direction cosines of the new axes (i.e., the PCs) with
respect to the original axes (i.e., the original response variables).
The covariance matrix of the PCs (i.e., ΣZ) is simply the diagonal matrix L since each





Using PCs is often a very practical data reduction method because the PCs have certain
optimal properties for describing the variance of the response data set. Assuming that
all the eigenvalues are of multiplicity one, the first PC is that linear combination of the
individual responses which yields the maximum variance of all possible linear combinations.
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The second PC is that linear combination yielding the next highest variance and so on in
decreasing order. Any collection of the first p PCs accounts for a greater proportion of
the total variation of the response data than any other set of p such linear combinations.
Furthermore because the covariance matrix of the PCs is diagonal, the decreasingly
ordered eigenvalues are the variances of the respectively ordered PCs. This often means
that a smaller number of the PCs account for all variation in the data-set reasonably
attributed to the responses. Design decision makers most typically choose the number of
PCs which account for some pre-determined proportion of the total sample variance, e.g.,
ninety percent.
1.2.2.2 How Many Principal Components to Use?
The question of how many PCs to retain is far from trivial and Jackson (1991) reviews no
fewer than seven methods for answering this question. He discourages the decision rule based
on explanation of a pre-ordained proportion of sample variance. We will defer answering
this question for now since it is not yet clear to us which rule is the most appropriate for
our robust design purposes
1.2.2.3 When are PCs from the Correlation Matrix Preferred?
While deriving PCs from covariance matrices simplifies both physical interpretation and
computation of the statistics discussed, their use is not always appropriate. Jackson (1981)
mentions two conditions for when it is appropriate to obtain PCs from the response corre-
lation matrix rather than the covariance matrix.
• When response variables are measured in different units. Since the relative magnitudes
of different units may be greatly different, the responses are standardized to remove
the influence of incongruous response variances before calculating the PCs.
• Response variables are in the same units but of widely ranging variances. If the
unevenness of the variances may give unreasonable weight to specific responses, then
the PCs should be derived from the correlation matrix.
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It is especially true in the social sciences, where units of measurement are often difficult
to quantify precisely, that employing PCs derived from the correlation matrix is common-
place. However it is easy to imagine a product design situation where the controllable design
variables are in different units such as temperature, force, volume, etc.
1.2.2.4 Contrasting with Factor Analysis
We take this opportunity to clarify how the commonly misconstrued terms Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) and Factor Analysis (FA) are used in this thesis. Our terminology
is taken from Jolliffe (2002).
PCA consists of forming PCs of the original responses defined as the product of the eigen-
vectors of the covariance/correlation matrix and the vector of multiple responses. These
linear combinations of the responses are a mathematically elegant way of representing the
diagonal terms of a covariance/correlation matrix and are examined for their potential in-
terpretation as reasonable multi-response factors. While PCA is largely a descriptive and
exploratory technique, it can be supplemented by inferential methods which add a statistical
rigor to making decisions regarding its applicability.
The underlying idea of FA is that r observed random variables (i.e., Y) can be expressed
as linear combinations of p < r hypothetical or common factors (i.e., fk) per the following
model:
y1 = λ11f1 + λ12f2 + · · ·+ λ1pfp + ε1
y2 = λ21f1 + λ22f2 + · · ·+ λ2pfp + ε2
...
yr = λr1f1 + λr2f2 + · · ·+ λrpfp + εr
where λjk : j = 1, 2, . . . , r ; k = 1, 2, . . . , p are constants called factor loadings and
ej : j = 1, 2, . . . , p are error terms called specific factors because ej is specific to yj while
the fk are common to all the responses.
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This equation can be rewritten in matrix form as:
Y = Λf + e (1.1)
The following assumptions are associated with this model:
1. E[e]= 0, E[f ]= 0, E[Y]= 0,
2. E[eeT]= Ψ (diagonal), E[feT]= 0, (a matrix of zeroes), E[ffT]= Ip (an identity
matrix).
The second set of assumptions states respectively that the error terms are uncorrelated,
the common factors and error terms are uncorrelated and that the common factors are
orthogonal.
Estimation of the model terms in FA is done sequentially, starting with the parameters
in Λ and Ψ. The covariance matrix for Equation (1.1) is:
Σ = ΛΛT + Ψ (1.2)
where the sample covariance matrix is usually substituted for Σ. The two most popular
ways of estimating the elements of Λ are PCA and maximum likelihood estimation (i.e.,
MLE).
PCA tends to do a better job of estimating the diagonal elements of the covariance or
correlation matrix of the common factors whereas MLE generally creates better estimates
of the off-diagonal components. Johnson and Wichern (1992) note that PCA tends to
provide interpretable factors without need for orthogonal rotation. Since MLE does not
usually provide physically interpretable factors, orthogonal rotation of the common factors
is routinely employed. The goal of the rotation is to find the strongest contrasts between
the elements of the common factors. The reason orthogonal rotation does not change the





where T is any orthogonal transformation. The orthogonal transformation sought is that
rigid rotation of Λ that optimizes a particular criterion and most statistical software pack-
ages allow the design decision maker to choose between Varimax, Quantmax, etc.
We now summarize the key differences between PCA and FA. PCA is a linear trans-
formation of a covariance/correlation matrix, whose first few eigenvectors often have a
reasonable multi-response interpretation. Although the response vector Y can be mod-
elled using the PCs, that is not a necessary element of PCA. In the physical sciences the
first few PCs commonly lend themselves to reasonable multi-response factors. If the PCs
do not lend themselves to a rational interpretation, they are not employed. There is no
rotation of the PCs to find a better physical meaning.
FA hypothesizes the existence of common factors which can not be observed and whose
covariance matrix must comply with a number of modelling assumptions. Typically the
common factors are not readily interpretable and need to be orthogonally rotated to find a
tangible physical meaning. There are specific criteria used to choose the specific orthogonal
transformation which are available in many statistical packages featuring FA. PCA and
maximum likelihood estimation are the two most common techniques employed to model
the covariance matrix of the common factors in FA.
PCA is largely a mathematical re-packaging of the covariance matrix whose eigenvectors
sometimes simplify the explanation of complex systems. FA is a more formal covariance-
modelling technique whose objective is the identification of non-observable multi-response
common factors and uses orthogonal and sometimes oblique rotation to accomplish that
goal.
1.2.2.5 What are Loss-Scaled Principal Components?
In the prior subsections of this chapter we’ve defined PCs and their relevant properties.
While PCs are one of the oldest multivariate techniques in existence, their variance optimiz-
ing properties continue finding new application areas. In Chapter 3 we review multivariate
robust design techniques and comment on their respective use of the correlation structure
of the responses.
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Of the multivariate techniques considered, minimizing the expected value of the MQL
makes the best use of the correlation structure and can be decomposed into covariance and
off-target vector product terms as shown below:
E(MQL) = E(Y − τ)TA(Y − τ)
= trace[AΣY] + [EY − τ ]TA[EY − τ ]. (1.3)
To minimize the two terms of the expected MQL, one must simultaneously consider the
contributions of the loss matrix A as well as the response covariance/correlation matrix. The
primary conceptual contribution of this thesis is the formation of PCs which simultaneously
account for the loss constant matrix and the response covariance/correlation matrix in
the MQL. Since the loss constant matrix A is symmetric and positive definite it can be
decomposed by either Cholesky decomposition or diagonalized in the following way:
GTAG = ΛA










where the columns of G are the eigenvectors of A and the diagonal elements of ΛA are the
eigenvalues of A. If we then define q = (GΛ
1
2
A), we can express A in the following way:
A = qqT
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This allows Equation (1.3) to be written as follows:
E(MQL) = E(Y − τ)TA(Y − τ)
= E(q
TY − qTτ)T (qTY − qTτ)
= trace[qTΣYq] + (EqTY − qTτ)T (EqTY − qTτ)
= trace[qTΣYq] + [qT(EY − τ)]T [qT(EY − τ)].
(1.4)
Therefore multiplying the original response vectors by the matrix qT incorporates the
contents of matrix A and ΣY directly into the matrix qTΣYq. We will see in the next
section how this simplifies the expression of the covariance and off-target vector product
terms on the right side of Equation (1.3).
Loss-scaled responses are simply qTY and their principal components are formed by
multiplying Y by the eigenvectors of qTΣYq.
This work is motivated by the desire to find out whether a subset of the loss-scaled
principal components provide an acceptably accurate and faster way to solve for robust
designs. This will be investigated in the application in chapter 5 and its ramifications for
use in MSPC will be explored in chapter 7.
1.3 Structure of Thesis
The thesis is structured as follows. This first chapter describes the thesis at a high level,
briefly reviews the underlying concepts behind principal components (PC) and defines loss-
scaled principal components (LSPC). Chapter 2 represents an early, non-condensed version
of a review paper on robust design which examined many articles in the applied statisti-
cal journals over the last twenty years. It is archived here to document the many short
descriptions of these articles, some of which made it into the leaner version submitted for
publication. Likewise the material in chapter 3 has been whittled down and submitted
for a separate publication on multivariate robust design. The reader is forewarned that
chapters 2 and 3 are archived here as documentation and in no way represent a sparse or
economical packaging of this information. In Chapter 4 we examine the general case of how
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well a subset of LSPC approximate expected MQL by looking at the possible combinations
of loss constant and covariance matrices. In Chapter 5 we propose a procedure for static
multivariate RD and demonstrate our proposed technique on a product design problem fea-
turing 8 design variables and 6 correlated responses. We compare optimal design vector and
computation time from our procedure to those yielded by traditional MQL. In Chapter
6 we first review multivariate SPC and then discuss how PCs can be used for diagnosing
shifts in location and or dispersion. In Chapter 7 we propose a multivariate test static that
combines Hotelling’s T 2 with the loss constant matrix and compare its average run length
(ARL) properties to Hotelling’s T 2 statistic. We also demonstrate how the proposed test
statistic can be decomposed to diagnose the individual variables driving location and or
dispersion out of control. We conclude both Chapter 7 and this dissertation by suggesting
future directions for this research in multivariate quality control.
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CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF ROBUST DESIGN FROM 1980 - 2000
Robust design (RD) became very popular after Genichi Taguchi’s parameter design methods
were introduced to US corporations in the 1980’s. A broad definition of RD is the design
of products and processes such that their performance variation is insensitive (i.e. robust)
to changes in factors beyond reasonable control (i.e. noise factors). This paper tracks the
evolution of RD from the designs and analysis of Taguchi to the variety of DOE, modelling
and analysis approaches currently practiced in RD. The majority of articles stress the use
of fractional factorial designs which incorporate control and noise variables into a combined
array and fit a variety of fixed, random and mixed effects or GLM models directly to the
process response. Several Bayesian techniques are mentioned as well as new techniques in
non-linear optimization. Discussion of multivariate approaches to RD is deferred to Chapter
3.
2.1 Evolution of General Methodology in RD
2.1.1 Clarification of Taguchi’s Parameter Design
This section features several references which helped to explain and clarify Taguchi’s static
parameter design as it became widely studied and practiced around the world.
Kacker (1985) defined Off-Line Quality Control, Parameter Design and Taguchi’s ap-
proach to the latter. The central idea of parameter design is to choose design parameter
settings which minimize the product or process performance sensitivity to uncontrollable
sources of variation. He further describes Taguchi’s designed experiments, performance
measure, loss function and the two step procedure.
Taguchi’s experimental design takes an orthogonal array for the controllable design pa-
rameters (i.e. an inner array of control factors) and crosses it with another orthogonal array
for the factors beyond reasonable control (i.e. an outer array of noise factors). Hereafter
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we refer to this design as the product array.
At each test combination of control factor levels, the entire noise array is run and a
performance measure is calculated. Taguchi’s recommended performance measure is called
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which is a quadratic function of the data. A model of the
SNR is created as a function of the control parameters and then used to find the control
factor levels that satisfy the desired optimization criterion. He offers a variety of SNRs from
which to choose, depending on the final desired target value for the process mean. The three
target choices for process mean are the smaller-the-better (STB), larger-the-better (LTB)
and nominal-the-best (NTB). Each of these situations features a different SNR.
Taguchi’s optimization goal is to minimize a loss function which is proportional to
the squared difference between process mean and a target value. Taguchi’s method of
achieving this minimized loss is called “the two step process” because it relies on first
finding the control factor levels that optimize the SNR, and secondly on using control
factors independent of the SNR to shift the process mean to its desired target. Hereafter
we call this method of analysis the loss model approach (LMA).
Hunter (1985) transmitted Taguchi’s ideas to a wider audience by clarifying his choice
of experimental design, the role of interactions and the effects of data transformations.
Barker (1990) complements Hunter’s interpretation with a universally readable (i.e. for
statisticians and non-statisticians alike) introduction to the philosophy of Taguchi, clearly
written in classical Taguchian terminology.
2.1.2 Description and Critique of Taguchi’s RD Philosophy
Pignatiello (1988) stresses that one must examine both Taguchi’s strategy and tactics to
comprehend his contributions. He defines the Taguchi strategy as attempting to find a best
design, which minimizes expected loss over an uncontrollable noise space. Taguchi tactics
are the specific techniques recommended by Taguchi to implement this strategy and include
the product array, the SNR and the loss model approach. While the literature is replete
with constructive criticism of Taguchi’s tactics, his strategy, that of an empirical application
of decision making under uncertainty, is fundamentally sound.
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In Nair (1992) twelve leading practitioners of RD provided their views regarding the
philosophy and technical practices of Taguchi. In the following paragraphs we summarize
comments from some participants in Nair’s discussion regarding this philosophy. Nair uses
the term robust design synonymously with Taguchi’s parameter design.
Phadke states that robust design adds a new dimension to statistical experimental data
by explicitly addressing how to economically reduce product variation while ensuring that
laboratory findings hold up in customer environments.
Shin Taguchi states that the goal of parameter design is not to characterize the system
but to achieve robust function. Box takes issue with Shin Taguchi’s goal statement and feels
engineers can best reduce variation by understanding the causal relations and mechanisms
by which systems function. Box also credits Taguchi for his enormously valuable contribu-
tion in making robustness studies an integral part of the design of industrial products and
processes.
Lorenzen applauds Taguchi for making the idea of robustness popular within the engi-
neering community. While agreeing that emphasizing the importance of variance reduction
to the larger community is of great value, Kacker reminds the reader that the specific
techniques of parameter design are merely one option of many with which to pursue these
objectives.
Lucas attributes the widespread adoption of parameter design to the simplicity of
Taguchi’s designs, linear graphs and loss functions. He views criticism of Taguchi’s anal-
ysis as minor compared to his unparalleled success in getting engineers to run factorial
experiments.
Tsui (1992) seconds the importance of getting user-friendly statistical tools into engi-
neering hands and praises Taguchi for his contributions in this area. He also argues that
more efficient designs, and modelling approaches which better reflect process function will do
even more to bridge the gap between engineer and statistician. He specifically recommends
replacing the product array with a single array integrating control and noise factors (i.e.
the combined array) and modelling the process response rather than a summary measure
such as the SNR. He furthermore recommends that the experimenter consider interaction
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plots, Bayesian plots, and response surface methods to help pinpoint process settings which
reduce performance variability.
Leon et al (1993) emphasize the crucial nature of choosing the appropriate response,
control and noise variables and experimental design . They argue the best response is one
that has a clear economic and mechanistic relationship to the process being optimized. The
control and noise variables must encompass the relevant influences on process performance
and the experimental design must allow for the modelling of these influences. Even though
Taguchi’s parameter design methods work in many cases, situations abound in which mod-
elling a response other than the SNR is clearly superior.
Tsui (1996) compares Taguchi’s loss model approach with that of the response model
approach. Since the loss model approach presupposes a product array design, it gives the
experimenter less flexibility to pick a more efficient design. More important is that while the
model for the SNR may be a linear function of the control factors, the process variance may
be a quadratic function of the same. In highly fractionated experiments this may create bias
in the effects estimates which may lead to non-optimal choices of control factor settings.
Only in circumstances where there are few or no significant control-noise interactions is this
bias avoided.
In contrast the response model approach gives the experimenter more leeway in choosing
experimental design and allows the modelling of the response as a function of both control
and noise variables. This additional information on the influence of the noise factors enables
exploitation of the control-noise interactions through simple graphs.
Compared to the loss model approach however, the response model suffers from a critical
dependency on the accuracy of the fitted model. With the response model approach the
experimenter bears more responsibility for correctly identifying significant control-noise
interactions at the risk of increasing process variability. In summary the two approaches
should yield similar results when the effects of the loss model approach are not seriously
biased and the response model is a good fit.
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Table 2.1: Factors in the Injection Molding Experiment
Control Factors Noise Factors
A: cycle time M: percentage re-grind
B: mold temperature N: moisture content





2.2 Design of Experiments in RD
In this section we present the views of a number of authors on how to decide whether a
combined array or a product array is the best choice for conducting an investigation.
2.2.1 Product Arrays vs. Combined Arrays
We start by presenting an injecting molding example originally from Engel (1992). This case
was chosen because it is a small, practical example which serves here to contrast the two
types of arrays and has been analyzed in Steinberg and Bursztyn (1994) and Tsui (1996).
This experiment consists of testing seven control factors (A,B,C,D,E,F,G) and three noise
factors (M,N,O) which are described in Table 2.1.
In Table 2.2 we see the product array consisting of the inner (control) array with seven
columns and the (noise) array represented by the three rows corresponding to the noise fac-
tors. The control array consists of a 27−4 saturated fractional factorial design and the noise
factor array consists of a 23−1 saturated fractional factorial design. The entire experiment
consists of a total of 27−4 x 23−1 = 32 test runs.
The structure of the table reveals that for each of the four combinations of noise factor
settings, the entire control array is repeated, yielding four response measurements for each
test combination of the seven control factors. Using Taguchi methods, a summary statistic
called the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) would be calculated from the four responses measured
at each of the control array test combinations. The data from a product array would then
be analyzed with the LMA as described in Kacker (1985). Later in this paper we will show
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Table 2.2: Injection Molding Experiment Design and Data
Run Control Array Noise Array
M -1 -1 1 1
N -1 1 -1 1
O -1 1 1 -1
A B C D E F G Data
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 2.2 2.1 2.3 2.3
2 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 0.3 2.5 2.7 0.3
3 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 0.5 3.1 0.4 2.8
4 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 2.0 1.9 1.8 2.0
5 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.0
6 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 2.1 4.2 1.0 3.1
7 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 4.0 1.9 4.6 2.2
8 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.8
Table 2.3: Variance-Effect Estimates and Their Aliases
Effect Estimates Aliased Effects
m.e. 2-f.i.
-.030 A BC DE FG
.028 B AC DF EG
.055 C AB DG EF
-.027 D AE BF CG
-.056 E AD BG CF
.934 F AG BD CE
.028 G AF BE CD
how the data from the product array can also be analyzed with another technique called
the response model approach, which is an alternative to Taguchi’s recommended LMA.
The LMA assumes a model consisting only of control factors based on the presumption
that the experimenter has chosen these factors so that the control-control factor interactions
are negligible. Hence although each control factor is aliased with three control-control
interactions (see Table 2.3), from this grouping of aliased effects only the individual control
factor main effects are believed to influence the response.
Table 2.4 presents a combined array where the control and noise variables are columns
within the same design matrix. This design is a 210−5 fractional factorial design and consists
of a total of 32 test runs. This particular design takes only one replicate of each combination
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of the variables in order to maintain the same number of test runs as in the product array.
When the experimenter gathers data with this type of design, he can not use the LMA for
modelling since there is no repetition of all noise conditions at each combination of control
factor settings as in the product array. With this experimental design the experimenter is
restricted to the response model approach.
The data column is empty because the relevant experiment was only run as a product
array. We remind the reader that this is only one possible combined array design and is
placed here to illustrate its structural differences with the product array. There are many
possible designs from which to choose, depending on the experimenter’s experimental goals
and knowledge of the process.
The response model approach assumes that the response can be modelled as a function
of control and noise variables as well as the interactions between them. The experimenter
chooses the specific combined array according to her best understanding of possible main
effects and interactions that may influence the response.
The traditional practice in classical design of experiments is to pick a Resolution IV or
higher design so that individual factors are aliased with three factor interactions, of which
there are relatively few known physical examples. A Resolution V is even more desirable
since it aliases the two factor interactions, of which many examples exist in nature, with
three factor interactions. The general rule is that the experimenter is reasonably safe from
missing important effects if the main effects and two factor interactions are only aliased
with higher order interactions.
Table 2.5 shows the aliasing of the main effects from the combined array shown in Table
2.4. Since Table 2.4 is a Resolution IV design, the individual control and noise variables
(i.e. main effects) are each aliased with three-factor interactions. Hence for estimating the
effects of individual control and noise variables, the combined array of Table 2.4 is a better
data gathering instrument than Table 2.3. This is because the main effects are aliased with
three factor interactions rather than two factor interactions as in the product array.
However the estimation of main effects is not necessarily the best way to judge the value
of a test design for RD. The control-noise interactions are generally regarded as having
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Table 2.4: Injection Molding Experiment in Combined Array
Run Combined Control and Noise Array
A B C D E F G M N O Data
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 ***
2 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 ***
3 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 ***
4 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 ***
5 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 ***
6 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 ***
7 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 ***
8 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 ***
9 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 ***
10 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 ***
11 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 ***
12 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 ***
13 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 ***
14 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 ***
15 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 ***
16 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 ***
17 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 ***
18 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 ***
19 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 ***
20 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 ***
21 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 ***
22 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 ***
23 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 ***
24 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 ***
25 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 ***
26 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 ***
27 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 ***
28 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 ***
29 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 ***
30 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 ***
31 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 ***
32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ***
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Table 2.5: Combined Array Main Effects and Their Aliases
Aliased Effects
Main Effects 3-Factor Interactions
A EFO DFN CFM BFG
B EGO DGN CGM AFG
C EMO DMN BGM AFM
D ENO CMN BGN AFN
E DNO CMO BGO AFO
F EAO DAN CAM BAG
G EBO DBN CBM BAF
M ECO DCN CBG CAF
N EDO DCM DBG DAF
O EDN ECM EBG EAF
equal importance as the control effects for fine tuning the final control factor settings for
minimal product variation. Hence evaluation of an experimental design for RD purposes
must take into account the design’s ability to estimate the control-noise interactions deemed
most likely to affect product performance.
Having illustrated this example with both product and combined arrays, we proceed by
reviewing the comments of some of the leading experts in RD on the pros and cons of using
product and combined arrays.
Shoemaker et al (1991) point out that the product array dictates estimation of all
two factor control interactions and higher order generalized control-noise interactions and
is intended only for main effects models. The combined array allows the experimenter
to choose interactions to be estimated and allows for models with main effects, two factor
interactions and control-noise interactions which can be exploited towards reducing response
variation. They state that significant runs savings are possible with the combined array due
to the flexibility it affords experimenters in the estimation of effects.
In the following paragraphs we summarize comments from some participants in Nair
(1992) regarding choice of experimental design.
Wu justifies Taguchi’s choice of mixed level orthogonal arrays as a means of ensuring
run-size economy. The simplest practical 3k−n design has 27 runs while Taguchi’s L18(37)
has eighteen runs. He defends the use of linear graphs as a user-friendly way of capturing
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solutions for non-statisticians, who may well be intimidated by aliasing tables. He stipulates
that the Taguchi designs are appropriate only for simple, small applications and cautions
that the Taguchi Resolution III designs represented by linear graphs guarantee neither
maximum resolution nor minimum aberration.
Sacks and Welch assert that a single experimental array requires fewer runs and is
therefore more practical for experimenters. Box echoes this by stating that the product
array contains an excessive number of test runs.
Lorenzen makes a detailed comparison of the two types of arrays with regards to several
criteria. He finds the product array more intuitive, a significant advantage for wider public
employment. He finds the combined array less intuitive and dislikes its need to estimate
missing noise combinations. He compares the designs in terms of detectability and robust-
ness. He finds the two array types comparable in detectability, whereas using his own ad-hoc
robustness measure to examine a number of cases, he finds the combined array superior for
robustness. He balances this by saying that if the cost of each control factor combination
is expensive, the combined array may be more expensive than the product array.
Kacker equates use of the combined array to classical regression decomposed into control
and noise variables, albeit without satisfying the homogeneous variance requirement. In his
experience product engineers can not be relied upon to prioritize important control-noise
interactions, a working assumption of the combined array. He furthermore states that
regression based on the combined array is more sensitive to missing data than the product
array.
A final observation from Nair (1992) is that the product array is the more intuitive
arrangement, while the combined array, even with replication often demands a smaller
number of test runs. A few more references complement Nair’s comprehensive discussion.
Ghosh and Derderian (1993) derive robustness measures for RD experimental layouts.
They do this for both product and combined arrays, thereby allowing the experimenter to
objectively decide whether the product or combined array provides a more robust option.
Lucas (1994) notes that Taguchi’s product arrays can be considered response surface
designs and compares them to standard and mixed resolution composite designs. Lucas
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ties together Taguchi analysis and response surface analysis with an argument based on
propagation of error. He remarks that a product array is size efficient when both inner and
outer arrays are saturated. He goes on to show how a mixed resolution composite design has
even smaller size by allowing the factorial portion to be Resolution III and using only star
points for the control variables. He recommends the composite design using the smallest
fraction of (2p) with Resolution V or using a fractional factorial of mixed resolution.
When Taguchi and composite designs are of similar size, he recommends composite
design for its ability to estimate interactions among control factors as as control-noise in-
teractions. He concludes that the use of classical, statistically designed experiments can
achieve same or better results than Taguchi’s product arrays.
Finally, Wu and Hamada (2000) provide an intuitive approach to choosing between
product and combined array based on an effect-ordering principle.
They judge an array by its estimation capacity, which is the number of strongly clear
(i.e. not aliased with main effects or two or three factor interactions), clear (i.e. not aliased
with main effects and two factor interactions) and eligible effects (i.e. not aliased with main
effects) it can estimate.
They list the most important class of effects as that containing control-noise interac-
tions, control main effects and noise main effects. The second highest class contains the
control-control interactions and the control-control-noise interactions while the third and
least important class contains the noise-noise interactions. Each type of interaction within
a class grouping is considered of equal importance. The array which produces the highest
number of clear effect estimates in the most important class is considered the best design.
Noting that the combined array is often touted as being more cost effective due to an
implied smaller number of runs, Wu and Hamada (2000) place the cost comparison on a
more objective basis by factoring in both cost per control setting and cost per noise replicate.
They conclude the experimenter must prioritize the effects to be estimated and the realistic
costs involved before deciding which type of array is optimal.
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2.2.2 Designs for RD
The prior section focused on how to decide whether a product or combined array would
best serve the experimenter’s purposes. The common bond between product and combined
arrays is that they both consist of orthogonal arrays. In this section we review two references
which help the experimenter choose which specific orthogonal array to select as the building
block for a combined or product array.
2.2.2.1 Standard Orthogonal Arrays and Related Tools
Tsui (1988) introduces the confounding table, i.e. a small chart showing which effects in an
orthogonal array are confounded, as a general method for planning experiments. Because
of their ability to represent more than two levels, the tables are applicable to a much wider
selection of experiments than the linear graphs of Taguchi or the interaction graphs of Kacker
and Tsui (1987). He restricts his examples to two and three level fractional factorials and
defines the requirement set as a group of main effects and two-factor interactions that must
remain unconfounded in the experiment. He gives detailed instruction for how to assign
factors to specific columns in the orthogonal arrays, while honoring the requirement set.
Two additional advantages of confounding tables is that they are not limited to any specific
size of orthogonal array and can handle multiple and mixed level experiments as well.
Kacker and Tsui (1990) formally present the work first documented in Kacker and Tsui
(1987), featuring a graphical technique for showing the confounding pattern of effects within
a two level fractional factorial. The interaction graph is a graphical construct that identifies
all interaction relationships among the columns of an orthogonal array (hereafter OA) for
two level fractional factorials of sixteen runs or less. They provide step by step instructions
for assigning factors to columns of the OA and list three major advantages of the interaction
graphs when compared to the linear graphs of Taguchi.
The first advantage is providing complete information regarding confounding of inter-
actions whereas linear graphs provide no information in this regard. Second is that linear
graphs can always be derived from an interaction graph, while the converse is not true.
Lastly is that interaction graphs can always be used to construct fractional factorial plans
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of resolution IV. This simple graphical technique retains the user-friendly appeal of the
linear graph while providing the experimenter with valuable confounding relationships.
Kacker et al (1991) define orthogonal arrays and describe how Taguchi’s fixed element
arrays are related to well known fractional factorial designs. The authors also review how
Taguchi’s mixed element orthogonal arrays are constructed.
2.2.2.2 Designs for Combined Arrays
Rosenbaum (1996) reinforces the efficiency claims of the combined array by giving a number
of combined array designs which are smaller for a given orthogonal array strength or stronger
for a given size. Hedayat and Stufken (1999) present a catalog of maximum possible strength
two level combined array designs for a given number of factors and test runs. They use
defining contrasts to obtain these arrays.
2.2.2.3 Designs for Product Arrays
For the experimenter inclined to use Taguchi’s product array structure, there are many
design choices available. These include the classic Taguchi arrays and several other variants
which try to compensate for the oft cited complaint of excessive test runs. A trend in RD
over the last ten years is for RSM practitioners to demonstrate how established RSM designs
and analyses can be used to accomplish the goals of RD more precisely and efficiently than
with the tools recommended by Taguchi.
Box and Jones (1992) point out that Taguchi’s product array structure of inner (control)
and outer (noise) arrays is a specific case of the split-plot design prominent in RSM. In split
plot designs, a classification factor is one whose effect on the variance of the response is
important to account for without need for precise estimation. The classification factor is
confounded with the higher level block, i.e. the whole plot, while the other type of factor,
the split plot factor, is confounded with partitions of the whole plot, i.e. the split plots.
The experimenter usually has greater interest in reliably estimating the effect of the split
plot factor on response variance.
Box and Jones assert that respectively placing the noise and control variables in whole
and split plots maximizes the precision of the the control and control-noise effects, i.e. those
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most important in correctly determining optimal control variable settings. This comes at
the cost of less precise estimates of the noise effects. For RD purposes, they advocate an
analysis approach which quantifies control by noise interactions to enable the experimenter
to pick optimal control variable settings.
In his product array designs, Taguchi places the control variables in the whole plots
and the noise variables in the split plots. This testing structure sacrifices information by
spending its best estimation power on the effects of the noise variables rather than the
control variables and the control-noise interactions.
Running the split plot per the recommendation of Box and Jones provides two major
advantages for the RD experimenter. They are the valuable information gained on control-
noise interactions and the potential of increased run efficiency. Using the split plot design
in this fashion provides an attractive, alternative means of running the product array for
the RD experimenter.
Borkowski and Lucas (1997) introduce a new class of product array designs called
composite-mixed resolution designs (hereafter CMR). These are of minimal Resolution V
in the control array and minimal Resolution III in the noise array. Size comparisons be-
tween CMR designs and Taguchi product array designs show CMR ranging from superior
to competitive and D and G optimal efficiencies of the designs are included.
Bingham and Sitter (1999) introduce an algorithm that efficiently constructs minimum
aberration two level fractional factorial split plot designs. They state that the algorithm
is readily modified to produce fractional factorial and fractional factorial split plot designs
in which the number of levels is the power of a prime. This enables the RD experimenter
willing to consider the split plot structure great flexibility in choice of experimental design.
Bisgaard (2000) continues the work of Box and Jones (1992) by providing specific tech-
nical detail on the design and analysis of split plot designs based on two level fractional
factorials. He stresses that choosing a split plot design must be driven by constraints on
randomization or resources, not necessarily the need to simultaneously study control and
noise variables. He seconds the recommendations of Box and Jones (1992) that control
variables be placed in split plots and noise variables in whole plots to exploit the more
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precise estimates of control-noise interactions.
He states that Taguchi style product array designs can be run as fully randomized
experiments or with restrictions on randomization and shows how this style of execution
enables labor saving strategies. He shows how to reduce the number of experimental runs
by providing rules for finding the defining contrast from the generators of individual design
matrices with and without split plot confounding. He concludes by giving guidelines on
how to choose between competing designs based on cost.
2.2.2.4 D-Optimal Designs
This section provides an additional instance of where RSM practitioners show how RD can
be efficiently and precisely executed with their methods. In this section several authors
show how D-optimal designs can be exploited in RD experiments.
A D-optimal design minimizes the area of the confidence ellipsoids for parameters being
estimated from an assumed model. A strength of D-optimal designs is their invariance to
linear transformation of the terms in the model. The weakness of these computer generated
designs is their dependence on the accuracy of the assumed model. Dumouchel and Jones
(1994) seek to improve on the ad-hoc RSM methods for making a design less sensitive to
model assumptions, such as center points and star-points .
They do this by supplying a theoretical foundation and algorithm for choosing an ex-
perimental design robust to model assumptions. They recommend models consisting of “p”
primary or assumed factors and “q” potential or tentative terms. Their approach allows
precise estimation of the primary terms and at least detectability for the potential terms.
The use of prior information on the potential terms allows the experimenter to “hedge bets”
on the assumed models and avoid the problem of singular estimation, since the run size “n”
is less than the sum of p and q.
The coefficients of primary terms are assumed to have a diffuse prior distribution and
potential terms are assumed to have a prior mean of zero and finite variance. Preliminary
scaling and centering of the potential terms is necessary in order to choose an appropriate
prior distribution. This Bayesian analog to the D-optimal design maximizes the determinant
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of the design matrix and requires little modification of most D-optimal search algorithms.
The major contribution here is the use of a proper prior distribution to attack the singular
design problem and make the design less model dependent.
The authors provide a practical example where data from a known quadratic model
is modelled with first order D-optimal, second order D-optimal and Bayesian D-optimal
designs. The Bayesian D-optimal design shows greatly improved bias, mean squared error,
prediction and lack of fit properties compared to the first order D-optimal design, and
comparable results for the second order D-optimal design.
Atkinson and Cook (1995) extend the existing theory of D-optimal design to linear
models with non-constant variance. They use the theory to create D-optimal designs for
estimating mean, variance or both and show that it applies whether mean and variance are
functions of the same or different variables. One common way of dealing with the model
dependency of D-optimal designs is by examining a number of locally optimal designs over
plausible values of the parameter to be estimated. In the case of significant differences
between the locally optimal designs, Atkinson and Cook recommend choosing a compromise
design with a Bayesian approach that approximates the pre-posterior loss.
Chang (1997) proposes an algorithm for generating near D-optimal designs for multiple
response surface models. This algorithm differs from existing approaches in that it does
not require prior knowledge or data based estimates of the covariance matrix to generate
its designs. The author uses simulation results to show the designs are near D-optimal and
non-dependent on the covariance structure.
For the case of heterogeneous variance, standard central composite designs (hereafter
CCD) may not be optimal. Mays (1999) extends the quadratic model methodology of RSM
to the case of heterogeneous variance. He uses D (i.e. maximal determinant) and I (i.e.
minimal integrated prediction variance) optimality criteria to allocate a given number of test
runs to different locations within a CCD design. Several variance structures are considered
for two, three and four variable models.
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2.2.2.5 Other Designs
The remaining references discuss types of designs used in RD which are not easily classified
under the more common categories previously discussed.
Vining and Schaub (1996) attack the problem of finding separate linear models for pro-
cess mean and variance. They use a two-pronged approach where variance is alternatively
considered constant and with an assumed prior distribution. These approaches can be
applied to the data from either combined or product array, as long as replication in the
combined array or the replicated outer array of the product array provide sufficient data for
the proposed variance model. They point out that separate models for mean and variance
allow for better understanding of the process and for compromise choices between bias and
process variance.
The authors use D-optimality to evaluate competing designs. Their comparison of the
designs indicated that replicated fractional factorials of assumed constant variance best
estimated the variance while the semi-Bayesian designs typically yield better estimates of
the process response. The two approaches yielded designs of comparable performance for
estimating the joint model except when the semi-Bayesian prior distribution was completely
misspecified.
Pledger (1996) divides noise variables into observable and unobservable and argues that
one’s ability to observe selected noise variables in production should translate into better
choices of optimal control settings. She describes a technique for introducing observable and
unobservable noise factors into an experimental design to take advantage of this available
information.
Rosenbaum (1999) focuses on the use of blocking in dispersion experiments, which he
defines as an attempt to estimate the effects of control factors on the variance introduced
by noise factors. He uses blocking to separate the control and noise variables in combined
arrays, which he showed in Rosenbaum (1996) to be stronger for a given size than the
corresponding product array designs.
Variance within blocks of noise variables that form an OA of strength 1 may be used
to estimate dispersion effects. He builds a family of blocked designs of strength 3 by using
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Hadamard matrices as within block arrays which are then completed and folded. Confound-
ing and aliasing of these designs are presented. These designs provide for unbiased estimates
for the main effects of control factors on variance introduced by noise factors under linear
models where noise variables do not intersect.
Li and Nachtsheim (2000) present experimental designs which don’t depend on the
experimenter’s prior determination of which interactions are most likely significant. They
construct model robust factorial designs (hereafter MRFD) which are efficient for all models
containing main effects and a pre-specified number of interactions. They compare these
designs to the standard offerings from maximum resolution fractional factorials for sizes of
8, 12 and 16 and find them more robust to model mis-specification though not completely
orthogonal.
They justify these designs with the sparsity of effects principle, assuming experimenters
are concerned with a small number of unknown interactions. They recommend the MRFDs
as alternatives to Resolution III and IV orthogonal designs in this situation. This design
eliminates the need for the experimenter to choose a confounding scheme. They note that
if the number of significant interactions exceeds the pre-specified number, then the designs
are not robust.
2.3 Analysis of Experiments in RD
2.3.1 Optimization and Choice of Performance Measure
2.3.1.1 Signal-Noise-Ratio
When planning an experiment in RD, the experimenter must think through several things
very carefully. We spoke earlier about different ways of deciding whether or not to use the
product array advocated by Taguchi, or the combined array first formally discussed in Welch
et al (1990) and extended in Shoemaker et al (1991). A related issue of equal importance is
choosing which performance measure to model for achieving the desired optimization goal.
Taguchi models the SNR to obtain control factor settings that satisfy the optimization goal
of minimal quadratic loss.
The job of a performance measure is to tell how a process is functioning. The advantages
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of the SNR advocated by Taguchi are twofold. First it has great intuitive appeal because
it is measured at each combination of control factors and secondly is a concurrent statistic,
i.e. it incorporates measures of location and dispersion into one value. Combined with
the simplicity of the two step procedure, its intuitive appeal has been a powerful incentive
for engineers and scientists to foray into the world of designed experiments while raising
the quality of their products. Bridging the worlds of engineering and applied statistics is
generally acknowledged as the greatest contribution of Taguchi.
Conversely the statistical community has been troubled by the unexplained connection
between maximizing the SNR and achieving the stated goal of minimal quadratic loss.
Recall that the two step procedure consisted of maximizing the SNR and then using control
factors which have negligible effect on the SNR to bring the process mean to target. Taguchi
did not rigorously spell out how this procedure guaranteed minimal quadratic loss.
The SNR is defined as:




A common choice of loss function is the quadratic loss function popularized by Taguchi,
L(Y, t) = A0(Y − t)2 (2.2)
where A0 is a constant. The average loss may be decomposed as:
R(C) = A0EN,ε(Y − t)2
= A0[V ARN,ε(Y ) + (EN,ε(Y )− t)2] (2.3)
where V ARN,ε(Y ) and EN,ε(Y ) are the mean and variance of the response of the manu-
facturing process over random noise N and ε, which we refer to as the process mean and
process variance in this paper. If the quadratic loss is believed to be a good approximation,
the objective of robust design is to minimize the sum of the process variance and the square
of the separation of process mean from the target.
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The next few paragraphs demonstrate how modelling process response as a performance
measure can lead to ways of modelling process mean and variance. From the decomposition
of quadratic loss into variance and off-target bias squared, we see a direct relation to how
minimizing variance and shifting the mean will optimize the average quadratic loss. We
start by modelling the response as a function of the control and noise variables as follows:
Y = f(C,N) + ε, (2.4)
where C = (C1, ..., Cp)T , N = (N1, ..., Nq)T , and f is a transfer function. The control
factors C are assumed to be fixed since they are controllable during production. Although
the noise factors N are assumed to be random during production, they are often treated as
fixed during the experiment to increase the efficiency of the experiment. The pure error ε
represents the remaining variability of the manufacturing process that is not captured by
the noise factors. We assume that the ε′s are independently and identically distributed with
mean zero and variance σ2 and are independent of the noise factors.
Below we consider a simple approximation of the transfer function, an additive model
(i.e. no control-control interactions) with control-by-noise interactions, to illustrate how
we can fix the noise factors in the experiment to estimate the process mean and variance
during production. Suppose the response Y for fixed noise factors in the experiment can be
expressed by the following model:
Y |N = α0 + αTC +
q∑
j=1
(γj + βjTC)Nj + ε , (2.5)
where Y |N is the conditional random variable of Y given N, α = (α1, ..., αp)T and βj =
(βj1, ..., βjp)T .
As mentioned earlier, N is treated as fixed in the experiment although it is random
during on-line production. It follows that the conditional mean and variance for fixed noise
are E(Y |N) = α0 + αTC +
∑q
j=1(γj + βj
TC)Nj , and V AR(Y |N) = σ2.
Suppose the N ′js are independently distributed with mean zero and variance σNj
2 during
production. In order to use equation 2.5 to estimate the process mean and variance, we
apply the following conditional expectation relationships:
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EN,ε(Y ) = EN [E(Y |N)] = α0 + αTC, (2.6)





2 + σ2. (2.7)
As mentioned above, equations 2.6 and 2.7 are good approximations of the true process
mean and process variance only if equation 2.5 continues to be a good approximation of the
true response model during on-line production where noise is random.
This discussion illustrates the important connection between the choice of performance
measure and achievement of the optimization goal. Taguchi has given us a two step process
to follow without justifying how it achieves minimal quadratic loss. Using the response as
a performance measure allows modelling of process mean and variance in many cases, but
these models are only as useful as the accuracy of the response model.
The choice of performance measure and achievement of the optimization goal are inex-
tricably linked. The ideal performance measure will lend itself to a simple procedure, such
as the two step procedure, which decomposes the optimization problem into simpler tasks.
In the remainder of this section we present the thoughts of a number of authors on how an
experimenter can choose the best performance measure for the optimization goal at hand.
Nair and Pregibon (1986) recommend choosing separate measures of location and dis-
persion based on system response. This typically implies the use of mean and variance but
advise the experimenter to consider other measures such as median (location) and inter-
quartile range (dispersion) which are more robust to outliers. They advocate the use of
transformations to separate the location and dispersion effects and the supplementation of
ANOVA with a number of graphical techniques allowing identification of the two types of
effects.
Leon et al (1987) investigated how and when Taguchi’s two step process actually achieves
its stated optimization goal of minimal quadratic loss. Remember that Taguchi’s first step
consisted of maximizing the SNR and the second of moving the process mean to target.
The second step of Taguchi’s process assumes the existence of one or more control factors
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that affect location without affecting dispersion. These control factors are referred to as
adjustment factors.
Leon et al (1987) (hereafter LSK) show that when the system performance is of a form
where the ratio of mean to sigma is fixed, Taguchi’s two-step procedure does indeed minimize
average quadratic loss. However for other underlying models the two step procedure may
not achieve minimal average quadratic loss. LSK suggest an alternative to the SNR, the
performance measure independent of adjustment (PerMIA). The PerMIA consists of control
variables that affect dispersion and location and assumes the existence of other control
factors (i.e. adjustment factors) which affect location and are independent of the PerMIA.
A PerMIA can be found for models other than proportional mean and sigma and for loss
functions other than the quadratic loss. The SNR then becomes a special case of the
PerMIA.
When an adjustment parameter exists, a PerMIA can be derived directly from knowledge
of the loss function and the general form of the performance measure model. The PerMIA
generalizes the approach of the SNR so that the experimenter may take advantage of the
simplifying two-step decomposition of the optimization problem for a wider range of models
and loss functions.
Box (1988) agrees with Leon et al (1987) that the SNR is only appropriately used in
conjunction with models where process sigma is proportional to process mean. In that case
maximization of the SNR would achieve minimal quadratic loss by allowing adjustment of
process mean to target.
Box promotes the use of transformations which, for common non-proportional relation-
ships between process sigma and mean, would allow for the achievement of minimizing loss
while moving mean to target. He recommends a lambda plot of the data to indicate the
transformation likely needed to allow a functional separation of process mean and sigma.
He argues that the SNRs for the STB and LTB cases are inadequate summaries of data and
extremely inefficient measures of location.
He stresses the importance of distinguishing between two issues in RD. First is choosing
an appropriate performance criterion and second is finding the best way to estimate it. He
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feels that experimentation, use of simple graphical techniques and sequential testing are the
best ways to solving the RD challenge instead of the use of rigid, preordained performance
criteria such as the SNR.
In their comments on Box (1988), Shoemaker et al (1987) (hereafter STL) praise Box’s
use of the Lambda plot to find the transformation of variance such that adjustment factors
independent of the transformed variance can be found. These adjustment factors allow
the process mean to be moved to a target position for the minimization of quadratic loss.
However STL assert that transformation may be unnecessary and prefer that adjustment
of the mean take place on the untransformed data scale when possible.
Leon and Wu (1992) extend the PerMIA of LSK to a maximal PerMIA which can solve
constrained minimization problems in a two step procedure similar to that of Taguchi. They
defend the use of two-step procedures for their ability to model PerMIAs as a function purely
of non-adjustment factors, which remain the same when the target is changed, as well as
their transformation of constrained optimization problems into unconstrained ones. They
also derive a theorem for finding maximal PerMIA for quadratic loss functions.
They cite the fallacy of assuming a quadratic loss function and mention asymmetric
losses around a target as one instance of where the quadratic loss function is inappropriate.
For non-quadratic loss functions they introduce general dispersion, location and off-target
measures while developing a two step process. This general loss function two step procedure
includes identification of adjustment functions, which they define as a function of design
factors used to make adjustments of process location. Though Taguchi used process mean
as an adjustment function, they point to the median as a possible alternative. They apply
these new techniques in a number of examples featuring additive and multiplicative models
with non-quadratic loss functions.
Ng and Tsui (1992) argue that quality loss (QL) should be expressed as a continuous
function of a product characteristic. In order to model QL in this way, they recommend
implementing a more accurate, complete and customer-oriented measure of yield. The
current definition of yield equals the percent of process units passing final inspection. This
implies that all passed units are equally acceptable to the next-in-line customer.
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To that end they derive a measure called q-yield which accounts for amount of noncon-
forming units as well as variation from target among passed units. It does this by penalizing
yield commensurate with the amount of variation measured within the passed units. The
q-yield can be easily generalized to a general power function and can be extended to asym-
metric tolerance situations. The minimization of this loss function would work to improve
the quality seen by the next customer, rather than focus on getting more units to pass
inspection.
Tsui and Li (1994) establish a two step (or multi-step) procedure for the STB and LTB
problem based on the response model approach under certain conditions. They also show
that the optimal solution from this two step (or multi-step) procedure is invariant to the
choice of loss function from within the class of loss functions proposed by Box and Jones
(1990).
Box and Jones (1990) considered the following average loss function as an overall measure
of robust performance:
Rλ(C) = A0[λ (E(Y )− t)2 + (1− λ) V AR(Y )] (2.8)
where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and t = 0 for the STB problem. Note that this average loss function is
appropriate for the NTB and STB problems.
The procedure of Tsui and Li (1994) reduces the dimension of the optimization problem
and allows future elimination of noise factors without re-optimization. They derive the
procedure for the STB problem by first assuming that the response models for process
mean and variance take the following forms:
EN,ε(Y ) = EN [E(Y |N)] = α0 + αTC, (2.9)





2 + σ2. (2.10)
The two-step procedure consists of first minimizing process mean with respect to C1
and, while fixing the values of C1 derived in step one, minimizing process variance with
respect to C2. They use arguments and proofs from Tsui (1993) and Leon and Wu (1992)
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to show that the solutions obtained through this procedure minimize average quadratic
loss. They extend the two step procedure into a multi-step procedure which divides process
variance into contributions from bias, noise variables and pure error. They also demonstrate
the procedural solution to be invariant to loss functions in the class introduced by Box and
Jones (1990).
Anderson and Wu (1996) is one of the very few examples in the literature dealing with
directional dispersion. They examine techniques for analyzing the influence of experimental
factors on the dispersion of a directional response located on a unit circle. Several disper-
sion measures are considered and their relationships explored. Transformation of angular
dispersion into a statistic measured on a linear scale is accomplished via circular variance
(itself a measure of dispersion). After transformation analysis techniques are employed
to determine individual factor influences on directional dispersion. This fits into RD by
considering how noise and control variables are treated in this analysis.
Tsui (1996) generalizes Taguchi’s two step procedure for the NTB problem into a multi-
step procedure based on the response model approach. The procedure is derived, illustrated
and shown to be invariant under the class of loss functions introduced by Box and Jones
(1990).
The procedure is based upon decomposing average quadratic loss into process bias
squared and variance as follows:
R(C) = A0EN,ε(Y − t)2
= A0[V ARN,ε(Y ) + (EN,ε(Y )− t)2] (2.11)
where Var(Y) is further decomposed into





2 + σ2. (2.12)
Here process variance is decomposed into q + 2 individual variance components con-
tributed by q noise variables, bias squared and pure error variance. The contributions from
the q noise variables serve as individual variance tuning factors, allowing tradeoff between
bias and individual noise factors.
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Moorhead and Wu (1998) state that although RD analysis techniques nearly always
assume a quadratic loss function, in cases where loss is not quadratic the two step procedures
of Taguchi and Tsui (1996) for NTB problems are not applicable. Here Moorhead and Wu
develop modelling and analysis strategies for a general loss function where the quality
characteristic follows a location-scale model. Their procedure adds a third step to the
traditional two step process, an adjustment step which moves the mean to the side of the
target with lower cost. Hence the optimal solution for the general loss function moves the
final parameter settings in the direction of lower cost. Although limited by its need for a
location-scale model, it applies to general loss functions and builds upon the familiar two
step procedures used for quadratic functions.
Maghsoodloo (1990), derives and tabulates exact mathematical relationships between
Taguchi’s STB and LTB performance measures and his quality loss function. For the NTB
case he provides an inequality between the SNR and the quality loss function. This paper
provides more rigorous mathematical justification for some of Taguchi’s methods.
Maghsoodloo and Lee (2000) deal with a situation common in many manufacturing
processes, that of asymmetric tolerances for quality characteristics. Taguchi’s societal qual-
ity loss is not minimized in this situation by the common design practices of choosing
the smaller tolerance for both sides or setting process mean in the middle of the tolerances.
The authors consider linear and quadratic loss functions for determining an optimal process
mean which minimizes the expected value of the quality loss function.
2.3.1.2 Dual Response Approach
Taguchi’s loss model approach (LMA) models a single, summary performance measure,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). A dual response approach is one that models two separate
response functions, typically process mean and variance, and only works well when the two
responses are functionally independent.
Vining and Myers (1990) discuss the use of a dual response approach within a RSM
framework to provide a sequential platform for conducting RD. They borrow from Myers
and Carter (1973) by designating the responses as primary and secondary and seek to
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optimize the primary response subject to an acceptable value of the secondary response as a
constraint. They define an appropriate region of interest through screening experiments and
follow up with a second order response surface design to identify optimal control settings.
While comparable to Kacker’s PerMIA, this dual modelling applies more generally since
it doesn’t rely on a neat separation of control factors into those affecting mean and those
affecting variance. This is a more general approach to the NTB situation.
Del Castillo and Montgomery (1993) extend the work of Vining and Myers (1990) by
solving the dual response optimization using the generalized reduced gradient (GRG) algo-
rithm, a standard nonlinear programming technique, to achieve the same goals. They claim
this method is easier to use and more flexible than the dual response approach and can be
applied to multiple response situations.
Lin and Tu (1995) seek to correct some of the deficiencies in Vining and Myers (1990)
approach to solving the dual response optimization problem. They optimize via Lagrangian
multipliers with a procedure based on mean square error and choose the best subset model
rather than consistently adapting the full quadratic model for the primary and secondary
response surface. Lin and Tu employ the example featured in Vining and Myers (1990) to
compare the two procedures. They claim this method is not limited to polynomial models.
Copeland and Nelson (1996) solve the dual response optimization problem with the
technique of direct function minimization. They use the Nelder-Mead simplex procedure
and apply it to the LTB, STB and NTB cases.
DelCastillo et al (1997) present an algorithm in Fortran, the DRSALG, which finds
a global optimal solution for dual response systems within a spherical region of interest.
Its ability to guarantee a global optimum is an improvement over a general non-linear
programming algorithmic tendency to converge on local optima.
Fan (2000) introduced the DR2 algorithm which guarantees a global optimal solution
for non-degenerate problems and a near global solution for degenerate problems. Fan uses
large sample simulation to show its effectiveness in locating near global optimal operating
conditions for degenerate dual response problems.
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2.3.1.3 Nonlinear Optimization
Whereas conventional non-linear programming techniques can be used to solve the prob-
lem of high-low tolerancing when the process transfer function is closed or well-simulated,
Fathi and Palko (2000) introduce an approximation procedure for this problem for more
general conditions. When the transfer function is not closed or the variables are discrete
or categorical, their approximation procedure may be used. Several examples applying this
procedure are presented.
2.3.2 Choice of Performance Measure Modelling
The third important decision the experimenter must grapple with is how to model the chosen
performance measure. Since the final goal is optimization, the modelling methodology
should ideally lend itself to a decomposition of the optimization problem like the two step
procedure of Taguchi.
In sections 2.1 and 2.2 we respectively introduced the loss model approach (LMA) and
the response model approach (RMA). We start this section by taking the same injection
molding experiment and comparing the two modelling approaches by analyzing the response
data with each. To demonstrate the LMA, the performance measure process variance was
modelled as a function of the seven control variables presented in Table 2.3.
Tsui (1996) states that based on a main effects analysis, only factors C, E and F were
found significant. Hence the first step of the two step procedure is readily completed by
assigning these control variables the respective values of -1, 1 and -1 since this will minimize
the average process variance. Step two of the LMA procedure is completed by finding values
of the other variables that shift the process mean to the desired target.
The RMA models the same response data as a function of control and noise variables
as well as their interactions. Tsui96JAS uses the method of Lenth (1989) to conclude that
only factors A, D, G, C-N and E-N have significant effect on process variance. Including
the main effects of each corresponding interaction yields the following model:
ŷ = 2.25 + 0.425A + 0.063C − 0.282D + 0.144E
− 0.231G + 0.138N + 0.45CN − 0.419EN (2.13)
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In order to study the biases of the effect estimates in Table 2.3, Tsui (1996) follows
the approach in Box and Jones (1990) to estimate the variance of the response estimator
represented by equation 2.13. He assumes for simplicity that the noise variables M , N and
O in equation 2.13 are uncorrelated random variables with variances σ2M , σ
2
N , and σ
2
O. It
follows that the variance of ŷ over the noise can be estimated by
V ar(ŷ) = (0.138 + 0.45C − 0.419E)2σ2N (2.14)
= (0.019 + 0.124C − 0.116E − 0.377CE + 0.203C2 + 0.176E2)σ2N
which is clearly a quadratic function of the control factors C and E. If equation 2.13 is
believed to be adequate, equation 2.14 is a good estimate of the process variance. Thus we
can find out the potential bias of the effect estimates in Table 2.3. According to equation
2.14, since the main effect of F is zero and interaction CE is nonzero, the estimate on line
6 (0.934) of Table 2.3 should be an estimate of the interaction CE rather than the main
effect F . In other words, the main effect estimate of F is seriously biased with the estimate
of CE.
Note that, as shown in Shoemaker and Tsui (1993), since noise factor N interacts with
more than one control factor (C and E), the individual interaction plots should not be
used to identify the “optimal” factor settings. Steinberg and Bursztyn (1993) have also
studied Figure 2.1 and reached the same conclusion as Tsui (1996) regarding the optimal
settings for control factors C and E. They have also provided a more complete data analysis
including model diagnostics.
This example illustrates both the potential bias introduced into effects estimates by the
LMA, and the dependency of the RMA on the goodness of model fit. The remainder of the
section reviews selected references from the literature which provide detailed evaluations
for choosing which modelling method to pursue.
In one of the first RD papers to advocate direct modelling of the process response instead
of the SNR, Welch et al (1990) combined control and noise variables into a single orthogonal
array. They modelled the response as a function of both control and noise variables and used
the model to predict response as well as estimate the values of the quadratic loss function.
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Figure 2.1: Interaction Plot for Cavity Thickness by Injection Speed
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The authors employed the direct modelling of response to minimize quadratic loss in the
design of VLSI circuits in computer experiments. They compare use of the response model
approach with the loss model approach and conclude that in this application better results
at lower cost are achieved with the response model approach.
Myers et al (1992) describe Taguchi’s experimental designs and use of SNR and compare
to the alternative approaches offered by response surface methodology (hereafter RSM).
The combined array is compared to the product array and modelling of SNR compared
to separate models for mean and variance. Mention is made of the growing number of
options for modelling variance, including those presented in Box and Meyer (1986), Nair
and Pregibon (1988) and Nelson and Lee (1991). They state that RSM satisfies most of the
criticisms made of parameter design and allows use of a single performance measurement
in the use of the loss functions of Box and Jones (1990). In addition RSM lends itself to
the use of mixed models for random noise variables and fixed control variables.
In short they make the case that RSM provides a widely respected methodology for
conducting RD, marrying the best of Taguchi’s philosophy with a well established, sequential
body of empirical experimentation.
Shoemaker and Tsui (1993) provide a formal basis for the graphical data-analytic ap-
proach presented in Shoemaker et al (1991) (hereafter called STW). In STW the response
model approach (RMA) was compared to the loss model approach (LMA) of Taguchi and
found to often be more efficient and helpful in pointing out control variable settings which
would minimize variability caused by noise variables.
In STW they used an example with data from coating silicon on a wafer with several
control and noise variables. They showed how using control-noise interaction plots could
point out the most robust control factor settings. In this paper they state the conditions
when using control-noise interaction plots is appropriate and also show how the c-n plots
can actually increase process variability when used inappropriately.
The principal contribution of this paper is a detailed and justified procedure for when
and how to use the c-n procedures and a decomposition of the process variance into specific
c-n interactions called individual variability measures (IVMs).
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When an experiment has high enough resolution, the sample individual variability mea-
sures (SIVMs) are unbiased estimators of the IVMs. If the design does not have high enough
resolution, the SIVMs can be easily modified to provide an unbiased estimate. When the
bias can not be removed, the bias term can be estimated from the estimated covariance
matrix of the fitted effects.
They work though an analysis strategy and a constructed example modelling the noise
variables as fixed effects and point out how and when to use the c-n plots and SIVMs to
optimize robustness to the noise variables. They go on to examine the random effects cases
with independence and with correlation between the noise and control variables and how
this affects the IVMs.
This paper provides a necessary justification and broadening of the ideas presented in
STW for using the RMA.
For the NTB case, Kirmani and Das Peddada (1993) use stochastic ordering to obtain
alternative performance criteria to the SNR for finding the optimal control variables sought
in RD. They show how stochastic ordering between two probability distributions can be
used to compare two competing manufacturing processes. The comparison of the process is
represented by the probability distributions of the respective loss functions. For a normally
distributed process, the principle of stochastic ordering yields process variance and the non-
centrality parameter as the two performance criteria by which to choose control variable
settings. They also indicate how multivariate versions of these performance criteria can be
found using stochastic ordering.
Tsui (1994) points out that modelling the response variance with the loss model approach
(LMA) often creates unnecessary biases in the factorial effect estimates. This in turn may
lead to non-optimal choices of the control factor settings. The quadratic terms of the log
variance are negligible only when the magnitude of the control-noise interaction is much
smaller than that of the noise main effect. Hence only in that case will linearizing the
quadratic effects with a log transform effectively remove the bias from the model.
The variance of the response due to noise factors may be quadratic in the control factors
even when the response model itself is linear for the same. A detailed example shows how, in
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highly fractionated control arrays, the main effects are confounded with control by control
interactions when using the LMA.
Tsui applies the response model approach (RMA) to the same problem and shows that
for the best twenty combinations (of control factor settings) four of the control factors
are not in the same settings as the optimal setting identified by the LMA. The RMA
effects estimates are also unbiased. He mentions that since the RMA is more dependent
on the adequacy of the model chosen,there is greater need to verify goodness of fit through
normality plots, stepwise regression, Mallows’ C-p statistics, prediction sum of squares,
residual plots and when needed, data transformations.
Using two detailed industrial examples, Steinberg and Bursztyn (1994) show how choice
of modelling with the LMA vs. the RMA causes different choices of optimal settings for con-
trol factors. The authors reinforce the assertion made in Tsui (1994), that use of the LMA
in fractionated factorial control arrays may cause biased noise effects by their confounding
with control-control interactions.
The first example is an injection molding experiment and the two methods indicate the
same factors as having significant effect on the mean level of shrinkage but very different
conclusions with respect to dispersion. They advise watching for separability, i.e. that
noise variables interact with a single control factor. When not separable, the control-control
interaction must be plotted against the levels of the noise factor that both control factors
interact with, to find the best level for reducing variation.
The second experiment is injection molding of appliance handles where the LMA and
RMA again produce different results. The significant finding in this example is that with the
RMA it became evident early in the analysis that all the data from the first mold consisted
of zero values. The RMA was able to separate location and dispersion effects whereas the
LMA mixed them.
Khattre (1996) starts with a review of the approach of Myers et al (1992) (hereafter
MKV) toward obtaining an appropriate response model that can be used to predict effects
of the control and noise factors. He extends Myers et al (1992) by presenting a blocking of
noise variables that allows an experiment to proceed when for physical reasons not all noise
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variables can be simultaneously achieved.
Assuming noise variances are known or well estimated, the variance can be obtained
as a response surface in the control variables. Using RSM and graphical techniques one
obtains settings of control variables which are robust to noise variables.
Khattre points out that there exist many physical situations where the noise variables
may not be simultaneously present, such as poor road conditions due to ice and high tem-
peratures. He proposes blocking the noise variables in groups which can be simultaneously
achieved. He runs two experiments which have the same control factor settings and different
noise factors dependent on blocking.
During experimentation the underlying linear model is an assumed fixed effects model,
whereas a mixed effects model is needed in to predict mean response and variance. The
data from the two blocks is combined into a single layout with missing levels replaced by
zeroes. The model coefficients are easily calculated with a regression package from which
the variance surfaces are readily obtained. Orthogonality of design leads to significant
simplification and can be extended to multiple blocks.
Myers et al (1997) develop and illustrate response surface methods to cover modelling of
process mean and variance. The authors provide a methodology for calculating a confidence
region on location of control factors for minimum process variance. They also show how
mean and variance response surfaces can be combined to create prediction limits on future
response and one sided tolerance intervals.
Assuming that noise variables are i.i.d. standard normally distributed, they show how
knowledge of the control-noise interactions leads to a confidence region on process variance
and prediction limits and one sided tolerance limits on future response values. They propose
evaluating these prediction limits and tolerance intervals at competing areas of the design
space to find the optimal settings.
2.3.3 Statistical Modelling and Analysis Tools
Earlier in this review paper we discussed how to choose experimental design, performance
criteria and the modelling approach of the performance criteria. Typically the choice of
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those procedures dictates the appropriate analysis and modelling techniques for determining
optimal control variable settings. The references in the following section describe specific
analysis and modelling techniques the RD experimenter may use depending on his earlier
data gathering choices.
2.3.3.1 ANOVA and Linear Models
Box and Meyer (1986) show how unreplicated fractional factorials can be used to identify
location and dispersion effects by using the principle of effect sparsity. They discuss alias-
ing of the location and dispersion effects and advocate the computation of variances from
residuals obtained after least squares modelling of significant location effects. This removes
the effects involved in the location models and allows for easier identification of dispersion
effects.
After models for location and dispersion have been identified, maximum likelihood es-
timation can be used to refine the model for a more precise fit. Conditional on dispersion
effects, the location effects are calculated by weighted least squares. Iterated cycles of calcu-
lated dispersion effects from residuals of location effect models continue until convergence.
This procedure could be easily complemented by follow up experiments and hence pro-
vides a valuable and efficient screening mechanism for identifying important location and
dispersion effects.
Nair and Pregibon (1988) cite Bartlett and Kendall (1946)’s introduction of the com-
monly used method, based on least squares analysis of the logarithm of within replication
variance, to identify important dispersion effects. They secondly mention Box and Meyer
(1986)’s pooling technique for unreplicated two-level experiments. Here Nair and Pregi-
bon extend this pooling technique to replicated 2-level experiments and compare it to the
fore-mentioned least squares analysis and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
While showing both techniques to be special cases of MLE under normal theory, they
find the least squares analysis good for model identification but not so for estimation. They
find the pooling technique to be generally biased and not good for model identification.
They recommend using the least squares analysis for model identification and MLE for
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parameter estimation.
Ullman (1989) introduces an extension of the analysis of means (ANOM) called the
analysis of ranges (ANOR) which allows for a separate analysis of location and dispersion
effects.
Maghsoodloo (1990) calculates the precise mathematical relationship between the SNRs
for the STB and LTB cases and Taguchi’s quadratic loss function. For the NTB case he
provides an inequality.
2.3.3.2 Random and Mixed Effects
The simplest form of the linear model is the fixed effects model where the experimenter
gathers information on all possible levels of a variable. The random effects model is used
when the experimenter can only sample the levels of the variables and is commonly used
to quantify the components of total process variance. Noise variables are random effects
even though they are sometimes interpreted as fixed variables in RD experiments. A mixed
effects model includes fixed and random effects and though computationally more complex
than a fixed effects model, makes for a better prediction when noise variables are present.
In this section we review two articles that discuss including random effects when modelling
the process response in an RD experiment.
Sohn and Park (1998) consider two stage random effects regression models for process
mean and variance. They use Empirical Bayes procedures to estimate treatment effects
for mean and variance. The empirical Bayes procedure assumes parameters of the prior
distribution are unknown and estimates them from the data using maximum likelihood
estimation. Inferences are then made on the parameters using the likelihood ratio test to
find significant effects.
Wolfinger and Tobias (1998) propose a general modelling paradigm for data from RD
experiments which extends the traditional Gaussian linear mixed model for the case of
heterogeneous variance. Mixed models are commonly required when blocking structures in
data collection involve correlation between blocks which can be handled as random effects
apart from residual error. In split plot design the whole plot effects and residual error are
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usually modelled as zero mean, fixed variance random variables. The authors outline a
general modelling framework involving location, dispersion and random effects and extend
the mixed models to cover nonconstant variances for the whole plot and residual errors.
They define RD as the study of how to use control factors to make the process robust
against noise and random factors. They describe random effects as those which directly
model variance and covariance whereas dispersion effects determine the values of the pa-
rameters defining the distribution of the random effects. The framework forms an analysis
model for the three types of effects, estimates the parameters and finally calculates an
integrated model of the process mean and variance as a function of the control factors.
The advantages of this procedure include joint estimation of location, dispersion and
random effects which are optimally weighted by likelihood estimates, accommodation of
unbalanced data and flexible models for means, covariances and heterogeneous variances.
Limitations of this approach include assumption of normality, dependence on model selec-
tion, and the loss of small location effects in the presence of large dispersion effects.
2.3.3.3 Analysis of Unreplicated Experiments
The most commonly cited advantage of the response model approach (RMA) is that it al-
lows the use of more efficient experimental designs (i.e. the combined array). However that
efficiency usually assumes there is no replication of the design. This section reviews refer-
ences which provide methods of analyzing the data from un-replicated fractional factorial
designs without replicate data points from which to estimate random error.
Box and Meyer (1986) use the sparsity principle to justify the use of unreplicated frac-
tional factorial screening designs as a first step in a sequential methodology for RD. In this
paper they present an analysis technique which complements normal probability plots for
identifying significant effects from an unreplicated design. Their Bayesian approach assesses
the size of contrasts by computing a posterior probability that each contrast is active. The
prior distribution is characterized by two parameters representing the probability that a
contrast is active and the standard deviation produced by an active contrast. Box and
Meyer start with a prior probability of activity and assume normality of the significant
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effects and deliver a non-zero posterior probability for each effect.
Lenth (1989) introduces a computationally simple and intuitively pleasing technique for
measuring the size of contrasts in unreplicated fractional factorials. Box’s method requires
special software and uses a graphic known as the “Bayes Plot” to pick active effects. The
Lenth method uses standard T statistics and contrast plots to indicate size and significance
of the contrasts. The assumption of sparsity of effects justifies the specific calculation of
the Margin of Error (ME) and simultaneous margins of error (SME) serve as decision limits
for distinguishing active contrasts from inactive ones. Because of its elegant simplicity, the
method of Lenth is commonly cited in RD case studies.
Berk and Picard (1991) examine the analysis of unreplicated saturated orthogonal arrays
(i.e. designs where every degree of freedom is assigned to evaluate a contrast resulting in
zero degrees of freedom for the error term). Lack of a proper error estimate negates the use
of legitimate significance tests of factor effects. They propose a technique which still allows
for a simple ANOVA based method which allows legitimate significance tests.
Sparsity of effects leads them to reserve approximately sixty percent of the total effects
for construction of a baseline sum of squares which is used to compare the sums of squares
of each observed effect. This results in legitimate significance tests, great ease of use and
comparable performance to other statistically valid approaches in the examples analyzed
by the authors.
Berg and Hynen (1997) develop another technique for testing significance of dispersion
effects in unreplicated fractional factorials which differs from methods such as Box and
Meyer (1986) in that it doesn’t exploit the residuals remaining after removal of location
effects. Data is assumed to be normally distributed with equal mean and different variances
and dispersion effects are identified with alternative contrasts based on linear combinations
of the design matrix columns. An F-statistic tests the null hypotheses that the variance
of each column’s high level factor data points is equal to that of its low-level factor data
points. The F statistic is constructed as the ratio of the sum of contrasts of the high-level
factor data to the sum of contrasts of the low-level factor data points for each column.
Rejection of the null hypothesis indicates existence of a dispersion effect and the value of
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the test statistic indicates the magnitude of that effect. The test is double sided and has
demonstrated some sensitivity to non-normality in a simulation study by the authors.
Pan (1999) shows how failure to identify even small and moderate location effects can
subsequently impair correct identification of dispersion effects when analyzing data from
unreplicated fractional factorials. They explain formally how unidentified location effects
influence the identification of dispersion effects and assert that these concerns do not exist
in replicated experimental data.
Ye and Hamada (2000) propose a simple simulation method for estimating the critical
values employed by Lenth in his method for testing significance of effects in unreplicated
fractional factorial designs. They provide tables of these critical values and state this
simulation method can be adapted for approximating critical values from other methods.
McGrath and Lin (2001) complement Pan (1999) by showing that if a model does not
include all active location effects, the probability of falsely identifying significant dispersion
factors is raised. They show analytically that without replication it is not possible to de-
confound a dispersion effect from two location effects.
2.3.3.4 Bayesian Modelling
Just as RSM has been co-opted for use in RD, Bayesian methods of analysis are steadily
finding wider employment in the statistical world as a useful alternative to frequentist meth-
ods. We’ve seen several articles where the Bayesian use of prior information has been used
to respectively jump-start experimental design (Dumouchel and Jones (1994)), detection
of location and dispersion effects (Box and Meyer (1986)) and modelling of random effects
(Sohn and Park (1998)). In this section several references deal with Bayesian modelling of
the data.
Chipman and Hamada (1996) use a Bayesian GLM to overcome the potential of infinite
likelihood arising from general linear model (GLM) estimates of calculations from categorical
data observed in fractional factorial designs. The Bayesian nature of their GLM easily
models uncertainty in the parameters and the noise variables used in RD by assuming prior
knowledge of the coefficients.
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They use Gibbs sampling (Geman and Geman (1984)) to obtain marginal posteriors of
the model parameters after conditioning on the data. The model fitting includes assessment
of convergence of the Gibbs samples, variable selection techniques and examination of the
posterior robustness to different priors. The authors demonstrate how to use the model to
obtain the optimal control variable settings for RD.
Chipman (1998) applies Bayesian techniques to the data modelling and optimization
stages of RD. The method he discusses is intended to serve as a supplement to the techniques
of RMA and LMA for assessing the effect of parameter and model uncertainty. He uses
the model selection methodology of Box and Meyer (1993) in conjunction with priors for
variable selection with related predictors. For optimal choice of control factor settings he
finds posterior distributions to assess the effect of model and parameter uncertainty. This
methodology can be used to find the optimal control variable settings in RD or to assess
the validity of a given set of such settings.
2.3.3.5 Generalized Linear Model
Up to this point, the linear modelling in this dissertation has assumed normality and con-
stant variance. When the data does not demonstrate these properties, the most common
approach is to transform the response data such that the transformed response complies
with these assumptions. In many cases this is hard or impossible. The General Linear
Model (GLM) was developed by Nelder and Wedderburn (1972) as a way of modelling data
whose probability distribution is any member of the single parameter exponential family.
The following brief introduction to GLMs is taken from Hamada and Nelder (1997).
GLMs generalize the classical linear model by allowing data distributions within the
single parameter exponential family. For all these distributions the variance is a function
of the mean and is represented as the product of a dispersion parameter and a variance
function. The dispersion parameter represents that part of the variance not dependent on
the mean and the variance function that part dependent on the mean.
Modelling with GLM comes down to correctly choosing the variance function, the link
function and the terms in the linear predictor (i.e. the systematic effects). The link function
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is a monotonic transformation of the assumed data distributional mean into the linear
predictor and defines the scale on which the systematic effects are assumed to be additive.
It is important to note that the distributional mean is transformed rather than the data
itself. The choice of variance function to model the error component is entirely separate
from the choice of link function to achieve linearity of the systematic effects.
The GLM is fitted by obtaining the maximum likelihood estimates for the coefficients to
the terms in the linear predictor, which may contain continuous, categorical, interaction and
polynomial terms. This section reviews articles which discuss the GLM and its relevance
to solving RD problems.
Nelder and Lee (1991) argue that the GLM can extend the class of useful models for
RD experiments to data-sets wherein a simple transformation can not necessarily satisfy
the important criteria of normality, separation and parsimony. The GLM handles non-
normality by embedding the normal distribution in the class of one-parameter exponential
families and separation through a link function that defines a scale on which effects are
assumed additive. This scale splits error specification from prediction by placing additivity
on the predicted values rather than the data. For the dual response situation commonly
encountered in RD, GLMs would be formulated for mean and variance.
After models are formulated and verified for consistency, a two step process of optimiza-
tion is followed. First is choosing control variable settings for minimal variance and second
is adjustment of the mean. Several examples illustrate how the link functions are chosen.
Engel and Huele (1996) integrate the GLM within the RSM approach to RD. Noncon-
stant variance is assumed and models for process mean and variance are obtained from
a heteroscedastic linear model of the conditional process response. The pseudo-likelihood
and logarithm methods for fitting the conditional response model via iterations of weighted
least squares are presented as well as a simulation indicating that the optimal number
of iterations depends on the magnitude of variance heterogeneity and degrees of freedom.
The authors mention that nonlinear models and tolerances can also be studied with this
approach.
Hamada and Nelson (1997) apply the techniques described in Nelson and Lee (1991) to
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three quality improvement examples to emphasize the utility of the GLM in RD problems.
They point out that the dispersion parameter and variance function are a natural expres-
sion of the separability desired for optimization of both process mean and variance. The
linear predictor can accommodate continuous and categorical variables and the properties
of linearity, additivity and aliasing are the same as for classical linear modelling. The gen-
eralization of residual sum of squares to the deviance function enables the GLM to function
over its broader class of distributions.
Nelder and Lee (1998)restate the claim initially made in Nelder and Lee (1991) for the
value of the GLM in joint modelling of mean and variance. They re-analyze the injection
molding example of Enge (l992) and the welding strength example from Box and Meyer
(1986) using the GLM to illustrate.
2.3.3.6 RSM and Regression Modelling
The tendency of RD experimenters to use RSM has been steadily growing since the advent
of the RMA ( see Welch et al (1990). This section features a non-parametric regression
modelling approach to the dual response optimization problem and an overview of the
current state of RSM.
Vining and Bohn (1998) look at using semi and fully non-parametric regression to model
process variance in RD situations where there exist extremely noisy process variance func-
tions. They use the product kernel estimator detailed in Mueller (1988) which minimizes
the integrated mean square error, to allow weighted averaging to be applied one dimension
at a time in a sequential process. The assumption of less structure in the non-parametric
kernel estimator requires more replicates than a parametric model and the experimenter
must balance number of replicates at each design point against available resources. In the
semi-parametric approach they use nonparametric kernel estimators based on variances at
points of replication to predict process variance at any point in the region of interest. They
then use the inverses of the predicted design point variances as weights for weighted least
squares estimation of a parametric linear response model. This approach exchanges a formal
mode for process variance for better prediction while retaining the formal response model.
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The fully nonparametric approach employs separate non-parametric kernel estimators
for process response and variance. For any location in the region of interest the response
is predicted by kernel regression on mean responses at the design points. The variance
is predicted using a separate kernel regression performed on observed process variance at
the points of replication. This latter approach exchanges formal models for response and
variance for better prediction, assuming that standard linear models don’t work well.
Myers (1999) summarizes the current state of RSM and its relation to RD over the
last twenty years. He predicts that RSM will continue integrating use of the GLM and
will expand in its treatment of multiple response situations and non-parametric and semi-
parametric methods. The interaction between RSM and the areas of Bayesian experimental
design, nonlinear optimization, mixed model analysis and quality engineering is expected
to grow and continue refining RSM.
2.4 Dynamic Robust Design
Up to this point, this article has discussed only static RD, where the targeted response
is a given, fixed level and is only affected by control and noise variables. In dynamic RD
(hereafter DRD) there exists a third type of variable, the signal variable whose magnitude
directly affects the mean value of the response. The experimental design recommended by
Taguchi for DRD is the product array consisting of an inner control array crossed with an
outer array consisting of a the sensitivity factors and a compound noise factor.
A common choice of dynamic loss function is the quadratic loss function popularized by
Taguchi,
L(Y, t(M)) = A0(Y − t(M))2 (2.15)
where A0 is a constant. This loss function provides a good approximation to many realistic
loss functions. It follows that the average loss becomes:
R(C) = A0EMEN,ε(Y − t(M))2
= A0EM [V ARN,ε(Y ) + (EN,ε(Y )− t(M))2] (2.16)
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Taguchi identifies dispersion and sensitivity effects by modelling SNR respectively as a
function of control factors and sensitivity factors. His two step procedure for DRD recom-
mends finding control factor settings to minimize SNR and, conditional on those settings,
set other, non-SNR related control variables to adjust the process to the targeted sensitivity
level. In this section we review articles discussing aspects of DRD.
Ghosh and Derderian (1995) introduce the concept of robustness of the experimental
plan itself to the noise factors present when conducting DRD. For combined arrays they
consider blocked and split-plot designs and for product arrays they consider univariate and
multivariate models. The authors show how to obtain the optimal control variables settings
for both types of experimental plans. In product arrays they do this by choosing setting
which minimize the noise factor effects on process variability and for the combined array
they attempt to minimize the interaction effects between control and noise factors.
Wassermann (1996) clarifies the use of the SNR for the dynamic case by explaining
it in terms of linear modelling of process response. He expresses the dynamic response
as a linear model consisting of a signal factor, the true sensitivity (β) at specific control
variable settings and an error term. He obtains estimates of the sensitivity using ordinary
least squares with variance represented by residual sum of squares (Ve). He references the
generalized SNR for dynamic characteristics advocated by LNW95UP:




and points out that the β term is the same he estimates using ordinary least squares.
He illustrates Taguchi’s approach modelling the sensitivity and dispersion effects under
consideration.
Miller and Wu (1996) prefer the term signal-response system to dynamic robust design
for its intuitive appeal and identify two distinct types of signal-response systems. They call
them measurement systems and multiple target systems and this classification determines
the performance measure used for finding the optimal control variable settings. A multiple
target system is one where the value of the response is adjusted by adjusting a signal variable.
A measurement system is a process used to estimate a characteristic of a particular sample.
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The amount of the characteristic acts as an input signal which the system converts into a
response value which can be a measurement. The purpose of a performance measure is to
evaluate the validity of a signal-response relationship for a specific application.
Since a measurement system is intended to estimate a quantity of interest, it’s reason-
able to evaluate its performance with respect to precision of estimates. Miller and Wu
discuss a number of performance measures based on assumptions regarding the variance of
the response at different signal levels and note that Taguchi’s dynamic SNR is an appro-
priate performance measure for some measurement systems. For multiple target systems
they argue that maximizing Taguchi’s dynamic SNR is not appropriate since it can result in
greater response variation. They suggest that a reasonable performance measure for multi-
ple target systems is a weighted average of the performance of the various system elements
as measured in off-target distance. They discuss the use of performance measure modelling
(PMM), the analog to the loss model approach in the static case, and response function
modelling (RFM), the analog to the response model approach for the static case.
They illustrate the use of both PMM and RFM in an injection molding experiment.
They recommend the RFM and an experimental design which crosses an inner combined
array of control and noise factors with an outer array of different signal levels. Location
and dispersion are measured at each line of the control-noise array and these parameters
are modelled as a function of control and noise factors and standard procedures are used to
identify and fit the model. The model is then used to find optimal control factor settings.
Lunani et al (1997) present two new graphical procedures for identifying suitable mea-
sures of location and dispersion in robust design situations with dynamic experimental
designs. The data analysis is similar to that ofBox (1988) and Nair and Pregibon (1986)
where the goal is to identify a suitable measure of dispersion to avoid confounding of dis-
persion and sensitivity effects. Taguchi identifies dispersion effects by fitting a linear model
to the estimated SNR as a function of control factors using ANOVA or half normal plots
to identify significant effects. The sensitivity effects are found by fitting a linear model
to sensitivity measures as a function of control factors again using ANOVA or half-normal
plots. Once dispersion and sensitivity effects are identified, one picks the control factor
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settings to reduce variability and get as close as possible to the targeted sensitivity value.
The authors conclude that inappropriate use of the SNR can lead to:
• spurious detection of dispersion effects due to their confounding with control-control
interactions
• non-identification of important dispersion effects
They show that Taguchi’s dynamic SNR is a special case of a more general variance rela-
tionship,
σ2(di) = βγ(di)φ2(di) (2.18)
where γ = 2. They present two graphical methods for distinguishing dispersion effects
and estimating the constant of the variance formula. These are the standard deviation
plot (SS) and the gamma plot (GP). The standard deviation (SS) plot is an extension of
the mean-variance plot used in static parameter design by Nair and Pregibon (1986). The
gamma plot is similar to the lambda plot from Box (1988) where Box looked for the best
transformation.
Given the variance model in equation 2.18, there is a log-linear relationship between the
sensitivity measure β and the standard deviation σi:




The SS plot indicates different location factors when the different levels of the control factor
produce a plot separated by magnitude of logβ(di). They indicate dispersion effect when
there are two parallel plots from the different levels, indicating different intercepts and no
dependence on level of logβ(di).
The gamma plot graphs different values of the T-statistics derived from plugging a
range of gamma values into the variance equation above and indicates dispersion effects
with negative slope and location effects with positive slope. The minimum of a control
factor’s plot indicates the ideal gamma setting for minimizing cross talk between location
and dispersion effects.
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McCaskey and Tsui (1997) show that Taguchi’s two step procedure for dynamic systems
is appropriate only for multiplicative models and develop a procedure for dynamic systems
under an additive model. Given a goal of minimal quadratic loss, average loss can be
decomposed into the sum of process variance and bias squared. For a dynamic system this
equates to minimizing this sum while averaging over possible values of the signal.
They assume that the actual response function of the additive model for the dynamic
system with signal M and response y has two components, the mean function and the noise
function, which combine to form the following linear equation:
y = β(C1,C2)M + e(N;C2), (2.20)
where C = (C1,C2), with C1 being the adjustment factor (a factor that has a significant
effect on the variance but a negligible effect on the mean function), C2 being a vector
of non-adjustment control factors, E[e(N;C2)] = 0, and V AR[e(N;C2)] = σ2(C2). The
moving target function is assumed to be linear in M, i.e., t(M) = β0M .
Given the dynamic quadratic loss function and the additive model in equation 2.20, the
average loss is:
R(C1,C2) ∝ V AR[e(N;C2)] + EM [(β(C1,C2)M − β0M)2]
= σ2(C2) + (β(C1,C2)− β0)2EM (M2). (2.21)
Under the constraint that the slope function β(C1,C2) must be shifted to the ideal slope
β0, we define the following robust design problem:
MinimizeC1,C2 R(C1,C2) subject to β(C1,C2) = β0. (2.22)
It follows by the same argument in LSK (1987) and equation 2.20 that R(C1,C2) can
be minimized by the following two-step procedure:
1. Find C∗2 that minimizes σ
2(C2).





It can be easily shown that (C∗1 ,C
∗
2) minimizes R(C1,C2) as the first term in equation 2.21




2), where β(C1,C2) and
σ2(C2) need to be estimated from experimental data.
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Tsui (1999) compares the effect estimates obtained using the response model approach
and the loss model approach for dynamic robust design problems. The loss model estimates
the intercept, slope and variance parameters of a linear model of the response at each set of
control factor settings. These parameter estimates are treated as separate responses from
which significant control factor effects are identified and optimal control factor settings are
derived. The variance is a quadratic function of the control factors even though response is
a linear function in the control factors.
The response model approach estimates the parameters directly from the data, which
is usually gathered from a combined array. The intercept, slope and variance functions
are approximated from the parameter estimates and the optimal control factor settings
identified. While the two approaches yield the same effect estimates for slope and intercept,
they do not do so for variance.
In the static case Tsui and Li (1994) showed the potential for bias when estimating
dispersion effects with the loss model approach. Here Tsui demonstrates the same potential
bias exists when using the loss model approach in the dynamic case and argues that the loss
model approach may hence result in non-optimal settings. This is especially true when the
control array is Resolution III or IV. The response model approach provides information
not yielded by the loss model approach on how specific control factor settings an reduce
variance from individual noise factors as well as pure variance.
2.5 Other RD Applications
2.5.1 Tolerancing
This chapter has focused on RD which is synonymous with Taguchi’s methods of parameter
design. Taguchi has also made significant contributions in the area of tolerance design. This
section reviews articles which examine developments in the techniques of tolerance design.
D’errico and Zaino (1988) describe Taguchi’s approach to tolerance design and state
that Taguchi’s method provides good estimates of smooth transformation of the component
variables. While Taguchi’s method is simple, not requiring derivatives, Monte Carlo or sec-
ond order Taylor series, it also does not easily handle non-normal component distributions
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and returns only estimates of a distribution’s moments rather than the distribution function
itself. The authors propose a modification of Taguchi’s approach based on a product Gaus-
sian quadrature which provides better estimates of high order moments and outperforms
the basic Taguchi method in most cases.
Bisgaard (1997) proposes using factorial experimentation as a more scientific alternative
to trial and error for designing tolerance limits when mating components of assembled prod-
ucts. He employs combinations of pre- and post-fractionization of certain products of two
level factorial designs and considers cost of experimentation when determining experimental
runs.
Zhang and Wang (1998) formulate the robust tolerance problem as a mixed nonlinear
optimization model and solve it using a simulated annealing algorithm. The optimal solution
allocates assembly and machining tolerances so as to maximize the product’s insensitivity
to environmental factors.
Moskowitz et al (2001) develop parametric and non-parametric methods for finding
economically optimal tolerance allocations for a multi-variable set of performance measures
based on a common set of design parameters. The parametric method assumes distributional
knowledge of design parameters and derives the tolerance allocation that jointly minimizes
expected total cost of both supplier and manufacturer. The non-parametric method assumes
partial information on the distribution of design parameters and derives mini-max tolerance
allocation with respect to expected total cost. The authors consider the trade-off between
supplier and manufacturer costs as an economic means of assessing tolerances and employ
a quadratic loss function which includes both types of costs. They caution that tolerance
design is a short term solution and no substitute for the goal of reducing undesired product
variability, which is best addressed through continuous improvement activities.
2.5.2 Process Control
The techniques of RD are “off-line” in that they attempt to shift the responsibility for
quality upstream into the product design. There are a number of ways that Taguchi’s work
has influenced production or “on-line” quality practices. This section reviews developments
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in these process control practices.
Adams and Woodall (1989) examine the premises of the optimal control policies derived
from the economic model of Taguchi et al (1989) for the random walk case. Taguchi et
al (1989) assume, based on Brownian motion, that the average number of items produced
between process adjustments is proportional to the square of the control limit. Simple for-
mulas for the sampling interval, the average number produced between process adjustments
and the control limit are derived from this assumption and iteratively estimated. The au-
thors find this procedure performs poorly under the random walk model for large sampling
intervals and small control limits. They develop a generalized model for the random-walk
case by modifying the model of Box and Jenkins (1963) to allow determination of the con-
trol limit and the sampling frequency. They also modify Taguchi’s approach to allow a
single estimation of the optimal control parameters based on a good estimate of process
variance. Comparison of simulated results shows the modified Taguchi approach compares
well to the generalized model approach. They recommend the generalized model approach
to Taguchi’s and note that this comparison was made assuming normality.
Nayebpour and Woodall (1993) compare the production line quality monitoring tech-
niques of Taguchi et al (1989) with that of Gibra (1978). The authors propose an economic
model assuming geometric process failure mechanisms and compare the optimal methods
derived from this model with those advocated by Taguchi et al (1989).
2.5.3 Reliability
Reliability is the study of how to make products and processes function for longer periods
of time with minimal interruption. It is a natural area for RD application and the Japanese
auto industry has made huge strides in this area compared to its American counterpart. In
this section several authors comment on the application of RD to reliability.
Hamada (1993) demonstrates the relevance of RD to reliability improvement. He recom-
mends the response model approach for the additional information on control-noise inter-
actions it provides and suggests alternative performance criteria to Taguchi’s LTB signal-
to-noise ratio for maximizing reliability.
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Kuhn et al (2000) extend the methods of Myers et al (1992) for linear models and
normally distributed data for achieving a robust process when the response is time to an
event. They develop a failure-time model, usually non-linear, for time to event as a function
of control and noise factors and construct unconditional performance measures which reflect
the variation over the distribution of noise factors. These performance measures include the
qth percentile of the failure-time distribution and unconditional mean and variance. They
use graphical procedures and optimization routines to find control factor settings which
optimize performance while reducing noise factor variance.
2.5.4 Case Studies in Manufacturing
We list some RD case studies in manufacturing documented in the literature.
Jiang et al (1991) discuss the application of RD to optimization of a robot’s process
capability (RPC). The RPC consists of four separate response variables which are modelled
as functions of subsets of seven control factors. The authors use a product array design
using time as a noise variable and taking twelve replicates of all test combinations of control
and noise variables. They calculate SNR at each test combination and perform ANOVA on
the SNR in some cases and directly on response data for others. They use a combination of
loss model approach and response model approach techniques to calculate effect estimates
and obtain the optimal control factor settings for the four response variables.
Mesenbrink et al (1994) applied the techniques of RD to optimize three performance
measurements (i.e. mean, spatial uniformity and variance) of a high volume wave soldering
process. They implemented a mixed level fractional factorial design to collect ordered
categorical data regarding the soldering quality of component leads inserted through printed
circuit boards. Representative soldered leads were sampled and grouped into several ordered
classes of quality and were converted into continuous measurements via a scoring system.
Main effect and interaction model terms were selected using regression and a nonlinear
optimization routine used to identify the optimal settings for the discrete and continuous
process variables. Significant quality improvement was obtained.
Chaajed and Lowe (2000) apply the techniques of RD to the problem of structured tool
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management. Noting that the availability of specific tools affects product design options,
machine loading, job batching, capacity scheduling and routing decisions, they stress the
need to actively manage the design and selection of tools for minimizing cost. For the cases
of tool selection and tool design they use Taguchi’s quadratic loss function to find the most
cost effective way for accomplishing the processing of a fixed number of punched holes in
sheet metal products.
2.6 Discussion
RD is a collection of techniques whose aim is to design products and processes with minimal
sensitivity to non-controllable factors. While the beauty of Taguchi’s approaches to many
non-statisticians has been its simplicity, the experimenter must be aware of the underlying
assumptions to avoid biased results. This paper has described the pros and cons of Taguchi’s
parameter design and alternative practices from a variety of respected individuals in the
field. In conclusion, there is no consistently simple way to conduct RD without some
knowledge of experimental design, analysis and the process involved.
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CHAPTER III
A REVIEW OF ROBUST DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR
MULTIPLE RESPONSES
Problems in engineering design often involve determining design variable settings to opti-
mize individual product performance for multiple criteria, which are often in conflict. We
review mathematically rigorous techniques from the statistical literature for finding a vec-
tor x of design variable settings, which produces an optimal compromise solution among
a group of prioritized response variables. The best compromise solution is typically gained
by optimizing an objective function, which incorporates the prioritized demands of multiple
responses.
Chapter 2 provided a review of the prominent univariate approaches in RD. In this chap-
ter we see that multi-response objective functions are usually constructed by combining the
objective functions of univariate responses. A multivariate approach from the engineering
literature called the compromise Decision Support Problem is also reviewed. Finally a ta-
ble comparing the relative merits of the different multivariate approaches summarizes the
article in a concise and user-friendly fashion.
3.1 Frame of Reference
One of the most important roles for an engineering designer is to make decisions about
products that are being designed. The value of most products hinges upon their ability
to satisfy multiple functional criteria. Typically a designer is asked to determine design
variable settings to optimize product performance on these multiple criteria which are often
in conflict. In this article, we call these criteria quality characteristics or responses and note
that these are often of varying priority to the end user. This requires a design decision-
maker (DDM) to prioritize and/or assign quantitative importance measures to responses in
order to make the best compromise choices.
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Our approach is founded on the idea of bounded rationality as proposed by Simon (1976).
Unlike the ideal state commonly assumed for economic analyses, which assumes a designer
has perfect and complete information, bounded rationality more closely reflects the actual
state of the world in which information is uncertain, incomplete and complex, and where
the number of potential courses of action is nearly infinite. If complete information were
available, it would be possible to invoke single objective design making in all circumstances,
as recommended by Hazelrigg (1996) and others. However, in recognition of the fact that the
world is often less than ideal, we assert that in practice, rigorous methods for multi-criteria
design decision making are essential.
In this chapter, we explore the formulation of engineering design decisions in the con-
text of the more general, mathematically rigorous techniques documented in the statistical
literature for finding a vector x of variable settings to yield an optimal compromise solution
among a group of prioritized response variables. We will examine several attributes of each
approach, including how the correlation structure of the multiple responses is utilized in
the optimization process.
Some techniques assume that the multiple responses are independent of each other. This
implies that variation in one response is not related to variation in any other response. While
this assumption brings mathematical simplification to statistical analysis, it is not the reality
of most design situations. For example, customer criteria for a car include fuel efficiency,
cost, reliability, maneuverability, capacity, vehicle weight and driving comfort. These are
clearly correlated since higher vehicle weight typically implies both higher capacity and
lower fuel efficiency. Hence the assumption of response independence is an impracticality
in many design problems.
Other techniques actively exploit the correlations of the responses as a source of in-
formation while searching for optimal design parameters. This is a statistical advantage
since an additional source of response information, i.e., correlation structure, is being put
to use. Lastly there are techniques which, while not actively harnessing the correlation
information, are not hampered by an assumed independence of the responses. Regardless
of how the response correlation structure is employed, all techniques examined assume that
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ordering and weighting of responses are carried out by a single DDM and are transitive.
One of the commonly cited examples in the statistical literature is that of manufacturing
a beef stew military field ration as detailed in Contreras (1995). In this case there are
two important quality characteristics (i.e., responses), namely heating rate index and the
lethality index. The heating rate index is the rate at which the product may be brought to
sterilizing temperature and the lethality index is an indicator of microbiological safety. The
five design variables include sauce viscosity, residual gas, solid to liquid ratio, net weight
and speed of rotation of the food pouch during the heating process.
A DDM wants to choose the settings of these five variables so that the heating rate is
as fast as possible, since this expedites manufacturing, and so that lethality index stays
above a certain minimum to guarantee consumer safety. Furthermore, the DDM wants
to minimize how far the lethality index rises above the required safety level since flavor
deteriorates as this index rises. This last requirement is an example of a constraint within
the multi-response optimization.
Even for the simple case of only two responses, the statistically based methods typically
employ an objective function incorporating the relative importance of the two responses.
The design goal is to identify the specific design variable settings that optimize the objective
function. In most statistically based methods, the key to finding these optimal design
parameters is choosing the appropriate objective function for the design situation at hand.
Important considerations when choosing the multi-response optimization approach in-
clude how many and which type of individual responses are handled, how they are weighted,
the type of modelling used to represent individual responses or the objective function, the
number of responses reasonably managed by the objective function and the specific opti-
mization techniques which complement that function.
In Section 2 we compare the different multi-response objective functions formed by
additive and multiplicative combination of the univariate objective functions. In Section 3
we review the compromise Decision Support Problem, a hybrid formulation incorporating
concepts from both traditional mathematical programming and goal programming, which is
used in engineering sectors for solving the multi-response optimization problem. In Section 4
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we compare the different multi-response techniques with respect to a number of important
metrics including their ability to manage constraints and how the optimal solutions are
affected by shifts in target or specification.
3.2 Robust Design with Multiple Responses
In Chapter 2 we discussed loss and utility functions and showed how the relation between
off-target and variance components underlies the loss function optimization strategies for
single responses. Multi-response optimization typically combines the loss or utility functions
of individual responses into a multi-variate function to evaluate the sets of responses created
by a particular set of design variable settings.
This section is divided into two subsections which deal with the additive and multiplica-
tive combination of loss and utility functions respectively.
3.2.1 Additive Combination of Univariate Loss Functions
In the multi-response situation it is assumed that the responses (Y1, ..., Yr) are affected by
the control and noise factors as follows:
Yi = fi(x,N, θi) + εi, i = 1, ..., r,
where x = (x1, ..., xp)T is the vector of control factors, N = (N1, ..., Nq)T is the vector of
noise factors, θi is the vector of unknown response model parameters, and fi is the transfer
function for Yi. The control factors are assumed to be fixed and represent the fixed design
variables. The noise factors N are assumed to be random and represent the uncontrolled
sources of variability in production. The pure error εi represents the remaining variability
of the manufacturing process that is not captured by the noise factors, and is assumed to
be normally distributed with zero mean and finite variance. A loss occurs if any of the
responses (Yi) deviates from its target ti.
For univariate responses, expected squared-error loss is a convenient way to evaluate the
loss caused by deviation from target because of its decomposition into squared off-target and
variance terms. A natural extension of this loss function to multiple correlated responses is
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the multivariate quadratic function of the deviation vector (Y− τ) where Y = (Y1, ..., Yr)T
and τ = (t1, ..., tr)T , i.e.,
MQL(Y, τ) = (Y − τ)TA(Y − τ), (3.1)
where A is a positive definite constant matrix. The values of the constants in A are related
to the costs of non-optimal design, such as the costs related to repairing and/or scrapping
non-compliant product. In general the diagonal elements of A represent the weights of
the r characteristics and the off-diagonal elements represent the costs related to pairs of
responses being simultaneously off-target.
It can be shown that, if Y follows a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector
E(Y) and covariance matrix ΣY, the average (expected) loss can be written as:
E(MQL) = E(Y − τ)TA(Y − τ)
= trace[AΣY] + [E(Y)− τ ]TA[E(Y)− τ ]. (3.2)
The simplest approach to solve the robust design problem is to apply algorithms to
directly minimize the average loss function in Equation 3.2. Since the mean vector and
covariance matrix are usually unknown, they can be estimated by the sample mean vector
and sample covariance matrix or a fitted model based on a sample of observations of the
multivariate responses. This strategy of optimizing the multivariate quadratic loss function
directly employs the correlation structure of the responses in the trace component.
The off-target vector product [E(Y)−τ ]TA[E(Y)−τ ] and trace[AΣY] are multi-variate
analogs to the squared off-target component and variance of the univariate squared-error
loss function.
One sees from this decomposition that moving all response means to target simplifies
the expected multi-variate loss to the trace[AΣY] term. The trace-covariance term shows
how the values of A and the covariance matrix ΣY directly affect the expected multi-variate
loss. Higher variances and covariances of the individual responses raise expected loss while
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the A values can be seen as weights of the individual response variances and two-response
interactions. Hence weighting or prioritization of the individual responses within the multi-
variate loss function is determined by the values in these two matrices.
3.2.1.1 Additive Combination of Loss Functions
To demonstrate how this multivariate quadratic loss function additively combines the indi-
vidual loss functions we look at the simplest multivariate case, that of two properly ordered
responses.




















 = a1(Y1 − t1)2 + a2(Y2 − t2)2.
For this simplest of cases, the multivariate quadratic loss function is equivalent to adding
the individual squared-error loss functions of each response. This multivariate quadratic loss
function becomes increasingly complex with larger numbers of responses and interactions
indicated by non-zero terms in the off-diagonal elements of A. We repeat the same example
with a non-zero off-diagonal element:





















= a11(Y1 − t1)2 + 2a12(Y1 − t1)(Y2 − t2) + a22(Y2 − t2)2
3.2.1.2 The Mahalanobis Distance
Khuri and Conlon (1981) propose an algorithm for the optimization of a multi-response
system which seeks the group of design settings that minimizes the Euclidean distance from
a vector of idealized responses, i.e., the Mahalanobis distance (MD). The MD is a function
of the estimated responses and their covariance structure.
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Their procedure assumes that all response functions depend on the same set of design
variables and can be represented by polynomial regression models of the same degree within
the region of interest. They reduce the multiple responses to a linearly independent subset
and calculate least squares estimates for these responses from the multi-response data set.
They express the r linearly independent response functions in the following multivariate
form:
Ξ = XΘ + ε (3.3)
where Ξ = [Y1, . . . ,Yr] is the n x r matrix consisting of the r column vectors corresponding
to the n observations of each of the responses . For each of the n input vectors there are r
different response values which make up this n x r multi-response data matrix.
X is the n x p full column rank matrix consisting of of n rows (i.e., x1, . . . ,xn)T . Each
row contains the p model terms consisting of the union of all polynomial model terms
from the r different response models. These same p model terms however take on different
values depending on the design vector corresponding to each row.
Θ = [ θ1, θ2, . . . , θr ] is the p x r matrix consisting of r column vectors, each having p
model parameters and ε = [ε1, . . . , εr] is the n x r matrix consisting of the r column vectors
corresponding to the error terms of the response models. The usual assumptions are that
the rows of ε are statistically mutually independent, each having a zero mean vector and a
common covariance matrix Σ. An unbiased estimate of the covariance matrix (i.e., Σ̂) is
typically used.
Each of the response column vectors Y1, . . . ,Yr is represented by a polynomial response
function of degree g of the following form:
Ŷi(x1, . . . ,xn) = Xθ̂i, i = 1, . . . , r (3.4)
where X is the matrix from Equation 3.3. It is of interest to note that since each row of
the X matrix contains the union of model terms from all responses, the same X matrix
is used for each response. Each individual response value, i.e., Yi(xj) where Yi indicates a
specific response variable and xj a specific design vector, can be modelled by the following
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polynomial equation of degree g:
Ŷi(xj) = zTj (xj)θ̂i (3.5)
where zTj (xj) is the single row vector of dimension p from the X matrix of Equation 3.3
corresponding to xj.
Khuri and Conlon recommend the following distance measure, i.e., the MD:







where ŶT (xj) = [Ŷ1(xj), . . . , Ŷr(xj)] is the vector of estimated responses from a particular
design vector xj, τT = [τ1, τ2, . . . , τr] is the vector of individual optimal responses and
(XTX)−1 is the inverse of the squared design matrix.
Khuri and Conlon’s optimal solution is the vector of design variables xj which mini-
mizes the distance measure MD[Ŷ(xj), τ ]. For the case of potential fluctuation around
the idealized response values, they propose a procedure for finding control variable settings
which produce a mini-max solution for the distance metric involving a modified version
of the same distance measure. Note that this distance function is a special case of the






Hence the MD procedure of Khuri and Conlon is a special case which implies a weighting
of the individual responses based on the inverse covariance matrix Σ−1, the vector zjT (xj)
and the inverse of the squared design matrix (XTX)−1. Although this procedure does
use the inverse covariance matrix of the responses, it only models the subset of linearly
independent responses and so does not extract all the statistical information available.
3.2.1.3 Additive Formation of Multi-variate Loss Functions
In this section we briefly review the literature for examples of multivariate functions formed
by the additive combination of univariate loss and utility functions. We list the cases in
order of increasing complexity.
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Kumar and coauthors (2000) suggest creating a multi-response utility function as the
additive combination of utility functions from the individual responses. If Yi is the value
of response i, each response has utility function Pi(Yi) and the overall utility function is
defined as:




where ωi = weight of each response and
∑r
i=1 ωi = 1. Here the goal is to find the set of
design variable settings that maximizes the overall utility function.
For cases where the target is the mid-specification point, Artiles (1996) proposes stan-







where LSLi and USLi are respectively the upper and lower specification limits for each Yi.
With this constant the standardized squared-error loss function for a single response












This standardized loss takes on the value zero at the target and the value one at the
specification limits. A multivariate loss function is constructed simply as the sum of these
dimensionless standardized loss functions. This total standard loss corresponds to the vector
of responses (Y1, . . . , Yr) and is defined as:








where ti is the target value for each Yi. They assume that all responses are uncorrelated.
Since all individual standardized loss functions are simply added, they imply equal weighting
of all responses.
Ames and coauthors (1997) proposed a multivariate loss function, the global quality loss
function (GQL) as:
GQL(Y1, ..., Yr) =
r∑
i=1
ωi(Yi − ti)2 (3.12)
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where the squared-error loss function of measured responses (Y1, . . . , Yr) and target values
(t1, . . . , tr) are weighted by the constants (ω1, . . . , ωr). Clearly the GQL is a simple addition
of the squared error losses of the individual responses with the scaling constants representing
response priority.
For the subset of responses for which quadratic response surface models exist (i.e.,
Y1, . . . , Ym), they define the process related quality loss function as:
GQLP (Y1, ..., Ym) =
m∑
i=1
ωi [Yi(x1, . . . , xp)− ti + εi]2 (3.13)
where the Yi(x1, . . . , xp) are the responses approximated by quadratic response surface
models and εi are the residuals of the models. When the εi are small compared to the
off-target factors, the GQLP can be defined as:
QLP (Y1, . . . , Ym) =
m∑
i=1
ωi [Yi(x1, . . . , xp)− ti]2 (3.14)
Minimizing the QLP also minimizes the GQLP for the following two cases:
• εi are independent and of equal variance
• when off-target contributions to the loss function are significantly larger than the
random error contributions
The authors point out that the first condition is a common assumption of response
surface modelling and the second is a common characteristic during development of a prod-
uct. In their photographic application, weighting is assigned by subjectively ranking the
effect of a particular response being off-target. Their technique tacitly assumes uncorrelated
responses.
3.2.1.4 Optimization of Multi-variate Loss Functions
For the expected multivariate quadratic loss of equation 3.2, Pignatiello (1993) introduced
a two-step procedure for finding the design variable settings that minimize this composite
cost of poor quality. His procedure assumes that the responses follow a multivariate normal
distribution [i.e., MVN(E(Y),ΣY)], are NTB and follow an additive model. His two-step
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procedure involves minimizing the trace[AΣY] and potentially adjusting the means of E(Y)
to target.
Tsui (1999) extended Pignatiello’s two-step procedure to situations where responses may
be NTB, STB or LTB. He divides the r responses into two subsets:
Y1 = (Y1, . . . , Yr1)
T , i.e., those responses whose means can be adjusted to target and,
Y2 = (Yr1+1, . . . , Yr)
T , i.e., those responses whose means can’t be adjusted to target.
He defines a corresponding division of the mean and target vectors as:
E(Y)T = (E(Y1), E(Y2)) and,
τT = (τT1 , τ
T
2 )
and the corresponding partitioned components of the A matrix in equation 3.2 as:
A11, A12, A21, and A22.
Under the assumption that A is symmetric, the average loss can be written as:
E(MQL) = trace[AΣY] + [E(Y1)− τ1]TA11[E(Y1)− τ1]
+2[E(Y1)− τ1]TA12[E(Y2)− τ2]
+[E(Y2)− τ2]TA22[E(Y2)− τ2]
= trace[AΣY] + OT1 + OT12 + OT2. (3.15)
where OTi refers to the respective off-target vector.
For the moment assume the covariance matrix of Y and the third off-target component
are functions of the non-adjustment factors x2 only. This means ΣY = f(x2) and OT2 =
f(x2), and assume furthermore that the adjustment factors x1 can be used to shift the
mean vector E(Y1) to its target τ1. Since the terms OT1 and OT12 drop to zero when
E(Y1) = τ1, the average loss in equation 3.15 can be minimized by the following two-step
procedure for this set of assumptions
1. find values of x2 that minimize trace[AΣY] + OT2, say x∗2,
2. at the values of x∗2 chosen in the first step, find values of x1 that shift the mean vector
E(Y1) to its target τ1.
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Note that the assumptions above are parallel to the assumptions of the single characteristic
problem under an additive model. Hence the two-step procedure above is only appropriate
when the responses follow an additive model. In the same article Tsui additionally derives
two-step procedures for constrained and unconstrained minimization of the multivariate
quadratic loss function for non-additive models.
To this point we have examined squared-error loss functions whose expected value is de-
composed into off-target and variance components. Ribeiro and ElSayed (1995) introduced
a multivariate loss function which considers, in addition to off-target and variance compo-
nents, a factor accounting for fluctuation in the supposedly fixed design variable settings.
Use of this gradient loss function assumes models of each response (Y1, ..., Yr) as a function
of the process design variables (x1, ..., xp) and estimates the variability induced on Yi due










for when the fluctuations in (x1, . . . , xp) are independent of each other, where σ̂2Yi are the
estimated variance of each Yi, σ̂2xk are the estimated fluctuations in the design parameters,
and ∂Yi∂xk are the model-predicted shifts in Yi from the random variation of xk. When the
























where ρ̂kl is the estimated correlation between each pair of design variables xk and xl.
The authors’ multivariate gradient loss function is then the weighted sum of the individual
















where MGL(xj) is the multivariate gradient loss function for a particular design vector xj,
and ωi and ti are respectively the weights and targets of the individual responses. The
authors allow for a very explicit, quantitative ranking of the responses through the ωi term.
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They find the optimal process parameters (i.e., design factor settings) through standard
non-linear search techniques.
Ribeiro et al (2000) extend the gradient loss function of Ribeiro and ElSayed (1995) by
adding a term for manufacturing costs. They first convert the dimensionless loss function








where Amp and Bmp are the market prices of class A products, i.e., those with all responses
close to target, and of class B products, i.e., those with at least one response out of spec-
ification, and where MGLA and MGLB are the values of the Ribeiro and ElSayed (1995)
loss function corresponding to the class A and B products.
This proportionality constant is then multiplied by the Ribeiro and ElSayed (1995) loss
function value to yield the equivalent lost dollar value resulting from a particular group of
design settings:
CQ(x) = κMGL(x) (3.20)
where x is a vector of design factor settings. They introduce manufacturing costs by starting
with a multi-response experiment with r responses (i = 1, . . . , r). They model manufactur-
ing costs as:
CM (x) = xT θ + ε (3.21)
where x is the design vector of p regressors, θ is a p dimensional vector of regression
coefficients and ε the residual . Finally an extended multivariate loss function which includes
costs of poor quality and manufacturing is defined as:
C(x) = CQ(x) + CM (x) (3.22)
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The weighting of responses is accomplished directly through the weighting factor defined
for the multivariate gradient loss function of Ribeiro and ElSayed (1995). The authors em-
ploy optimization techniques to find the vector x which minimizes this overall cost function.
The examples in this section demonstrate the additive combination of individual loss and
utility functions to create a multivariate loss or utility function. Antony (2000) describes
a novel approach to the multi-response optimization problem using principal components
analysis (PCA) and some slightly confusing terminology. He defines a utility function (i.e.,
a function measuring positive value or worth) for each response and calls it the normalized
quality loss function (NQL). While this technique does not simply add univariate util-
ity functions to obtain a multivariate one, it does form linear combinations of individual
response utility functions to explain the variability among them, enroute to finding the
optimal vector of design variable settings.




Li+ − Li− (3.23)
where
Lij = quality loss for the ith response at the jth experimental run,
Li+ = maximum quality loss for the ith response,
Li− = minimum quality loss for the ith response
which cause the NQL values to range from zero to one.
For each of the n experimental runs, the multi-response performance statistic Z1j is the
first principal component, i.e., the uncorrelated linear combination of highest eigenvalue, of
the NQLs for all responses.
Z1j = a1jNQL1 + a2jNQL2 + · · ·+ arjNQLr (3.24)




ij = 1 for all j = 1, . . . , n.
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Z1 is then modelled as a function of the design variables and optimization techniques
are applied to this model to find the design variable settings that maximize it. Through
normalization the differences in response scaling are removed but the technique does not
describe any explicit way of weighting the individual responses. Assuming one uses the
squared-error loss function for each response, proportionality constants can be chosen to
rank the responses prior to their normalization.
3.2.2 Multivariate Utility Functions from Multiplicative Combination
In this section, a multivariate desirability function is constructed from the geometric average
of the individual desirability functions of each response.
The geometric average of r components (d1, . . . , dr) is the rth root of their products:








The GA is then a multiplicative combination of the individuals. When combining individual
utility functions whose values are scaled between zero and one, the GA yields a value ≤ the
lowest individual utility value. For rating the composite quality of a product, this prevents
any single response from reaching an unacceptable value, since a very low value on any
crucial characteristic (e.g., safety feature or cost) will render the entire product worthless
to the end user.
To demonstrate the simplest case of a geometric average we show the case of combining
two squared-error loss functions. For responses (Y1, Y2) with respective loss functions L(Y1)
= a1(Y1 − t1)2 and L(Y2) = a2(Y2 − t2)2 where (t1, t2) are the respective targets of the
responses, the geometric average of the two loss functions is:
GA [(L1), (L2)] =
√
a1(Y1 − t1)2a2(Y2 − t2)2 (3.26)
=
√
a1a2 (Y1 − t1)(Y2 − t2)
which we recognize as the cross product of the roots of the squared-error loss functions of
each response.
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3.2.2.1 Modifications of the Desirability Function
In order to allow the DDM to place the ideal target value anywhere within the specifications,
Derringer and Suich (1980) introduced a modified version of the desirability functions of










Yi∗ ≤ Yi ≤ Y ∗i ,
1 Yi ≥ Y ∗i .
(3.27)
where Yi∗ and Y ∗i are the minimal and maximal acceptable levels of Yi respectively, Yi
is the response predicted by a certain set of design variable settings, and φi is a positive
constant whose increasing magnitude creates a correspondingly more convex desirability
curve. That is, values of φi < 1 create concave curves allowing higher desirability values
with Yi values relatively close to the minimal acceptable level, while values of φi > 1 only
allow high desirability values when Yi is very close to the maximal acceptable level. When
φi = 1 the di value is a linear scale between the minimal and maximal acceptable values of
the response.














ti ≤ Yi ≤ Y ∗i ,
0 Yi < Yi∗ or Yi > Y ∗i .
(3.28)
where ti is the target value of Yi, and ϕi and ψi are positive constants chosen by the DDM
to indicate the importance of an individual response being close to its target. That is larger
values of ϕi and ψi create a desirability curve with a sharper peak at the target value with
more rapid drop-off as the response moves off-target. Lower values of ϕi and ψi create a
flatter desirability curve that is much less sensitive to a response being off-target.
The desirability function of Harrington is a special case of the Derringer and Suich (1980)
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desirability functions, which permit a target value ti anywhere within the specification lim-
its. Like Harrington, they do not provide for explicit weighting of the individual responses
in the overall desirability function. Rather ranking is implied by the relative steepness of
the gradients of the desirability curves which are in turn the results of specific choices of
φi, ϕi and ψi.
Derringer (1994) added explicit weighting terms to the geometric average of the indi-
vidual desirability functions as follows:










where setting all the ωi = 1 yields the geometric mean of equation 3.25.
DelCastillo et al (1996) note that since the desirability functions of Harrington (1965)
and Derringer and Suich (1980) are non-differentiable at the target points, only direct search
optimization methods are applicable. Since the much more efficient gradient based methods
require first order differentials at all points, they propose using a piecewise continuous desir-
ability function in which the non-differentiable points are corrected using a local polynomial
approximation.
Kim and Lin (2000) propose finding the vector of design variable settings x which
maximizes the minimum level that the geometric average of the individual desirability




where ι is the minimum degree of satisfaction subject to di(x) ≥ ι for i = 1, 2, . . . , r and
for x ∈ Ω, where di(x) are the desirability functions of the individual estimated responses
Yi(x). The goal is to identify the x which maximizes the minimum degree of satisfaction
(ι) with respect to all the responses within the experimental region , i.e.,
max
x∈Ω
(min[d1(x), . . . , dr(x)]) (3.31)
They assert that the advantage of this approach is that it does not assume any form or
degree of the estimated response models and is insensitive to the potential dependence be-
tween responses. They contrast this approach with the method of Khuri and Conlon (1981)
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which uses only the subset of independent responses and requires that all the independent
responses have same order polynomial models of the same subset of design variables. Fur-
thermore the ι term embodies the overall degree of satisfaction and allows for a quantitative
way to compare the results induced by different x vectors.






exp(ς)−1 , if ς 6= 0,
1− z, if ς = 0.
(3.32)
where ς is a constant (−∞ ≤ ς ≤ ∞) called the exponential constant and z is a standard-
ized parameter representing distance of the estimated response from its target in units of
maximum allowable deviation.
z is calculated differently depending on whether the response is NTB, STB or LTB. For
the NTB case with a symmetric desirability function, z is defined as:
z =
Yi(x)− ti
Y maxi − ti
=
Yi(x)− ti
ti − Y mini
(3.33)
for Y mini ≤ Yi(x) ≤ Y maxi and where ti is the target of response i and Y mini and Y maxi are
respectively the minimum and maximum values of the individual response. This z function
for the NTB case is easily modified for an asymmetric desirability function.




Y maxi −Y mini
, for Y mini ≤ Yi(x) ≤ Y maxi (3.34)




Y maxi −Y mini
, for Y mini ≤ Yi(x) ≤ Y maxi (3.35)
It is easily verified that (-1 ≤ z ≤ +1) for an NTB response and (0 ≤ z ≤ 1) for the STB
and LTB responses. In all cases d(z) is maximized when z = 0 which happens when Yi(x)
is equal to the target value.
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The choice of ς determines the relative concavity of the individual desirability curves.
That is, increasingly negative values of ς produce decreasingly concave curves (i.e., more con-
vex) and increasingly positive values of ς produce increasingly concave desirability curves.
They define relative concavity as relative insensitivity to a response being off-target and
relative convexity as sensitivity to the off-target distance.
For example, a response with ς = −5 has a desirability curve whose values drop sharply
with increasing off-target distance while a response with ς = +5 has desirability values that
change slowly as the response moves further off-target. The relative values of the ς variable
approximate the weighting of the individual responses on the geometric average. Hence
weighting is accomplished indirectly by choosing lower ς values for the responses of higher
priority.
Kim and Lin (2000) furthermore incorporate a technique that accounts for the predictive
ability of the individual response models. They do this by transforming the original ς values
to ς ′ indicative of the predictive ability of the response models.
For example,
ς ′ = ς + (1−R2)(ςmax − ς) (3.36)
will decrease each ς value inversely with rising R2, where R2 is the standard coefficient of
determination in linear regression and ςmax is a sufficiently large value of ς such that d(z)
with ςmax is extremely concave, hence having negligible effect on the optimization.
This makes the resulting desirability curve more convex, i.e., of higher priority in the ge-
ometric average, as the R2 values increase. This effectively adjusts the relative weighting of
each individual desirability function according to the predictive ability of the corresponding
response model so that better predictive models get higher weighting than poorly predictive
models. They demonstrate the attainment of a design vector yielding a higher overall desir-
ability using the ς ′ transformation than that obtained with the original ς value. Although
the authors use R2 in their example, the DDM can use any preferred metric of predictive
ability. In general the desirability function approach neither assumes response independence
nor exploits the response correlation information.
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3.2.3 The Non-Domination Search Technique
Loy et al (2000) extended the Dual Response Approach of Vining and Myers (1990) to
the multi-response case by searching for groupings of design variable vectors which yield
responses which are non-dominated with respect to each other for each of the r separate
responses. This approach assumes a finite sample space with models for both mean and
variance of each response so that they can be predicted for all responses from all possible
design vectors.
This technique’s relation to the Dual Response Approach is evident in the following
formulations for the NTB, LTB and STB cases:
NTB : min f1(x) = Y (x)− τ
min f2(x) = σ̂2Y (3.37)
LTB : max f1(x) = Y (x)
min f2(x) = σ̂2Y (3.38)
STB : min f1(x) = Y (x)
min f2(x) = σ̂2Y (3.39)
wherein each response f1(x) is optimized with the constraint of minimizing variance, i.e.,
f2(x) = σ2Y .
We now demonstrate the meaning of non-domination using the NTB case of equation
3.37 as an example. A vector of design variable settings (i.e., x1) is said to dominate another
design vector x2 when no value of [f1(x2) , f2(x2)] is less than the corresponding element
of [f1(x1) , f2(x1)], and at least one value of f1(x2) or f2(x2) is strictly greater than the
corresponding element of [f1(x1) , f2(x1)].
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When the first grouping of non-dominated design vectors (i.e., front) is formulated for
each of the r responses, the DDM searches for the intersection of these r first fronts. This
intersection set can range from the empty set to a large number of design vectors. For the
empty set the DDM proceeds to examine the intersections of the successive fronts of the r
responses. The authors apply this procedure to the military field ration study of Wurl and
Albin (1999) and identify design vectors yielding comparable results to those identified using
the expected loss approach of Pignatiello (1993) and the desirability approach of Derringer
and Suich (1980).
This technique differs from the expected loss and desirability approaches in that it allows
the DDM to proceed without subjectively prioritizing or combining the multiple response
loss or utility functions into a single overall objective function. This means the DDM
does not have to struggle with different engineering units or the conceptual challenge of
combining different types of responses into a single objective function. Likewise the DDM
does not have to consider the tradeoff between off-target and variance components of the
same overall objective function.
This effectively shifts the required engineering judgement from the front end of the opti-
mization process to the end of the process, when the DDM must consider the non-dominated
design vectors against each other according to the same considerations usually used in the
other approaches to weigh and combine the individual response functions. With respect to
response correlation structure, this technique neither assumes response independence nor
exploits this source of statistical information.
3.3 The Compromise Decision Support Problem
Up to this point, all the multi-response optimization techniques have been culled from the
statistics literature. To contrast these approaches with an example from the engineering
literature, we briefly review an important multi-response technique, which evolved from
experimentation in the ship building and design industry. The compromise Decision Support
Problem (cDSP) is a mathematical construct with which the conflicting goals in product
design are modelled. The following high level description of the baseline, deterministic
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Table 3.1: Baseline cDSP from Mistree et al (1993)
Given p, the number of system variables
ζ, the number of equality constraints
η, the number of inequality constraints
ϑ, the number of objectives
Ψi(x), the goal achievement functions
γh(x), the constraint functions
Gi, the target values for the goals
fK(δi), function to be minimized at priority level K
for preemptive form
ωi, weight for the Archimedean form
Find System Variables x = (x1, . . . , xp)
Deviation Variables δ−i , δ
+
i for i = 1, . . . , ϑ
Satisfy Goals Ψi(x) + δ−i − δ+i = Gi
Constraints γh(x) = 0 for h = 1, . . . , ζ
γh(x) ≥ 0 for h = ζ + 1, . . . , ζ + η
Bounds xl,min ≤ xl ≤ xl,max for l = 1, . . . , p
Other δ−i · δ+i = 0 and δ−i , δ+i ≥ 0
























cDSP is taken from Mistree et al (1993), Table 3.1.
The cDSP is a multi-objective decision model based on mathematical programming and
goal programming. In the cDSP, values of design variables are determined to achieve a set
of conflicting goals to the best extent possible while satisfying a set of constraints.
The cDSP consists of system variables, system constraints, system goals and deviation
variables. Optimization is guided by a deviation function. The system variables x′ =
(x1, . . . , xp) usually describe design variables of the system and each cDSP must have at least
two system variables which may be continuous, discrete or Boolean. System variables are
bounded to help the designer use experience-based judgement in formulating the problem.
System constraints and bounds define the feasible design space and are functions of
the system variables only. The designer’s aspiration for each response is represented by a
system goal (Gi) which is then compared to the actual performance Ψi(x) of that same
response. The deviation variables (δ−i , δ
+
i ) are respectively the level of under-achievement
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or over-achievement of a goal. The goals are modelled as constraints in the following form:
Ψi(x) + δ−i − δ+i = Gi (3.40)
The high level concept of the cDSP is to minimize the difference between the goal (Gi) of
each objective and its actual performance Ψi(x). This is accomplished by finding settings of
the system variables that minimize the deviation function DF , the overall objective function
of the cDSP, which is a function of the deviation variables of the system goals.
The deviation function DF is defined for two cases according to how the DDM prioritizes
the design objectives:



















i=1 ωi = 1
for symmetric weighting
and ωi ≥ 0; i = 1, . . . , r
(3.41)
or













where ω−i and ω
+
i are the potentially asymmetric weights placed respectively on the under-
achievement or over-achievement of the respective design objectives (i.e., goals).
In this case, the DDM chooses the form of the deviation function based on his/her choice
of Archimedean or Lexicographic weighting of the design objectives. In the Archimedean
approach the DDM explicitly assigns the weights ω−i and ω
+
i to reflect the importance of
the individual goals. Lexicographic weighting (Ignizio (1982)) does not require the DDM
to assign specific weights to the objectives. Rather goals are rank ordered in terms of their
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priority and deviation variables in the highest priority goal are minimized first, followed by
the deviation variables in the second priority goal, and so on.
While limited by space to discussing the deterministic baseline cDSP, there exist a
number of extensions which reflect the cDSP’s nature as a living construct, capable of
being strengthened and/or specialized through augmentation. Bayesian and fuzzy logic
versions of the cDSP (see respectively Vadde et al and Zhou et al (1992)) allow the DDM to
use the cDSP while accommodating uncertainty regarding constraints, actual performance
or weighting of goals in the problem formulation.
In summary the cDSP identifies the vectors of design variable settings that satisfy all
constraints, i.e., all system constraints and system goals modelled as constraints per equa-
tion (4.1), and that minimize the chosen deviation function. Since the cDSP identifies a
group of satisficing solutions, the optimal design solution can be viewed as a subset of the
cDSP results. Like the desirability function and the Non-Domination search techniques,
the cDSP makes no assumptions regarding response correlation and does not actively use
response correlation structure in its optimization algorithm.
The apparent strength of the cDSP is its handling of highly constrained environments.
It provides flexible decision support for achieving compromise among multiple goals while
satisfying constraints and bounds. It is also domain independent and implementable with
reasonable effort.
3.4 Comparing the Multi-response Optimization Techniques
In this section we compare the relative strengths and weaknesses of the four multi-response
design optimization techniques which may be used in the solution of engineering design
problems. These four techniques are expected loss, desirability, the non-domination search
and the compromise Decision Support Problem.
A comparison of the four techniques with respect to the key metrics discussed in this
paper is presented in the table on the next two pages which is a slight modification of the
table in Loy et al (2000). We remind the reader that because all four techniques can handle
the NTB, STB and LTB response types, this criterion is not included in the table.
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When considering these approaches, major concerns include the software and computa-
tional resources necessary for carrying out the optimization algorithms. That topic is not
addressed in this paper since we have focused on the statistical and optimizing properties
of the approaches without detailed consideration of computational issues.
In Tables 3.2 and 3.3 the term expected loss encompasses all the variations on the
additive combination of univariate loss functions to form a multi-response loss function.
The optimization goal is to minimize expected loss and hence a number of direct search
and two-step procedures have been discussed. Variations include a version which minimizes
total cost, including both quality loss and manufacturing cost components. Another well
known version is the Mahalanobis Distance which minimizes the Euclidean distance between
the responses and their ideal target values and incorporates the covariance structure of
the responses. Another version incorporates a term accommodating the variation from
fluctuations in the design variables themselves hence providing another means of boosting
the robustness of the final solution.
The biggest advantage of the expected loss approach is that it permits, under certain
restrictions such as additive response models, normality and a partitioning of the design
variables into adjustment and non-adjustment variables, a reduction in the dimensionality
of the optimization procedure to a two-step procedure. The design solution obtained this
way does not need complete re-optimization for changes in target or specifications since
the assumption of adjustment factors allows for easy shifting of the response mean. Other
advantages include explicit alternatives for handling mean, variance, cost and weighting
of the individual responses and a wide variety of options of employing the response cor-
relation structure. The disadvantages of expected loss are that it does not easily handle
constraints and to date has not been used to consider a hierarchical structuring of loss
functions corresponding to the assembly, subassembly and component levels of a product
architecture.
In Tables 3.2 and 3.3 the term desirability encompasses all the variations on the multi-
plicative combination of univariate desirability functions to form a multi-response desirabil-
ity function. The optimization goal is to maximize overall desirability and we’ve reviewed
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versions of the desirability function compatible with reduced gradient search methods and
a prioritizing of the individual responses through the selection of relative concavity of the
individual desirability curves. Another version discussed weighting the contribution of in-
dividual response desirability functions according to the predictive value of their respective
response models.
The advantages of the desirability approach are that it is an intuitive approach re-
quiring no background in statistics and the combining of the individual desirabilities via
the geometric average prevents any single response from reaching an unacceptable quality
level. Its dimensionless units also remove the problem of different engineering units for
different responses. The disadvantages of the desirability approach are that it does not
explicitly measure cost of poor quality, does not easily incorporate constraints and to date
has not been used to consider a hierarchical structuring of loss functions corresponding to
the assembly, subassembly and component levels of a product architecture.
The advantages of the non-domination search technique include its formation of each
response as a separate optimization problem which frees the DDM from needing to consider
an overall multi-response objective function which combines different engineering units and
response types. It also handles constraints in a relatively easy way and does not require the
DDM to prioritize the individual responses before starting. Since it assumes a finite sample
space it also generates responses for all possible design vectors and the optimal solution it
derives is always one of the existing design vectors. It is also easily coded into an MS Excel
spreadsheet which makes its application potentially universal.
Its major disadvantage is the limited number of design variables and responses easily
managed. It is recommended for use with a maximum of six design variables and three re-
sponses which greatly limits its range of useful applications. Larger numbers of design vari-
ables and responses are likely to generate an impractically large number of non-dominated
design vectors as potential solutions. For engineering design problems with tens, hundreds
or even thousands of input variables, the non-domination search method is not practical.
In Tables 3.2 and 3.3 the term compromise Decision Support Problem (cDSP) includes
the various versions of this technique which include Bayesian, fuzzy logic and utility function
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versions which for space considerations have not been discussed in this paper. We have
only discussed the deterministic version but in comparing this technique have mentioned
the collective attributes of the multiple versions in the table.
The biggest advantage of the cDSP approach is that it readily accommodates highly
constrained design environments. It was designed specifically for this purpose and allows
the DDM great flexibility in setting the goals and constraints on the responses including
response mean and variance. Additionally it lends itself to a hierarchical structuring of con-
straints for structurally complex product design and product platform design. Its primary





In this chapter we explore the mathematical properties of the loss-scaled principal com-
ponents (i.e., LSPC). In section 1 we repeat the definition of LSPC presented in the first
chapter. In section 2 we discuss the five variants of the general case and summarize their
properties in a table. In section 3 we draw conclusions regarding the properties derived in
Section 2.
4.1 What are Loss-Scaled Principal Components?
In the first chapter we defined PCs and their relevant properties. While PCs are one of the
oldest multivariate techniques in existence, their variance optimizing properties continue
finding new application areas. In Chapter 3 we reviewed multivariate robust design tech-
niques and commented on their respective use of the correlation structure of the responses.
Of the multivariate techniques considered, minimizing the expected value of the MQL
makes the best use of the correlation structure and can be decomposed into covariance and
off-target vector product terms as shown below:
E(MQL) = E(Y − τ)TA(Y − τ)
= trace[AΣY] + [EY − τ ]TA[EY − τ ]. (4.0)
To minimize the two terms of the expected MQL, one must simultaneously consider the
contributions of the loss matrix A as well as the response covariance/correlation matrix. The
primary conceptual contribution of this thesis is the formation of PCs which simultaneously
account for the loss constant matrix and the response covariance/correlation matrix in the
MQL. Since the loss constant matrix A is assumed to be symmetric and positive definite it
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can be decomposed by either Cholesky decomposition or diagonalized in the following way:
GTAG = ΛA,
where the columns of G are the eigenvectors of A and ΛA is a diagonal matrix, whose











If we then define q = (GΛ
1
2
A), we can express A in the following way:
A = qqT.
This allows Equation (4.0) to be written as follows:
E(MQL) = E(Y − τ)TA(Y − τ)
= E(qTY − qTτ)T (qTY − qTτ)
= trace[qTΣYq] + (EqTY − qTτ)T (EqTY − qTτ)
= trace[qTΣYq] + [qT(EY − τ)]T [qT(EY − τ)].
(4.-10)
Therefore multiplying the original response vectors by the matrix qT incorporates the
contents of matrix A and ΣY directly into the matrix qT ΣYq. We will see in the next
section how this simplifies the expression of the covariance and off-target vector product
terms on the right side of equation 4.0.
Loss-scaled responses are simply qTY and their principal components are formed by
multiplying Y by the eigenvectors of qT ΣYq. If we use Z to denote the full set of LSPC
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formed from the covariance matrix of the loss-scaled responses, i.e., qT ΣYq, then equation
4.0 can be expressed as:
E(MQL) = E
[
(Z− τZ)T (Z− τZ)
]
= trace[ΣZ] + (EZ− τZ)T (EZ− τZ).
4.2 Decomposing Multivariate Quadratic Loss with
Principal Components
In this section we examine how well a subset of PCs from the covariance/correlation
matrix of a multiple response loss-scaled data-set represents the multivariate quadratic loss
function (MQL) of the complete data set. We develop the general case by examining
five specific combinations of response loss and covariance matrices. The first three cases
construct PCs from the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the loss-scaled responses
(i.e., qTΣYq) and the last two from eigenvectors of the corresponding correlation matrix
(i.e., qTRYq).
4.2.1 Case 1: PCs Derived from the Covariance Matrix of Loss-Scaled Re-
sponses, i.e. qT ΣYq, When A = Ir and ΣY 6= Ir
In this case the expected MQL is,
E(MQL) = E(Y − τ)T (Y − τ)
= trace[ΣY] + [EY − τ ]T [EY − τ ].
We decompose the covariance matrix of the loss-scaled responses, in this case ΣY, into
its r characteristic vectors which form the columns of the matrix U. These columns are
by definition orthogonal and of unit length and are the coefficients of the r principal
components of the responses Y = (Y1, . . . , Yr)T , so
Z = UT (Y)
⇒ ΣZ = UT ΣYU.
Inserting the entire vector of r PCs into the expected MQL yields
E(MQL) = E(Z− τZ)T (Z− τZ)
= trace[ΣZ] + (EZ− τZ)T (EZ− τZ)
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where τZ is defined as the vector UTτ .
The trace component can be re-expressed as
trace[ΣZ] = trace[UTΣYU],




The off-target vector product can also be re-expressed as
(EZ− τZ)T (EZ− τZ) = [E(UTY)−UTτ ]T [E(UTY)−UTτ ]
= [UT(EY − τ)]T [UT(EY − τ)]
= (EY − τ)TUUT(EY − τ)
= (EY − τ)T (EY − τ).
So in this case, the full set of r PCs yields exactly the same value of the expected MQL as
the complete response data-set. This fact is true for all cases and is the fundamental reason
why we can use PCs in this capacity. Since we wish to use the first p PCs instead of the
full set, we need to know how using this lower dimensionality data-set affects the value of
expected MQL.





where the λi represent the eigenvalues of ΣZ in order of descending magnitude. The sum of






Hence the trace[ΣZp] component of the expected value of the MQL represents this same
fixed proportion of the total response sample variance.
We re-express the off-target vector product (OTV P ) as a function of this same subset
of PCs
(EZp− τZp)T (EZp− τZp) = [UpT(EY − τ)]T [UpT(EY − τ)]
= (EY − τ)TUpUpT (EY − τ).
Because Up is only a subset of the original r columns of U, the matrix product
UpUpT does not simplify to the identity matrix as did the entire set of orthogonal columns
in UUT .
However we can still estimate the fraction of the total OTVP that is accounted for
by this subset of p PCs. We construct a fraction whose numerator is the OTV P from
Equation (4.-29) and whose denominator is the OTVP from the full-set of r PCs as follows:
(EZp− τZp)T (EZp− τZp)
(EZ− τZ)T (EZ− τZ) =
[(EY − τ)]TUpUpT[(EY − τ)]
[(EY − τ)]TUUT[(EY − τ)]
=
[(EY − τ)]TUpUpT [(EY − τ)]
[(EY − τ)]T [(EY − τ)]
=
c21 + · · ·+ c2p
c21 + · · ·+ c2r
. (4.-31)
The scalar value of OTV P is the sum total of the individual OTV P -contributions from
the full set of LSPC, where (c21, . . . , c
2
r) are the real, constant values contributed by the
respective LSPC. The constants (c21, . . . , c
2
p) are the scalar contributions from the subset of
p < r LSPC being utilized. The numerical value of equation (4.-31) depends on the specific
off-target vector i.e., (EY − τ) being evaluated and is bounded as follows,
0 ≤ c
2
1 + · · ·+ c2p
c21 + · · ·+ c2r
≤ 1.
The proof of this property is presented in Appendix A. How well the first p terms in the
numerator account for the entire quadratic form of the OTV P depends on the specific
structures of A and ΣY .
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In Appendix B we present the results of simulations from five different multivariate data-
sets containing between three and six different responses. These data-sets are combined with
between five and ten different loss constant matrices (i.e., LCM) before forming the LSPC.
The first two LSPC from each combination of data-set/LCM are used to evaluate how
well the OTV P is approximated for twenty arbitrarily constructed off-target vectors. The
simulations for Case 1, i.e., A = Ir, often result in a significant loss of information.
4.2.2 Case 2: PCs Derived from the Covariance Matrix of Loss-Scaled Re-
sponses, i.e. qT ΣYq, When A 6= Ir and ΣY 6= Ir
In this case the loss constant matrix A is a positive definite matrix of constants proportional
to the costs associated with the responses being off-target. Since A is assumed to be
symmetric and positive definite it can be decomposed in the following way:
A = qqT .
This allows the expected MQL to be written as
E(MQL) = E(Y − τ)TA(Y − τ)
= E(q
TY − qTτ)T (qTY − qTτ)
= trace[qTΣYq] + (EqTY − qTτ)T (EqTY − qTτ)
= trace[qTΣYq] + [qT(EY − τ)]T [qT(EY − τ)].
(4.-36)
From here on we’ll refer to qTY as the loss-scaled response vector. The r principal compo-
nents of the r loss-scaled responses are defined as
ZQ = VT(qTY)
where the columns of V = (V1, . . . ,Vr) are orthogonal and of unit length and whose




It is simple to show that the trace and off-target vector product component of Equation
(4.-36) obtained by substituting the entire set of PCs defined by ZQ are equal to their
counterparts from the complete multi-response data-set by repeating the steps presented in
Case 1.
We plan to use only the first p principal components of the loss-scaled responses to
reduce the dimensionality of the optimization problem. We define the matrix ZQp as the





where the λi represent the characteristic values (i.e., eigenvalues) of ΣZQ.





Hence the trace[ΣZQp] component of the expected value of the MQL represents this same
fixed proportion of the total loss-scaled response sample variance. We can re-express the p
dimensional approximation of the OTV P as
(EZQp− τZQp)T (EZQp− τZQp) = [VpTqT(EY − τ)]T [VpTqT(EY − τ)]
= [qT(EY − τ)]TVpVpT[qT(EY − τ)].
(4.-42)
Because Vp is only a subset of the original r columns of V , the matrix product
VpVpT does not simplify to the identity matrix as the entire set of orthogonal columns
does in VVT.
However we can still estimate the fraction of the total OTV P that is accounted for
by this subset of p PCs. We construct a fraction whose numerator is the OTV P from
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Equation (4.-42) and whose denominator is the OTV P from the full-set of r PCs.
(EZp− τZp)T (EZp− τZp)
(EZ− τZ)T (EZ− τZ) =
[qT(EY − τ)]TVpVpT[qT(EY − τ)]
[qT(EY − τ)]TVVT[qT(EY − τ)]
=
[qT(EY − τ)]TVpVpT [qT(EY − τ)]
[qT(EY − τ)]T [qT(EY − τ)]
(4.-43)
The scalar value of OTV P is the sum total of the individual OTV P -contributions from
the full set of LSPC, where (c21, . . . , c
2
r) are the real, constant values contributed by the
respective LSPC. The constants (c21, . . . , c
2
p) are the scalar contributions from the subset of
p < r LSPC being utilized. The numerical value of equation (4.-43) depends on the specific
off-target vector i.e., (EY − τ) being evaluated and is bounded as follows,
0 ≤ c
2
1 + · · ·+ c2p
c21 + · · ·+ c2r
≤ 1.
The proof of this property is the same as that of 4.-31 presented in Appendix A. How well
the first p terms in the numerator account for the entire quadratic form of the OTV P
depends on the specific structures of A and ΣY .
The simulations in Appendix B for specific Case 2 situations, such as when neither A
nor Σ̂Y are diagonal, result in no significant loss of information.
It is interesting to note that the Mahalanobis Distance (MD) is a special example of
the Case 2 MQL where A = Σ−1.
MD(Y, τ) = (Y − τ)TΣ−1(Y − τ),
therefore
E(MQL) = E(MD)
= trace[Σ−1Y ΣY] + (EY − τ)TΣ−1Y (EY − τ)
= trace[Ir] + (EY − τ)TΣ−1Y (EY − τ)
= r + (EY − τ)TΣ−1Y (EY − τ)





where h = Σ
− 1
2
Y . This allows the off-target vector product to be re-expressed as
(EY − τ)TΣ−1Y (EY − τ) = [hT(EY − τ)]T [hT(EY − τ)]
which in turn allows the expected MD to be expressed as
E(MD) = r + [hT(EY − τ)]T [hT(EY − τ)].
Since r is a constant the choice of the vector of design variable values defined in Chapter
3, i.e., x, which minimizes the expected MD, is that which minimizes the distance between
the weighted responses and their targets. Weighting the responses in the MD is simply
multiplying them by h = Σ
− 1
2
Y . This expected MD is equivalent to Hotelling’s T
2 for a
single multivariate observation where the individual variables represent point estimates of
the values of the EY vector.
4.2.3 Case 3: PCs Derived from the Covariance Matrix of Loss Scaled Re-
sponses, i.e., qT ΣYq, When A 6= Ir and ΣY = Ir
In this case the expected MQL is
E(MQL) = E(Y − τ)TA(Y − τ)
= trace[ΣYA] + (EY − τ)TA(EY − τ)
= trace[IrA] + (EY − τ)TA(EY − τ)
= trace[A] + (EY − τ)TA(EY − τ)
(4.-55)
It is simple to show that the trace and off-target vector product component from Equa-
tion (4.-55) are equal to their counterparts from the complete multi-response data-set by
repeating the steps presented in Case 1. Here the covariance matrix of the r loss-scaled
responses is numerically equal to the loss constant matrix A and the principal components
of the loss-scaled responses are defined as
ZQ = WT (qTY)
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where the columns of W = (W1, . . . ,Wr) are orthogonal and of unit length.
We plan to use only the first p principal components of the loss-scaled responses to
reduce the dimensionality of the optimization problem. We define the matrix ZQp as the





where the λi represent the characteristic values (i.e., eigenvalues) of ΣZQ. The sum of the




Hence the trace[ΣZQp] component of the expected value of the MQL represents this same
fixed proportion of the total sample variance of the loss-scaled responses. To examine how
well the OTV P is approximated by a subset of the PCs we first diagonalize A ,
A = WΛAWT
where the columns of W are the ortho-normal eigenvectors of A and ΛA is a diagonal
matrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of A. For notational simplicity we let














Therefore the OTV P approximated by the first p columns of W is equal to Σpi=1λi[O
TWi]2.
The scalar value of OTV P is the sum total of the individual OTV P -contributions from the
full set of LSPC, where (c21, . . . , c
2
r) are the real, constant values contributed by the re-
spective LSPC. The constants (c21, . . . , c
2
p) are the scalar contributions from the subset of
p < r LSPC being utilized. The numerical value of equation 4.-60 depends on the specific
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off-target vector i.e., (EY − τ) being evaluated and is bounded as follows,
0 ≤ c
2
1 + · · ·+ c2p
c21 + · · ·+ c2r
≤ 1.
The proof of this property is the same as that of 4.-31 presented in Appendix A. How well
the first p terms in the numerator account for the entire quadratic form of the OTV P
depends on the specific structures of A and ΣY .
In Appendix B we did not examine any data-sets for this case since the identity co-
variance matrix and its implied independence of responses would negate the relevance and
utility of PCs.
4.2.4 Case 4: PCs Derived from the Correlation Matrix of Loss-Scaled Re-
sponses i.e., qTRYq], When A = Ir and RY 6= Ir
In section 1.2.2.3 of Chapter 1, we described the two special situations when it is preferable
to derive PCs from the data’s correlation matrix versus its covariance matrix. These are
when the responses of interest are measured in different units or have widely ranging vari-
ances which would cause the first PC or two to account for nearly all variation in data as a
linear combination of the higher-variance variable(s). During product design with multiple
responses, these are very likely conditions .
Case 4 differs from Case 1 in that we employ the correlation matrix of Y rather than
the covariance matrix. Just as in Case 1, the loss constant matrix A here is the identity




, and define the matrix D as a diagonal matrix of the square roots of the
individual response variances.
We define the term MQL∗ as the MQL where the response vector has been replaced
by its standardized counterpart. This notation differentiates the MQL∗ from the MQL ,
which is defined as a function of Y and is not invariant to transformations. Defining R
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as the original response correlation matrix, the expected value of MQL∗ is defined as:
E(MQL∗) = E[D−1(Y − µY − (τ − µY))]T [D−1(Y − µY − (τ − µY))]
= E[D−1(Y − τ)]T [D−1(Y − τ)]
= trace[Σ−1D Y] + [D
−1(EY − τ)]T [D−1(EY − τ)]
= trace[D−1ΣYD−1] + [D−1(EY − τ)]T [D−1(EY − τ)]
= trace[R] + [D−1(EY − τ)]T [D−1(EY − τ)]
= r + [D−1(EY − τ)]T [D−1(EY − τ)]
(4.-66)
So if each response data point is standardized the expected value of the MQL∗ results in
the sum of r , the number of responses, and an OTV P which is standardized by its multi-
plication with D−1. Since r is a constant the choice of x which minimizes the expected
MQL∗ is that which minimizes the distance between the standardized mean responses and
their targets.
The correlation matrix R is simply the covariance matrix of the standardized response
values. Hence the PCs derived from the correlation matrix are the product of the eigenvec-
tors of the response correlation matrix R by the standardized response values. We define
the r PCs derived from the correlation matrix as
ZR = KTY∗
where Y∗ = D−1(Y − EY).
Plugging all r of the PCs derived from the correlation matrix into the expected value
of the MQL∗ and defining τ∗ = D−1(τ − EY) yields
E(ZR − τZR)T (ZR − τZR) = E(KTY∗ −KT τ∗)T (KTY∗ −KT τ∗)
= E[KT(Y ∗ − τ∗)]T [KT(Y ∗ − τ∗)]
= E[(Y∗ − τ∗)]TKKT[(Y∗ − τ∗)]
= E[(Y∗ − τ∗)]T [(Y∗ − τ∗)]
= E[D−1(Y − τ)]T [D−1(Y − τ)] (4.-70)
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which we showed in Equation (4.-66) to equal the sum of a constant and the standardized
OTV P . This shows that the set of all r PCs from the correlation matrix replicates exactly
the expected value of the MQL∗ for the standardized responses. It is interesting to note that
this off-target vector product is equivalent to the Mahalanobis Distance when the responses
are independent.
Once again our purpose is to reduce the dimensionality of optimization by examining
the first p PCs. Defining the vector ZRp as the matrix product of the first p columns of




where the λi represent the eigenvalues of ΣZR in order of descending magnitude. The sum of








Since the trace of R is fixed, using p PCs derived from the correlation matrix to mini-
mize expected MQL∗ simplifies to minimizing the standardized OTV P . We re-express the
standardized OTV P as
(EZRp − τZRp)T (EZRp − τZRp) = [KpTD−1(EY − τ)]T [KpTD−1(EY − τ)]
= [D−1(EY − τ)]TKpKpT [D−1(EY − τ)].
(4.-73)
Because Kp is only a subset of the original r columns of K , the matrix product
KpKpT does not simplify to the identity matrix as the entire set of orthogonal columns
does in KKT .
However we can still estimate the fraction of the total OTV P that is accounted for
by this subset of p PCs. We construct a fraction whose numerator is the OTV P from
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Equation (4.-73) and whose denominator is the OTV P from the full-set of r PCs.
(EZRp − τZRp)T (EZRp − τZRp)
(EZR − τZR)T (EZR − τZR) =
[D−1(EY − τ)]TKpKpT [D−1(EY − τ)]
[D−1(EY − τ)]TKKT [D−1(EY − τ)]
=
[D−1(EY − τ)]TKpKpT [D−1(EY − τ)]
[D−1(EY − τ)]T [D−1(EY − τ)]
(4.-74)
Just like the first three cases, the numerical value of equation 4.-74 depends on the specific
off-target vector i.e., (EY − τ) being evaluated and is bounded as follows,
0 ≤ c
2
1 + · · ·+ c2p
c21 + · · ·+ c2r
≤ 1.
The proof of this property is the same as that of 4.-31 presented in Appendix A. How well
the first p terms in the numerator account for the entire quadratic form of the OTV P
depends on the specific structures of A and ΣY .
The simulations in Appendix B corresponding to Case 4, i.e., where A = Ir, suggest
that using a subset of eigenvectors to approximate the OTV P often results in significant
loss of information.
4.2.5 Case 5: PCs Derived from the Correlation Matrix of Loss-Scaled Re-
sponses i.e. qTRYq , When A 6= Ir and ΣY 6= Ir
This case differs from Case 2 only in that we employ the correlation matrix of the loss-
scaled responses rather than their covariance matrix. The loss constant matrix A is positive
definite and the expected value of the MQL∗ is
E(MQL∗) = E(Y∗ − τ∗)TA(Y∗ − τ∗)
= trace[AΣ∗Y] + (EY
∗ − τ∗)TA(EY∗ − τ∗)
= trace[AR] + (EY∗ − τ∗)TA(EY∗ − τ∗).
(4.-77)
In Case 2 we showed that A could be re-expressed by replacing the Y vector with the loss-
scaled vector qTY and in Case 4 we showed that (Y∗−τ∗) can be re-written as D−1(Y−τ).
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Substituting these expressions in the expected MQL∗ of Equation (4.-77) yields
E(MQL∗) = trace[AR] + (EY∗ − τ∗)TA(EY∗ − τ∗)
= trace[qTRq] + [qT (EY∗ − τ∗)]T [qT (EY∗ − τ∗)]
= trace[qTRq] + [qTD−1(EY − τ)]T [qTD−1(EY − τ)]
= trace[qTD−1ΣYD−1q] + [qTD−1(EY − τ)]T [qTD−1(EY − τ)].
(4.-80)
This new expression of expected MQL∗ consists of the trace of the covariance matrix and
the off-target vector product of qTD−1Y, i.e., the loss-scaled standardized response vector.
This motivates us to take the PCs of the loss-scaled standardized responses. We define the
r PCs of the loss-scaled standardized responses as
ZQD = LT (qTD−1Y)
where the columns of L = (L1, . . . ,Lr) are orthogonal and of unit length and whose diagonal
covariance matrix is
ΣZQD = LT Σ(qT D−1Y)L
= LT (qTD−1ΣYD−1q)L.
Substituting ZQD in place of qTD−1Y in the expected MQL∗ of Equation (4.-80) yields
E(ZQD− τZQD)T (ZQD− τZQD) = trace[ΣZQD] + (EZQD− τZQD)T (EZQD− τZQD).
(4.-84)
It is simple to show that the trace and off-target vector product component from Equa-
tion (4.-84) are equal to their counterparts from the complete multi-response data-set by
repeating the steps presented in Case 1.
We plan to use only the first p principal components of the loss-scaled standardized
responses to reduce the dimensionality of the optimization problem. Next we examine how
using this lower dimensionality data-set affects the expected value of the MQL∗. We define
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ZQDp as the matrix product of the first p columns of L i.e. Lp, by the loss-scaled




where the λi represent the eigenvalues of ΣZQD.
The sum of the first p eigenvalues accounts for a fixed proportion of the total loss-scaled,




Since the trace of ARY is fixed, using p PCs derived from the correlation matrix
to optimize expected MQL∗ simplifies to minimizing the standardized off-target vector
component. We now re-express the OTV P as
(EZRp − τZRp)T (EZRp − τZRp) = [LpTqTD−1(EY − τ)]T [LpTqTD−1(EY − τ)]
= [qTD−1(EY − τ)]TLpLpT[qTD−1(EY − τ)].
(4.-87)
Because Lp is only a subset of the original r columns of L , the matrix product
LpLpT does not simplify to the identity matrix as the entire set of orthogonal columns
does in LLT.
However we can still estimate the fraction of the total OTV P that is accounted for by
this subset of p PCs. We construct a fraction whose numerator is Equation (4.-87) and
whose denominator is the OTV P from the full-set of r PCs.
(EZRp − τZRp)T (EZRp − τZRp)
(EZR − τZR)T (EZR − τZR) =
[qTD−1(EY − τ)]TLpLpT [qTD−1(EY − τ)]
[qTD−1(EY − τ)]TLLT [qTD−1(EY − τ)]
=
[qTD−1(EY − τ)]TLpLpT [qTD−1(EY − τ)]
[qTD−1(EY − τ)]T [qTD−1(EY − τ)]
(4.-88)
The numerical value of this fraction depends on the specific
Like the other cases, the numerical value of equation 4.-74 depends on the specific off-
target vector i.e., (EY − τ) being evaluated and is equally bounded.
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Table 4.1: LSPC From Covariance Matrices of Data
MATRIX Fraction of trace[ΣA] Expression for OTV P Fraction of OTV P
CASES Explained by p PCs Approx. by 2 PCs
⇓ from Simulations
in Appendix B
Case 1 trace[ΣZp] =
Σpi=1λi
Σri=1λi







Case 2 trace[ΣZQp] =
Σpi=1λi
Σri=1λi











[qT(EY − τ)]T [qT(EY − τ)] PCs Not Useful
A = qqT In This Case
ΣY = Ir
The simulations in Appendix B suggest that using a subset of eigenvectors to approxi-
mate the OTV P for situations related to Case 5, i.e., when neither A nor RY are diagonal,
results in no significant loss of information.
There is no need to examine the case of using the correlation matrix when A 6= Ir and
ΣY = Ir because when ΣY=Ir , then ΣY = Ir = RY which results in Case 3.
4.2.6 Summary of the Five Cases
Table 4.1 summarizes the cases for PCs derived from the covariance matrices and Table 4.2
summarizes the cases for PCs derived from correlation matrices.
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Table 4.2: LSPC From Correlation Matrices of Data
MATRIX Fraction of Expression for OTV P Fraction of OTV P
CASES trace[ΣRA] Approx. by 2 PCs
⇓ Explained by from Simulations
p PCs in Appendix B
Case 4 trace[ΣZRp ] [D





A = Ir = pr
RY 6= Ir











This chapter has defined and laid out some of the properties of the full set and subsets of
LSPC. The following points are most important:
1. The full set of LSPC fully replicates expected MQL.
2. For subsets of LSPC, we can quantify exactly how much of the trace[AΣY] is accounted
for.
3. For subsets of LSPC, we can’t quantify exactly how much of the OTV P will be
accounted for without knowing the specific off-target vector, since this quantity is
derived completely from that vector.
4. In Appendix B we have quantified how much a subset of 2 LSPC accounts for of
the OTV P associated with twenty different off-target vectors selected for specific
conditions over five data-sets ranging in dimension from 3 to 6.
5. For the cases with non-diagonal loss constant matrix and non-diagonal covariance/correlation
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matrix, the subset of 2 LSPC accounts for between 71 and 97 percent of the OTV P .
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CHAPTER V
LSPC IN STATIC MULTIVARIATE ROBUST DESIGN
In Chapter 4 we showed how well the LSPC approximate the expected MQL of the original
multiple response data set at lower dimensionality. In this chapter we propose a technique
for static multivariate RD using meta-models of the LSPC with deterministic, internal
noise generated around the nominal values of each design vector chosen by the optimization
algorithm.
In Section 1 we describe a product design problem with 8 predictor variables and 6
responses which inspired the concept of LSPC. We provide a high level description of how
we solve this optimization problem using “meta-models” of the standardized responses. In
Section 2 we describe a LSPC meta-model based procedure for static multivariate RD. In
Section 3 we apply our LSPC-based procedure to the product design problem presented
in Section 1. We compare the optimal design vector identified with models of the LSPC
to that chosen by models of the standardized responses. We compare solutions from both
sets of meta-models to that chosen by a highly accurate mechanical design simulator called
IDEAS, which we take as the truly optimal response. We also compare the computational
time needed by the competing meta-model methods and the sophisticated mechanical design
simulator which we take as our standard solution. In Section 4 we make concluding remarks
on the analytical and practical characteristics of the proposed approach.
5.1 Introduction to Meta-Modelling and Our Application
We start this chapter with a short history of how some of the ideas in this thesis evolved.
In Fall ’01 we started working with the Systems Realization Laboratory (i.e., SRL) of the
G.W. Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
The SRL creates technology and procedures for designing mechanical and thermal systems
and collaborates on design projects in automation and aerospace engineering. Our goal
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was to find engineering applications where RD concepts and ideas might be tested and
implemented.
The SRL commonly simulates mechanical designs with sophisticated and highly accu-
rate deterministic simulation models based on finite element analysis and geometric anal-
ysis. These simulation models tend to be computationally very demanding and include
Pro-Engineer, IDEAS and ABSYS which are available to all GT students. They follow
sequential design processes where the information gained influences the subsequent design
stages.
In the early stages of a design, the designer is not expecting a highly accurate solution.
She or he wants to reduce the broader design space to a smaller, localized design region
where experimentation indicates the best responses may reside. During these early stages
they commonly build “meta-models” using the accurate, deterministic simulation packages
such as IDEAS. The huge savings in computational time afforded by the meta-models more
than compensates for their loss of accuracy during the early stages of a design time-line.
The SRL has experience using meta-models based on response surface methodology (RSM),
Kriging and multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) to approximate the “true”
responses, i.e., the output of the deterministic simulation package.
Because of the deterministic nature of the simulation output, meta-models stray from a
key underlying statistical assumption for linear models, i.e., the response being a random
variable with inherently constant variance. But since these meta-models are being used to
narrow down a large design space, rather than for inferential purposes, it is a very practical
and fruitful use of the model-fitting techniques. The variance in the responses is entirely a
function of the variability in the assumed fixed design variable values rather than that of
the response itself.
Though meta-models built around these deterministic processes are not valid for sta-
tistical inference, they are often of sufficient accuracy in early design stages. Later design
stages rely on sophisticated modelling programs to verify mature designs, which removes
the risks incurred by use of meta-models earlier in the process.
To bring this into perspective we discuss a specific design problem the SRL has solved
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Figure 5.1: Electric Vehicle Chassis from Ortega (1998)
in the past. They have built finite-element and geometric simulation models using IDEAS
for six characteristics of the chassis of an electric vehicle (EV). The following diagrams and
description are borrowed from Lin (2001) who built upon the work of Ortega (1998). In
Figure 5.1 we show a digital image of the electric vehicle chassis being designed.
The six characteristics to be designed are functions of the same eight design variables.
Each of the design variables is the thickness of a structural element of the vehicle chassis.
The design variables and their ranges are described in Table 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows the
location of several of the design factors within the context of the vehicle chassis. The
numbered items correspond to the design variables described in Table 5.1. The cutting and
pasting of this figure prevented inclusion of all the design factors.
The six responses are highly correlated and are related to safety, strength and weight
requirements of the final product. We will describe the responses below with some of their
functional context in the following paragraphs.
1. BEND is the mid-span bending of the vehicle refers to the amount of deformation in
the middle of the chassis in the event of a collision. This is a safety concern since less
deformation translates into higher safety for vehicle passengers.
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Table 5.1: Design Variables and Ranges for Chassis Design from Ortega (1998)
Design Part Geometry Minimum Maximum
Variable Name (mm) (mm)
x1 Lower Chassis Rect. Tube 1.0 8.0
Structure w70 x h100 x x1
x2 Rear End Rect. Tube 1.0 8.0
Long. Frame w70 x h80 x x2
x3 Upper Front Rect. Tube 1.0 8.0
End Structure w50 x h70 x x3
x4 Lower Front End Rect. Tube 1.0 8.0
Support Structure w50 x h50 x x4
x5 Floor Structure Hat w120 x 1.0 8.0
and Lower B-pillar h70 x b40 x x5
x6 Upper Front Hat w120 x 1.0 8.0
B-pillar h20 x b40 x x6
x7 Upper Rear Hat w60 x 1.0 8.0
B-pillar w20 x h40 x x7
x8 Floor Thin Shell 1.0 8.0
Panels x8
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Figure 5.2: Design Factor Locations on Chassis from Ortega (1998)
2. CURB represents the magnitude of the force exerted on the vehicle’s front wheels
when the vehicle hits a bump or curb straight on with the brakes applied. This force
has components directed vertically upward and horizontally in the rear direction. The
designer wants to minimize both components of this force so as to provide the driver
with as much vehicle control as possible during this sort of collision.
3. FRONT is the amount of deformation to the front of the chassis due to frontal im-
pact during a head on collision. This deformation is to be minimized to provide the
passenger with the largest “crush-free” zone possible.
4. MASS is the mass of the chassis and for purposes of fuel efficiency and vehicle longevity
is to be minimized. While an important consideration to the consumer, it is typically
of lower economic priority than responses directly related to passenger safety.
5. ROLL is related to the vehicle’s deformation during vehicle roll-over and is to be
minimized to afford the passenger greater protection.
6. TOR is the vehicle’s torsional stiffness which is related to strength of the structural
elements and is to be maximized.
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Table 5.2: Electric Vehicle Chassis Response Characteristics
Responses Taguchi Product Range Target
⇓ Type Significance
BEND NTB Safety 0.00054− 0.00125 0.00058
CURB NTB Safety 189M − 546M 192M
FRONT NTB Safety 125M − 406M 130M
MASS NTB Gas Mileage 235− 656 240
ROLL NTB Safety 18M − 61M 20M
TOR NTB Vehicle Strength 0.00035− 0.00129 0.00125
The ranges and targets of the responses are characterized in Table 5.2. The first five
responses are smaller-the-better (STB) and TOR is larger-the-better (LTB) per the Taguchi
terminology defined in Chapter 2. Our original space-filling design had specific upper and
lower bounds within which the meta-models for the responses were fit. To avoid extrapo-
lation and the strange behavior often found at the margins of the data-space from which
models are fit, we converted each response into a nominal-the-best (NTB) type response
whose target is near the relevant extreme of the modelling space. This was intuitively more
reasonable from both engineering and meta-modelling perspectives.
With IDEAS, calculating a vector of the six response values from a design vector of
size 8 takes approximately 2 minutes. Solving for the design vector which optimizes some
objective function of the six responses when starting from the center of the design space
usually takes several hundred cycles. This equates to more than a day of computational
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Table 5.3: Meta-Models for Approximating IDEAS
Model Nature of Our Choices While Model Code or
Type Model Model-Fitting Software
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
Response Linear Quadratic Model Minitab
Surface Regression With No and
Methodology Interactions Matlab
Kriging Multivariate Assumes Fortran Code
Interpolation Model Gaussian by
Process Simpson ’96
MARS Piecewise Limited to C code
Polynomial 2 Factor Interactions by
Chen ’01
time. Adding an “external noise“ matrix designed around the values of the design vector
multiplies the time needed by IDEAS even more. A meta-model of each response computes
each value in a few seconds allowing the same optimization problem to be solved in a few
hours. In early design stages this rapid identification of a promising design region provides
time and flexibility to other design stake-holders to react to the evolving design region.
Since the MQL is the most widely discussed objective function of RD in the statistics
literature, we started thinking of ways to improve the use of meta-models with MQL. Our
thinking was also influenced by the model methodology successfully used by the Systems
Realization Laboratory. They have demonstrated successful results with RSM, Kriging and
MARS. Table 5.3 contrasts how we employed these three model fitting approaches for this
design problem.
RSM models use ordinary least squares which minimize the sum of squared error between
the true responses and their predicted values. Kriging models assume a particular covariance
structure of the multivariate data, typically normal, and form an interpolating model that
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correctly predicts each of the points in the training data-set used to build them. MARS is
fundamentally an extension of ordinary least squares which builds the piecewise polynomial
that minimizes squared error or some other criterion.
Figure 5.3 depicts a high level view of how we implemented the solving of the robust
design (i.e., optimization) problem with response meta-models.
Several details in Figure 5.3 need further documentation and explanation.
1. Why did we use the the optimization platform iSIGHT?
2. How does this deterministic optimization problem qualify as a RD problem?
We used the optimization platform iSIGHT because the SRL has considerable experience
and trust in this product which has a full range of optimization algorithms as well as the
ability to create experimental designs and build meta-models with RSM and Kriging. SRL
also provided us with training and guidance. iSIGHT is made by Engineous Software Inc.
(www.engineous.com) and interfaces well with custom made and commercially available
simulation codes such as IDEAS. One of its most attractive features is its optimization
advisor which surveys the parameters of the design problem and recommends the best
optimization algorithms to select. Appendix C is a brief introduction to iSIGHT which is
taken directly from the iSIGHT Basic Training Guide (2002).
RD concerns random variables possessing the trace[AΣŶ(x)] term of MQL calculated
from the “noise replicates” associated with each particular design vector selected by the
optimization algorithm. So far we’ve described only a purely deterministic optimization
problem. This is a type II RD problem per the terminology of Chen et al (1996) where the
response variance induced by each fixed design vector is artificially created by varying each
design setting between 0.95 and 1.05 of the nominal values. These values are centered on
the nominal design values and are meant to represent typical manufacturing tolerances for
mechanical components.
We chose a 4-level Uniform Design constructed with 32 runs representing internal noise
within each of the eight design variables. This uniform design was run for each design
vector x chosen by the optimization algorithm in iSIGHT. The trace term was calculated
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Space Filling Design of 256 Test Combinations Across Entire Design Space (i.e., 8 variables)
For All Responses Using IDEAS Simulation Models
⇓
Fit Meta-Models of Standardized Responses as Function of Design Vector x = [x1, . . . , x8]
i.e., Ŷ1(x), . . . , Ŷ6(x)
⇓
Use iSight Optimization S/W and Meta-Models of Standardized Responses Ŷ(x)
to Select Design Vector x per Chosen Algorithm
⇓
Plug Design Vector x into Meta-Models Ŷ(x) and Calculate
ÔTV P (x) = (Ŷ(x)− τ)TA(Ŷ(x)− τ)
⇓
Calculate trace[AΣ̂Ŷ (x)] from sample of 32 Runs
Based on Uniform Design Ranging from 0.95 ∗ xT to 1.05 ∗ xT
where Σ̂Ŷ (x) is covariance of the 32 values of Ŷ1(x), . . . , Ŷ6(x)
⇓
Calculate M̂QL(x) = ÔTV P (x) + trace[AΣ̂Ŷ (x)]
⇓
Solve for (x) which minimizes M̂QL(x)
Figure 5.3: Using Response Meta-Models in M̂QL to Solve for Design Vector x
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from the covariance matrix of the 32 resulting “internal noise” response vectors executed
for each design vector being considered. The trace term was then added to the ÔTV P to
yield M̂QL for each particular design vector.
We solved the design problem by minimizing the M̂QL calculated with the meta-models
of the standardized responses formed by the three different modelling approaches. Table
5.4 compares the optimal design vectors and corresponding M̂QL values chosen by the
three sets of response meta-models with those of the “true” optimal response calculated
by IDEAS. The design values chosen by IDEAS and the modelling approach with lowest
M̂QL are in bold face print.
It is interesting to note that the more sophisticated modelling approaches, namely Krig-
ing and MARS, selected the closest nominal design value to that of IDEAS in all cases.
RSM tied MARS in selecting the best approximation for x8. This is not surprising given
the RSM model was limited to a second order form with no interactions.
5.2 A Static MRD Procedure Using LSPC
After studying the way meta-models of the standardized responses are employed in Figure
5.3, we wondered whether there were multivariate techniques that might make this process
more efficient. We speculated that instead of building meta-models of highly correlated
individual responses, meta-models of PCs of the responses might allow a reduction of di-
mensionality of the problem leading to faster solution of the optimization problem. The
models constructed for the PCs are assumed to provide a consistently good approximation
throughout the design space. The same assumption applies to the meta-models representing
the true response over the entire design space being considered.
The justification for direct modelling of PCs comes from Pearson (2001), who proved the
following with regard to an r dimensional set of data. The hyper-plane defined by the first
p < r eigenvectors is that p dimensional surface, which out of all possible p dimensional
surfaces, minimizes the sum of squared orthogonal distances between itself and the data-set.
Figure 5.4 shows how a 2 dimensional plane approximates a three dimensional scatter-
plot by minimizing the sum of squared orthogonal distances between individual points and
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Table 5.4: Design Vectors and Computational Time from Response Meta-Models
Design IDEAS RSM Kriging MARS
Chosen⇓ (off-target only)
x1 0.0055264 0.0050753 0.0056379 0.0068702
x2 0.0030129 0.0046911 0.0038799 0.0030789
x3 0.0015371 0.001 0.0027962 0.0011942
x4 0.0039918 0.0046741 0.0041407 0.0038379
x5 0.0042753 0.0049817 0.0036714 0.0031200
x6 0.0045712 0.0051376 0.0047241 0.0051831
x7 0.0010877 0.0011156 0.001001 0.0011943
x8 0.0044559 0.004 0.0057058 0.004
MQL 17.6368 19.1172 18.066811 19.43
(off-target only)
M̂QL Not 18.2130 18.0982 17.5035
Used
Runs to Solve = 525 576 595 553
(Comp. Time) (29 hours) (81 min) (342 min) (314 min)
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Figure 5.4: page 387 of Johnson and Wichern 1992
the plane formed by the first two eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the data.
Pearson’s proof makes no parametric assumption regarding the data other than the exis-
tence of finite variances and covariances of the variables concerned. We thought furthermore
that models of the hyper-plane with minimal orthogonally squared distance might converge
more quickly than a linear combination of six individual models created with ordinary least
squares. This is purely intuitive but makes the idea more attractive to pursue.
We showed in Chapter 4 that the MQL can be decomposed into PCs called LSPC which
incorporate the loss constant matrix (LCM) of multivariate quadratic loss. We also showed
that for a given subset of LSPC we know what fraction of the trace covariance part of
expected MQL is accounted for. We also showed that the same subset covers some fraction
of the OTVP depending on the specific off-target vector. Therefore while the full set of
LSPC completely replicates the value of MQL, there is some level of error associated with
any formal subset of the LSPC.
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We know that the expected MQL can be expressed and approximated as
E(MQL) = E(Y − τ)TA(Y − τ)
= trace[AΣY] + [E(Y)− τ ]TA[E(Y)− τ ]
≈ trace[ΣẐp] + [Ẑp− τZp]T [Ẑp− τZp].
where trace[ΣẐp] corresponds to the trace-covariance term of expected MQL and (Ẑp −
τZp)T (Ẑp− τZp) corresponds to the OTVP of expected MQL.
We propose a robust design optimization procedure which approximates the expected
MQL with a subset of the LSPC as follows:
1. Select the first p < r LSPC according to a pre-determined criterion. Using the
matrix and vector notation of Chapter 4, we define this group of p LSPC as
Zp = VpT(qTY)
= (Z1, . . . , Zp)T .
2. Build a model for each LSPC as a function of the design vector x as follows,
Ẑ1 = fZ1(x)
...
Ẑp = fZp(x) .
3. Approximate expected MQL with the models of the p LSPC,
E(Y − τ)TA(Y − τ) ≈ trace[ΣẐp] + [Ẑp− τZp]T [Ẑp− τZp].




trace[ΣẐp] + [Ẑp− τZp]T [Ẑp− τZp]
}
.
Figure 5.5 depicts a high level view of how the optimization process works with meta-
models of the LSPC. The models referenced in the second step of Figure 5.3 are plugged
directly into the second component of MQL which estimates the OTVP. The trace[ΣẐp]
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Space Filling Design of 256 Test Combinations Across Entire Design Space
(i.e., 8 variables) For All Responses Using IDEAS Simulation Models
⇓
Fit Meta-Models of a Chosen Number (p ≤ r) of LSPC
as Function of Design Vector x = [x1, . . . , x8]
i.e., Ẑ1(x), . . . , Ẑp(x)
⇓
Use iSIGHT Optimization S/W Meta-Models of LSPC Ẑp(x)
to Select Design Vector x per Chosen Algorithm
⇓
Plug Design Vector x into Meta-Models Ẑp(x) and Calculate
ÔTV P (x) = [Ẑp(x)− τZp]T[Ẑp(x)− τZp]
⇓
Calculate trace[AΣ̂Ẑp(x)] from sample of 32 Runs
Based on Uniform Design Ranging from 0.95 ∗ xT to 1.05 ∗ xT
where Σ̂Ẑp(x) is covariance of the 32 values of Ẑ1(x), . . . , Ẑp(x)
⇓
Calculate M̂QL(x) = ÔTV P (x) + trace[ΣẐp(x)]
⇓
Solve for (x) which minimizes M̂QL(x)
Figure 5.5: Using LSPC Meta-Models in M̂QL to Solve for Design Vector x
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component is calculated by injecting a uniform design build around each design vector
chosen by the optimization algorithm. This uniform design chooses from among four levels
evenly spaced between 0.95 and 1.05 times the nominal values of each design vector. These
runs are analogous to the outer design array of Taguchi designs and the covariance matrix
of these “noise” replicates represent the sensitivity to unavoidable variation in the design
settings. These are sources of variation in the manufacture of mechanical components so
we choose a range of representative manufacturing variability such as +/- five percent. The
trace term was then added to the ÔTV P to yield M̂QL for each particular design vector.
This procedure can be used iteratively for moving from global to localized design spaces.
5.2.1 Potential Advantages and Disadvantages of this Approach
There are two significant potential advantages to modelling the LSPC over modelling of the
standardized responses to emulate a direct search for the design vector minimizing expected
MQL:
• Assuming that p < r and reasonable models for the LSPC per some criteria such
as R2, there may be reduced computational time.
• The LSPC meta-models may provide more accurate approximations of the true pro-
cess than meta-models of the responses because of the optimal lower dimensional
estimating property proved by Hotelling (1931).
The disadvantage of this approach is:
• The accuracy of the approximation of OTVP by a formal subset of LSPC varies with
the specific off-target vector being evaluated.
5.3 Results of the Electric Vehicle Chassis Design
with Meta-Models of Responses and LSPC
We found the optimal vector of eight design variable settings for the chassis of an electric
vehicle which has six responses of interest. The responses are a mix of STB, NTB and LTB
types and several have constraints. Because of the limitations on the responses from our
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initial space fitting design and the desire to avoid extrapolation with the meta-models, we
modified each response as a NTB type. The optimal design vector is that which minimizes
M̂QL as estimated by the respective meta-models employed.
We built meta-models of these responses using three different model types. The model
types are RSM, Kriging and multi-adaptive regression splines (MARS). We also built models
of the full set of six LSPC using the same three types of models. We plugged each set of
response models from the three model-building approaches into the optimization algorithm
and solved for the optimal design vector. We did the same with the three sets of LSPC
models. We are interested in the final design vectors and the number of optimization cycles
needed to find them. We repeated the process with subsets of 5 and 4 LSPC models to
compare savings in computation and loss of accuracy.
A key concern when considering the use of PCs is whether to derive them from the
covariance or correlation matrix of the data. Jackson (1985) stated that when the data (i.e.,
responses) are measured in different units or of greatly different magnitudes of variance, PCs
should be derived from the correlation matrix. Otherwise the covariance matrix is preferred
for retention of original units. It is obvious from the greatly varying response ranges in Table
5.1 that we need to derive our PCs from the response correlation matrix.
Choosing the correlation matrix implies the use of standardized response values which
require that the values of the loss constant matrix (i.e., LCM) are defined accordingly.
Whereas Pignatiello (1993) explained in detail how the values of the LCM reflect the cost
of being one unit off target for the non-standardized responses, this data-set requires that
our LCM values be defined as the cost of poor quality from being one standard deviation off-
target in either direction. The off-diagonal values reflect the additional cost penalty incurred
from that pair of responses being simultaneously one standard deviation off-target.
In order to show some consistency between the 3 model types we generated a 64 test
combination latin hyper-cube (LHC) across the design space for purposes of estimating the
accuracy of prediction. This LHC design was run in IDEAS and the response values were
compared to the values predicted by each model type. These residual errors provide an
estimate of prediction error and are presented in Table 5.5. In general, they do not show
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Table 5.5: Prediction Error of LSPC Model Types
LSPC Modelled Pred. Error Pred. Error Pred. Error
of of of
⇓ RSM Models Kriging Models MARS Models
LSPC1 2.2658 1.4988 2.2382
LSPC2 0.3607 0.2226 0.3587
LSPC3 6.0797 6.4973 7.7932
LSPC4 0.2587 0.1496 0.4099
LSPC5 1.6717 2.2921 2.4398
LSPC6 0.0102 0.0043 0.0072
significant differences in predictive ability across the 64-point verification design space.
5.3.1 Design Vectors Selected by MQL Approximated
with Meta-Models of Responses and LSPC
A comparison of the resulting design vectors and their respective computation times yielded
by meta-models of the standardized responses and the LSPC to estimate MQL will allow
us to judge the utility of our approach in this problem. Three tables are organized to
compare the design vectors selected by combinations of model type and meta-model as
follows. Table 5.6 compares optimal design vector and computational time for the full sets
of LSPC meta-models from three modelling approaches and IDEAS. Table 5.7 compares
the same for meta-models of the first 5 LSPC and Table 5.8 does the same for meta-models
of the first 4 LSPC.
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Each of these tables compares the design vector as well as the number of optimization
cycles needed to solve. Each table compares the “true” solution chosen by IDEAS with the
solutions chosen by their analogues among the different model approaches. The value in
each row closest to the values chosen by IDEAS is in bold face print, as is the value chosen
by IDEAS, to visually show which model type yields the design variable settings closest to
optimal values.
5.4 Summarizing Results and Conclusions
The use of LSPC is moderately successful in producing similar results in a shorter period of
time. Due to time constraints, we only obtained the IDEAS solution corresponding to the
off-target component of MQL. This solution was obtained in 525 iterations over a period of
29 hours. The robust solution includes the evaluation of a design vector’s off-target compo-
nent of loss followed by evaluation of 32 “internal noise” vectors centered around that same
design vector. An individual cycle of evaluating the off-target off-target component of loss
takes approximately 4 minutes. Adding the noise replicates multiplies that computational
time by a factor of 16, meaning an individual cycle with noise relicates takes approximately
65 minutes. The estimated solution time for this RD problem in IDEAS, assuming the
same number of iterations as for the deterministic off-target component of loss, is approx-
imately 22 days. All past experiments have shown that the trace-covariance component of
loss in this problem make up a small fraction of one percent of the MQL associated with
an optimal design vector. Solving this problem with noise replicates is included in our list
of future research tasks in Chapter 8.
The meta-models each take less than half a minute to calculate the responses and “noise
replicates” for each design vector selected by the optimization algorithm. This resulted in
total solution time of a few hours for each of the meta-model based techniques. While
the meta-models of the responses provide significant savings in computational time, those
savings can be extended by using either the full set or a subset of the LSPC of the data.
For this example only, the following high level observations are noted :
1. The full set of response meta-models yields design vector values very close to those of
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Table 5.6: Design Vectors and Comp. Time from Full Set of LSPC Meta-Models
Design IDEAS RSM Kriging MARS
Chosen ⇓ (off-target only)
x1 0.0055264 0.0049422 0.0052196 0.0063381
x2 0.0030129 0.0044993 0.0042574 0.0035278
x3 0.0015371 0.001 0.001 0.0013883
x4 0.0039918 0.0048697 0.0053654 0.0041146
x5 0.0042753 0.0048905 0.0044986 0.0039165
x6 0.0045712 0.0051205 0.0052613 0.0041814
x7 0.0010877 0.001 0.001001 0.0013006
x8 0.0044559 0.004 0.0020382 0.004
MQL 17.6368 18.6257 18.4772 19.0712
(off-target only)
M̂QL Not 17.7158 17.8017 20.3608
Used
Runs to Solve = 525 566 714 235
(Comp. Time) (29 hours) (114 min) (460 min) (126 min)
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Table 5.7: Design Vectors and Comp. Time from Subset of 5 LSPC Models
Design IDEAS RSM Kriging MARS
Chosen ⇓
x1 0.0055264 0.0049496 0.0052916 0.0063913
x2 0.0030129 0.0045719 0.0043554 0.0034834
x3 0.0015371 0.001 0.001 0.0013882
x4 0.0039918 0.0048394 0.0051764 0.0039860
x5 0.0042753 0.0048741 0.0044571 0.0039031
x6 0.0045712 0.0050785 0.0052396 0.0042977
x7 0.0010877 0.001 0.0010092 0.0013005
x8 0.0044559 0.004 0.0021167 0.004
MQL 17.6368 18.6531 18.5196 19.1005
M̂QL Not 15.6985 15.5207 18.1618
Used
Runs to Solve = 525 513 229 280
(Comp. Time) (29 hours) (98 min) (141 min) (149 min)
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Table 5.8: Design Vectors and Computational Time from Subset of 4 LSPC Models
Design IDEAS RSM Kriging MARS
Chosen ⇓ (off-target only)
x1 0.0061328 0.0056615 0.0065985 0.0064214
x2 0.0041071 0.0043851 0.0040401 0.0037083
x3 0.0019598 0.0040582 0.0053019 0.0029500
x4 0.0034235 0.0041176 0.0039482 0.0047322
x5 0.0041462 0.0052525 0.0045717 0.0046497
x6 0.0051624 0.0041565 0.0047048 0.0044643
x7 0.0014794 0.0015581 0.0018469 0.0018830
x8 0.0030897 0.004 0.0040139 0.004
MQL 17.6368 22.6823 25.5888 23.5363
(off-target only)
M̂QL Not 0.098 0.0094 0.1062
Used
Runs to Solve = 525 139 100 184
(Comp. Time) 29 hours 17 min 59 min 96 min
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the IDEAS simulations,
2. The full set of response meta-models identifies the optimal design vector much faster
than IDEAS but not as accurately,
3. Using the full set of LSPC models typically yields a design vector as close or closer to
IDEAS than those chosen with the response models,
4. Using the full set of MARS models of LSPC yielded a design vector close to optimal
in less than half the number of optimization runs and hence computational time of
the analogous response models,
5. For RSM and Kriging models, approximately the same number of optimization runs
were required by the full sets of responses and LSPC,
6. In all three modelling approaches, significant reductions in the number of optimization
cycles was achieved by using either the full set or a subset of the LSPC models. This
gain in computation time is typically accompanied by some loss of accuracy in the
design vector.
7. In this example, the use of LSPC is feasible and useful in early design stages.
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CHAPTER VI
DIAGNOSING MULTIVARIATE SPC WITH PCS
In the first section of this chapter we compare several different approaches to MSPC. In
Section 2 we discuss some methods of diagnosing the variables responsible for driving indi-
vidual multivariate observations out of control, with special attention to the technique of
Kourti and MacGregor (1996). In Section 3 we apply the technique of Kourti and MacGre-
gor (1996) to diagnose the individual variables driving a subgroup’s location out of control
and extend it to do the same for dispersion. In Section 4 we demonstrate our procedure
and compare it to that of the MP charts of Fuchs and Benjamini (1994). In Section 5 we
make concluding remarks about our proposed diagnostic technique.
6.1 An Overview of Techniques Used in MSPC
Products and processes with multiply correlated quality characteristics are commonly found
in industry today. Jackson (1985) listed the three essential properties of a MSPC technique
as:
1. Giving a clear indication of whether a process is in control,
2. Maintenance of a specific probability of Type I error,
3. Exploitation of the correlation structure.
The majority of multivariate techniques fall into the category of directionally invariant,
where the average run length (ARL) behavior is related to the off-target vector of qual-
ity characteristics and their covariance matrix only through the non-centrality parameter
(NCP ) defined as
NCP = (EY − τ)T Σ−1Y (EY − τ),
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where EY is the vector of expected values of the quality characteristics and τ and ΣY are
respectively the vector of target values and covariance matrix of the same quality charac-
teristics.
Included under the umbrella of directionally invariant approaches are the χ2 chart of
Hotelling (1931), the method of principal components (PCs) as described in Jackson (1980)
and Jackson (1981), the MCUSUM charts of Pignatiello and Runger (1990), the MEWMA
chart of Lowry et al (1992), the M chart of Hayter and Tsui (1994) and the MTY decom-
position, named after its authors Mason, Tracy and Young (1995).
In contrast to these directionally invariant techniques, there are only a few techniques
relating ARL performance to specific directions of the off-target vector. These techniques
either place a premium on detecting process shift in a pre-meditated direction (see Healy
(1987) and Hawkins (1993)), or employ a loss function to assign directionally dependent
financial costs to the distance separating individual and pairs of quality characteristics from
their targets (see Mohebbi and Hayre (1989) and Tsui and Woodall (1993)).
All of the directionally invariant and variant techniques mentioned so far satisfy the
three characteristics mentioned by Jackson (1985). They differ in their relative strengths
regarding some important secondary characteristics which include sensitivity to the size of
the process shift as well as identification of the specific quality characteristics responsible
for the process shift. An additional consideration is their handling of the economic priorities
of the quality characteristics.
It is generally agreed that there is no single “silver bullet” which uniformly achieves
better results under all circumstances for the secondary characteristics just mentioned. For
instance, while the MCUSUM and MEWMA are faster to detect small process shifts than
the χ2 chart of Hotelling, the latter is more reliable for detecting larger shifts. However
neither MCUSUM, MEWMA nor the χ2 chart identify the specific quality characteristics
that are driving the process out of control. On the other hand, the MTY decomposition can
clearly identify individual quality characteristics which are driving the process out of control,
but becomes computationally cumbersome for a large number of quality characteristics.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of MSPC Techniques
CRITERIA⇒ Detection Detection Directional Economic Identify Assumes
of Small of Large Invariance Info. Causes MVN(µ,Σ)
MSPC⇓ Shifts Shifts Used
Technique
Hotelling’s Slow Fast Yes No No Yes
T 2
MCUSUM Fast Usually Fast Yes No No Yes
MEWMA Fast Usually Fast Yes No No Yes
PCs Slow Fast Yes No Yes Yes
M Slow Fast Yes No Yes Yes
MYT Slow Fast Yes No Yes Yes
Tertiary considerations include whether a particular MSPC scheme can be made robust
with respect to autocorrelation of the observed characteristics. While PCs remove the cross-
correlation of the observations, they are not immune to their serial correlation. There is
lots of research potential for making the diverse MSPC schemes robust to auto-correlation.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 compare the merits of the well known MSPC approaches with respect
to the properties mentioned over the following two pages. In Section 3 we propose an
MSPC technique which extends the traditional use of PCs by incorporating the economic
prioritization of the quality characteristics inherent to the MQL.
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Table 6.2: Addtional Criteria of MSPC Techniques
CRITERIA⇒ Detection Detection Directional Economic Identify Assumes
of Small of Large Invariance Info. Causes MVN(µ,Σ)
MSPC⇓ Shifts Shifts Used
Technique
Cause Slow Fast Yes No Yes No
Selecting
Loss Fast Fast No Yes No Yes
Function
Regr. Fast Fast No No Yes Yes
Adjustmt.
LSPC Depends Depends
on on No Yes Yes Yes
Correlations Correlations
and LCM and LCM
References pertinent to the entries in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are the following:
Hotelling’s T 2 = Hotelling (1951)
MCUSUM = Pignatiello and Runger (1990)
MEWMA = Lowry et al (1992)
PCs = Jackson (1985)
M = Hayter and Tsui (1994)
MYT = Mason, Tracy and Young (1995)
Cause Selecting = Wade and Woodall (1993)
Loss Function = Tsui and Woodall (1993)
Regression Adjustment = Healy (1987)
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6.2 Diagnosing Causal Variables in MSPC
Multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) commonly uses Hotelling’s T 2 statistic to
indicate when a multivariate observation goes out-of-control. For independently and iden-
tically distributed multivariate normal observations, Mason, Tracy and Young (1995) and
Kourti and MacGregor (1996) accurately diagnose which specific variables are driving the
T 2 statistic out-of-control. For subgroups of multivariate observations, Jackson (1985) ad-
vocates decomposing the overall T 2 into independent T 2 statistics for separate monitoring
of location and dispersion. We show how the PC-based procedure of Kourti and MacGregor
(1996) diagnoses the specific variables shifting subgroup location and extend it to do the
same for increased dispersion. The procedure is demonstrated on a data-set from Fuchs
and Kenett (1998).
6.2.1 Background
A number of papers and books examine the state of multivariate statistical process control
(MSPC). These include the review papers by Lowry and Montgomery (1995) and Mason
et al (1997) and the books by Fuchs and Kenett (1998) and Mason and Young (2002). For
multivariate processes monitored with Hotelling’s T 2 statistic, these references state that
principal components are sometimes useful in diagnosing which individual variables have
driven a multivariate vector out-of-control. Several of these sources assert that the efficacy
of principal component based diagnosis is contingent upon how well these components ap-
proximate a physically interpretable latent factor. Kourti and MacGregor (1996) show that
under multivariate normality the normalized scores of the principal components can accu-
rately identify the causal variables regardless of their physical meaning. In contrast, Mason
and Young (2002) diagnose individually out-of-control vectors by orthogonal decomposition
of the T 2 statistic.
When monitoring rational subgroups of multivariate observations, the techniques of
Mason and Young (2002) and Kourti and MacGregor (1996) have limited diagnostic ca-
pability because these subgroups are prone to shifts of scale as well as location. Mason
and Young (2002) state that their decomposition procedure does not discern between the
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specific variables responsible for shifting location versus those responsible for driving dis-
persion out-of-control. We will show that the procedure of Kourti and MacGregor (1996)
can be directly applied to diagnose the variables responsible for driving subgroup mean out-
of-control and extended to independently select those variables driving subgroup dispersion
out-of-control.
Of the works referenced here, only Fuchs and Kenett (1998) propose a technique for
identifying the individual variables that drive a particular subgroup’s variance out of con-
trol. We demonstrate the diagnostic potential of our procedure on a data-set from Fuchs
and Kenett (1998) with out-of-control T 2 values attributable to out-of-control subgroup
dispersion.
This section is organized as follows. Subsection 2 summarizes the principal component
based procedure of Kourti and MacGregor (1996). Subsection 3 extends that procedure to
detection of location and scale in the multivariate case. Subsection 4 demonstrates the new
procedure on data from Fuchs and Kenett (1998) and concluding remarks are presented in
Subsection 5.
6.2.2 Using PCs to Diagnose Shifts of Location in Single Observations
In this section, we briefly describe the method put forth by Kourti and MacGregor (1996)
for identifying the specific process variables which cause an individual multivariate vector to
go out-of-control. Assume that vector Y is independently multivariate normal of dimension
r with mean vector = µ and covariance matrix = Σ, i.e.,
Y ∼ Nr(µ,Σ) .
The following χ2(r) statistic can be used to monitor the individual multivariate observations
when the population mean and covariance matrix are known,
χ2(r) = (Y − µ)T Σ−1(Y − µ).
More commonly the population parameters are not known, and Hotelling’s T 2 for observa-
tion Y is defined as
T 2 = (Y − µ̂)T Σ̂−1(Y − µ̂) ,
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where µ̂ and Σ̂ are respectively the estimates of the population mean vector and covariance
matrix obtained from the historical data set in Phase I. Assumptions regarding the depen-
dence between estimates gathered in Phase I and Phase II of the process determine whether
T 2 has an F or β distribution.
Among others Jackson (1985) has shown that the T 2 value corresponding to multivariate
data-point Y can be decomposed as:









where the tp for p = 1 . . . r are the full set of r principal component scores obtained from Σ̂,
λp the corresponding eigenvalues, and σ2 is a reminder that each eigenvalue is the variance
of its related score. Dividing each principal component score by its standard deviation
i.e., σp =
√
λp, yields the normalized principal component zp. Therefore the terms being
summed are the squares of the normalized scores.
Jackson (1980) introduced a diagnostic approach for identifying the specific variables
driving the T 2 statistic out of control which employed univariate charts of the normalized
scores defined in equation (6.-3). Jackson (1991) modified his 1980 procedure to examine
the univariate normalized scores with Bonferroni bounds to monitor a type I error of at
most α. The oft cited criticism aimed at Jackson’s principal component-based diagnostic
approach is its reliance on a reasonable physical interpretation of the normalized score being
signalled.
Kourti and MacGregor (1996) addressed this limitation by plotting bar-charts of the
variable contributions to the normalized score being signalled. They show that the individ-
ual normalized scores zp can be written as
zp =











where the column vector up is eigenvector p and Y = [Y1, . . . , Yr]T the vector of quality
characteristics. The up,j are the components of up corresponding to each of the individual
responses, Yj for j = 1 . . . r, which make up Y. The µj are the means of the r individual
variables making up the vector µ.
They further express the individual variable contribution of response Yj to the normal-







Therefore the normalized scores are simply the scaled sum of the individual variable contri-
butions and only those contributions that are of the same sign as the resultant sum can be
significant. Variable contributions of the opposite sign reduce the scaled sum and therefore
do not contribute to the score’s significance. This allows us to write T 2 in the following
way,












which shows its relation to the individual variable contributions to each normalized score.
Assuming that each multivariate observation Y has been centered around its historical
estimate of mean µ̂, each tp is approximately distributed as
tp ∼ N(0, λp).
This implies, by virtue of the standardizing divisor
√
λp, that the normalized scores are
approximately standard normal i.e.,
zp ∼ N(0, 1).
Therefore any value of a normalized score approaching or exceeding three is statistically
different from its historical estimate at an α = 0.0027. A simple bar-chart of the normalized
PCs quickly and accurately identifies which PCs are out of control. Bar-charts of the variable
contributions defined in equation 6.-8 can then be used to diagnose the individual variables
suspected of causing the event.
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The procedure of Kourti and MacGregor (1996) consists of the following steps:
1. Out of limit value of T 2 detected for observation Y.
2. Plot normalized scores of observation Y. Bonferroni limits may be used as guides,
α/r for each score chart where α is for the T 2 being monitored.
3. Plot a bar chart of the variable contributions to each significant normalized score.
4. Investigate those variables making a large contribution of the same sign as the signif-
icant normalized scores.
Mason et al (1997) state that due to its use of principal components, this approach is
particularly useful for large and ill-conditioned data sets .
6.3 Using PCs to Diagnose Shifts in Subgroup Location
and Dispersion
For the same reasons that subgroups of univariate data are collected, rational subgroups of
multivariate observations yield more reliable process information than individual vectors.
Research including that of Hawkins (1993), Kourti and MacGregor (1996) and Mason and
Young (2002) can be used to diagnose the variables which drive the subgroup’s overall T 2
out of control. However these do not typically differentiate between the variables shifting
location versus those driving higher dispersion. In order to distinguish which variables cause
which type of shift, we first decompose this statistic into two independent parts representing
subgroup location and dispersion.
6.3.1 Decomposition of Hotelling’s T 2
Consider a rational subgroup k consisting of the n individual multivariate data-points Yki
where i = 1 . . . n and each Yki is of dimension r. The overall subgroup T 2 for subgroup k,
i.e., T 2Ok, is the sum of the T
2 of the n individual multivariate data-points that make up
subgroup k. T 2Ok is also known as the Lawley-Hotelling trace statistic (see Lawley (1938)
and Hotelling (1951)) and has an χ2 distribution with rn degrees of freedom (Jackson
(1991)).
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Jackson (1985) discussed the following decomposition of Hotelling’s T 2Ok





where T 2Mk tests whether the sample mean of this subgroup has shifted away from the
estimated population mean and is defined as
T 2Mk = n(Ȳk − µ̂)T Σ̂−1(Ȳk − µ̂),
where Ȳk is the vector whose components are the subgroup averages of the n observations
in subgroup k. The distribution of T 2Mk is asymptotically χ
2
(r), the same as that of the T
2
of an individual observation (Jackson (1985)).
T 2Dk tests whether the variance within this subgroup is significantly greater than histor-
ical variance and is defined as
T 2Dk = Σ
n
i=1(Yki − Ȳk)T Σ̂−1(Yki − Ȳk).
The distribution of T 2Dk is asymptotically χ
2
r(n−1) where r is the number of quality charac-
teristics in each multivariate observation and n the number of observations in the subgroup
(Jackson (1985)).
Whereas T 2Ok contains all the information in the subgroup, Jackson (1985) argues that
it is of little diagnostic value since when significant, the analyst must immediately ascertain
whether it is T 2Mk, the multivariate analog of the x̄ chart, or T
2
Dk, the multivariate analog
of the r chart, that is responsible.
6.3.2 Applying Kourti and MacGregor (1996)’s Procedure to Subgroup Loca-
tion and Dispersion
In this section we show why the PC-based procedure of Kourti and MacGregor (1996)
diagnoses the specific quality characteristics shifting subgroup location and extend it to do
the same for increased dispersion. As in their procedure, we assume that the multivariate
observations are independently and identically distributed as multivariate normal. Since
PC’s are derived from decomposition of the estimated covariance matrix Σ̂, we first re-
express Σ̂−1 in terms of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Σ̂.
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Since Σ̂ is positive definite, it can be expressed as follows,
Σ̂ = uΛuT ,
where u is an r by r orthogonal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of Σ̂ and Λ
an r by r diagonal matrix containing the pertinent eigenvalues. The inverse of Σ̂ can be
expressed in similar manner as
Σ̂−1 = uΛ−1uT
= [uΛ−1/2][uΛ−1/2]T .













where v are the eigenvectors of Σ̂n and the diagonal elements of ΛȲ the corresponding
eigenvalues.
6.3.2.1 Applying Kourti and MacGregor (1996) to Subgroup Location
Plugging the diagonalized form of Σ̂n into the decomposition of subgroup TMk yields
TMk = [vT Λ
−1/2
Ȳ
(Ȳk − µ̂)]T [vT Λ−1/2Ȳ (Ȳk − µ̂)]
= Σrp=1
[




which we recognize as the sum of squares of normalized scores based on the vector of
differences between the subgroup mean vector Ȳk and the estimated mean vector µ̂. The
eigenvectors vp and eigenvalues πp in equation 6.-21 are derived from the covariance matrix
of Ȳk, i.e., Σ̂n .
We define these normalized score terms based on subgroup location as normalized scores
of location (NSL) as follows,
NSLp,k =
[





The NSL are approximately standard normal so any value approaching or exceeding
three is statistically different from its population mean at an α = 0.0027. A simple bar-chart
of the NSL quickly and accurately identifies which are out of control. For a single multivari-
ate observation, i.e., n = 1, this reduces to equation (6.-6), which Kourti and MacGregor
(1996) use to diagnose variables responsible for driving a single observation out-of-control.
Just as variable contributions to normalized scores are used to diagnose individual obser-







where vp,j is the element of eigenvector p corresponding to the individual variable j and
Ȳk,j is the average of the Yj from each observation in subgroup k. We can now write out
T 2Mk as











which shows its relation to the individual variable contributions to the squared NSLp,k.
For n > 1, the procedure of Kourti and MacGregor (1996) diagnoses the variables
responsible for driving subgroup mean out-of-control by following these steps:
1. A subgroup with an out-of-control value of T 2Mk is detected at some α.
2. Plot a bar-chart of the NSLp,k. Bonferroni limits may be used as guides, α/r for each
score where α is for the T 2 being monitored.
3. For each significant NSLp,k, plot a bar-chart of the V CNSLp,k,j .
4. Investigate those variables making a large contribution of the same sign as the statis-
tically significant NSLp,k.
6.3.2.2 Extending Kourti and MacGregor (1996) to Subgroup Dispersion
Plugging the diagonalized form of Σ̂−1 into the decomposition of subgroup TDk yields

















which we recognize as the sum of squares of normalized scores calculated from the vector
of differences between each individual observation Yk,i and the subgroup mean vector Ȳk.
We define scores of dispersion (ScD) as
ScDp,k,i = uTp (Yk,i − Ȳk) ,
where p denotes the principal component, k the subgroup and i the individual observation
within the subgroup.
Since the average value of (Yk,i− Ȳk) within any subgroup equals zero, we assume that
the ScDp,k,i are approximately normal as follows,
ScDp,k,i ∼ N(0, λp) .
The ScDp,k,i are normalized by dividing by the square root of the associated eigenvalue.
We define normalized scores of dispersion (NSDp,k,i) as follows,
NSDp,k,i =





which are approximately standard normal, i.e.,
NSDp,k,i ∼ N(0, 1) .
We can now re-write the decomposition of T 2Dk as the sum of the squares of the NSDp,k,i
from the n observations in subgroup k as follows,



















Based on the approximate standard normality of the NSDp,k,i, we can show that the
sum of their squares within subgroup k are approximately distributed as χ2(n−1), i.e.,
Σni=1 [NSDp,k,i]
2 ∼ χ2(n−1) . (6.-35)
An outline of the proof of equation 6.-35 is given in Appendix A.
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Therefore plotting the sums of squared NSDp,k,i allows us to quickly identify which of
the NSDp,k,i have significant sample variance. We next decompose the NSDp,k,i with sig-
nificant sample variance into contributions from individual variables. For each observation
Yk,i in subgroup k, individual variable contributions to the normalized scores of subgroup







where the subscript p indicates the specific score, k the subgroup, i the specific observation
and j the individual variable. Yk,i,j is the value of variable Yj in observation Yk,i and Ȳk,j
the average of the Yj values within subgroup k. In our procedure, we will plot the standard
deviations of the variable contributions to each NSDp,k whose sum of squared NSDp,k,i is
statistically significant.
For subgroups of n > 1, we propose the following extension of Kourti and MacGregor
(1996) to diagnose the variables responsible for driving subgroup dispersion out-of-control:
1. Detect some subgroup k with an out-of-control value of T 2Dk,
2. Plot Σni=1 [NSDp,k,i]
2 for all NSDp,k on a bar-chart.
3. Look for values of Σni=1 [NSDp,k,i]
2 that exceed the critical value of χ2(n−1) chosen for
a specific α. Bonferroni limits may be used as guides, α/r for each score chart where
α is for the T 2Dk being monitored.
4. For each NSDp,k with a statistically significant value of Σni=1 [NSDp,k,i]
2, calculate
the standard deviations of the V CNSDp,k,i,j from the n observations of NSDp,k in
subgroup k.
5. Plot a bar chart of the standard deviations computed in step 3.
6. Investigate those variables whose standard deviations of V CNSDp,k,i,j are the largest.
6.4 Demonstration and Comparison of the Procedure
To demonstrate and contrast techniques in MSPC, Fuchs and Kenett (1998) employ a data-
set they call Case 1 consisting of seventy observations of six dimensions each. This data-set
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Figure 1: To2 for Tested SubGroups of Fuchs−Kenett Case 1












Figure 2: Tm2 for Tested SubGroups of Fuchs−Kenett Case 1













Figure 3: Td2 for Tested SubGroups of Fuchs−Kenett Case 1




Dk for first 17 Phase II Subgroups
is divided into thirty five subgroups of two apiece with the first fifteen used to generate
historical estimates of the mean vector and the covariance matrix. The last twenty are used
as the Phase II data-set for comparison against the historical values.




Dk values for the first 17 of the Phase II subgroups.
Critical values at alpha = 0.01 for the three statistics are indicated by the horizontal lines
of the letter x. These three figures emphasize the point made by Jackson (1991) that a
significant value of T 2Ok typically requires further inquiry as to whether location, dispersion
or both are driving the subgroup out-of-control.
We will focus on subgroups 11 and 16 whose T 2Ok are significant at alpha = 0.01. Sub-
group 11 has a significant T 2Mk and non-significant T
2
Dk while the converse is true for sub-
group 16.
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Figure 4: NSLs of Subgroup 11






Figure 5: Variable Contributions to NSL 3 of Subgroup 11
Figure 6.2: NSLs and Var. Contr. to NSL3 in Phase II Subgroup 11
6.4.1 Demonstration of the PC-based Diagnostic Procedures
Figure 6.2 plots the results of applying the procedure of Kourti and MacGregor (1996) for
diagnosing location to subgroup 11.
In Figure 6.2 the third NSL from subgroup 11 is most significant followed by NSL 6.
Remember that the NSL are approximately standard normal so that any value approaching
or exceeding 3 is very significant. Variable 6 makes the largest same sign contribution to
the third NSL. By adjusting the value of variable 6 in one of the subgroup 11 data points
closer to its historical mean, the value of T 2M11 decreased from 89.09 to 40.87, well below
the critical value of 51.75.
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Figure 6: Sample Variances of NSD from Subgroup 16







SDs of Variable Contr. to NSD 1 from Subgroup 16
Figure 6.3: Sum of Squared NSD and SD(VarContr) to NSD1 in Subgroup 16
Figure 6.3 shows the results of applying our procedure for diagnosing dispersion to
subgroup 16. Note that since n = 2 in this example, the product of (n− 1) ∗ S2(NSDp,k,i)
is simply the sample variance of the NSDp,k,i.
In Figure 6.3 the sample variance of the first NSD from subgroup 16 is of highest
significance and the contributions of variables 5 and 6 have the largest variance in decreasing
order. By adjusting the values of variables 5 and 6 in one of subgroup 16’s observations
closer to their subgroup averages, the value of T 2Dk decreased from 27.19 to 11.92, well below
the critical value of 16.81.
6.4.2 Comparing Techniques for Diagnosis of Subgroup Dispersion
Of the works referenced in this paper, only Fuchs and Kenett (1998) demonstrate a technique
for identifying the individual variables that drive a particular subgroup’s variance out of
control. They employ a graphical diagnostic tool called the multivariate profile (MP) chart
which can be constructed for separate diagnosis of shifts in location and variation.
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MP charts were introduced by Fuchs and Benjamini (1994) and position the baseline of
a miniature bar-chart of scaled deviations at the vertical magnitude of the respective T 2Mk
or T 2Dk statistic. The miniature bar-chart for location, which is vertically positioned at the
magnitude of the subgroup’s T 2Mk value, displays the scaled deviation of each individual
variable’s subgroup mean with respect to standard values of location. The miniature bar-
chart for dispersion, which is vertically positioned at the magnitude of the subgroup’s T 2Dk
value, displays the scaled deviation of each individual variable’s subgroup dispersion with
respect to standard values of dispersion.
The miniature bar-charts are essentially individual variable charts of measures of loca-
tion and dispersion which do not consider correlation and are not directly related to the
decomposition of the relevant T 2 statistic. The MP chart’s simultaneous presentation of
the multivariate T 2 statistic and bar-charts of univariate scaled deviation provide an infor-
mative snapshot of subgroup behavior which facilitates quick identification of the suspect
variables.
Figure 6.4 below is a reproduction of page 130 of Fuchs and Kenett (1998) which plots
the MP charts for dispersion for the last twenty subgroups of the Case 1 data-set. Notice
that a curve formed by connecting the baselines of each subgroup’s MP dispersion chart
mimics the shape of the T 2Dk chart in Figure 6.1.
Notice that subgroups 16 and 18 are out of control at an α of 0.0027 and that subgroups
7, 8, 10, 12 and 13 are out of control at an α of 0.05. The MP dispersion chart suggests
that the individual variables with higher scaled deviation be investigated first. The degree
of darkness of the individual bars indicates the level of significance with darker bars having
greater significance.
Notice that the miniature bar-charts of subgroups 10, 16 and 18 each have a few individ-
ual variables whose deviations are very dark and tower above the others. This means that
those individual variables, namely variables 5 and 6 in subgroups 10 and 16 and variables
1 through 4 in subgroup 18, are clearly indicated as responsible for driving the subgroup
dispersion out of control. For these three subgroups, where the subgroup dispersion of indi-
vidual variables differs extremely from standard values, our procedure diagnoses the same
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Figure 6.4: MP Dispersion Charts for the 20 Phase II Subgroups
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variables as the MP chart for dispersion.
We verified that for subgroups 10, 16, and 18, the same causal variables identified by both
procedures were responsible by adjusting one or more of their values closer to the subgroup
mean before re-calculating T 2Dk. This resulted in T
2
Dk values well below the critical values
for all reasonable α levels.
For subgroups 7, 8, 12 and 13 there are no individual variables in the MP chart for
dispersion whose scaled deviations differ extremely from standard values. Nonetheless the
miniature bar-charts suggest first investigating those variables of higher scaled deviation. To
contrast our PC-based diagnostic procedure for subgroup dispersion with the MP dispersion
charts, we restrict our discussion to subgroup 8. The T 2D8 value of subgroup 8 is significant
at α = 0.05 with a critical value of 12.59.
The MP dispersion chart of subgroup 8 suggests causality from variables 2 and 6 due
to their larger magnitudes of scaled deviation from standard values of dispersion. The
diagnosis from our procedure presented in Figures 9 and 10 produces different results.
Figure 6.5 demonstrates how the sample variance of the sixth NSD is the most signifi-
cant. Remember that since n = 2 in this example, the product of (n− 1) ∗ S2(NSDp,k,i) is
simply the sample variance of the NSDp,k,i. It also shows that the contributions of variables
1, 3 and 4 have the largest variation in decreasing order. To compare the accuracy of the
two diagnoses, we modify the original subgroup 8 data to reduce the differences between
the identified variables and their subgroup means. Since variables 1 and 3 are diagnosed
by our procedure, we halve the distance between them and their subgroup means in one of
subgroup 8’s observations. This reduces the T 2D8 value from 13.67 to 4.69, well below the
critical value of 12.59.
The MP chart for dispersion points us toward variables 2 and 6. From Figure 10 we
see that the standard deviation of variable 2 in subgroup 8 is zero, which explains why in
the MP chart for dispersion, the scaled deviation for this variable is a large negative value.
The large negative value means that in this subgroup, variable 6’s deviation is much lower
than its standard value. Although this makes variable 6 a non-factor in driving T 2D8 out of
control, it may indicate another problem since zero sample variance is somewhat unusual.
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Figure 9: Sample Variances of NSD from Subgroup 8






Figure 10: SDs of Variable Contr. to NSD 6 from Subgroup 8
Figure 6.5: Sum of Squared NSD and SD(VarContr) to NSD6 in Subgroup 8
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Halving the distance between the values of variable 6 and their subgroup mean reduces the
T 2D8 value from 13.67 to 13.25, still above the critical value of 12.59. This indicates that for
this specific subgroup, the PC-based procedure for diagnosing subgroup dispersion is more
accurate.
6.5 Concluding Remarks
There are several reliable techniques for identifying the individual variables responsible
for driving the T 2 value of a multivariate process out-of-control. Less research has been
published regarding the diagnosis of subgroups of multivariate observations, which are prone
to shifts of scale as well as location.
The MP charts of Fuchs and Benjamini (1994) are a helpful graphical instrument for
investigating the potentially causal variables of rational subgroups whose location and or
dispersion have shifted away from standard values. In their discussion, Fuchs and Kenett
(1998) indicate that the scaled deviations of the MP dispersion chart must be interpreted
with the correlational structure of the variables for accurate diagnosis. In contrast, our
proposed procedure is directly related to the decomposition of T 2Dk, which integrates the
correlation structure of the individual variables.
We have extended the PC-based technique described in Kourti and MacGregor (1996) to
diagnose the causal variables of a particular subgroup’s shift in dispersion. This technique
is simply implemented and in some cases more efficient than the corresponding MP chart
owing to its incorporation of the correlation structure of the quality characteristics being
monitored.
Kourti and MacGregor (1996) also note that once the T 2 statistic has gone out of control,
a deviation at the chosen level of significance has already been detected. This obviates the
need for precise control limits on the univariate charts of the normalized scores which are
now merely guides for pinpointing the causal variables. For the same reason the diagnostic
technique proposed here remains a viable method of identifying causal variables in MSPC.
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CHAPTER VII
LSPC IN MULTIVARIATE SPC
In this chapter we propose a multivariate control chart based on LSPC that combines
the diagnostic and dimension-reducing strengths of PCs with the directionally dependent
economic weighting of the MQL. In the first section we describe the test statistic, called the
loss-scaled T 2 statistic, i.e., LST 2, and how it can be decomposed to independently monitor
subgroup location and dispersion. In section 2 we show that the diagnosis of individual
variables driving subgroup location and/or dispersion out of control can be accomplished by
decomposing the LST 2 into normalized LSPC. In Section 3 we compare its ARL properties
to those of Hotelling’s T 2. In Section 4 we summarize the chapter.
7.1 An MSPC Chart based on LSPC
Mohebbi and Hayre (1989) proposed defining in-control and out-of-control areas before
selecting the multivariate statistic to monitor a process. They demonstrated that these
areas could be defined according to the economic costs of the different quality characteristics
being off-target. They employed a loss function such that the ARL properties were related
to a loss-based non-centrality parameter defined as
LNCP = (EY − τ)TA(EY − τ) ,
where A is the loss constant matrix of the MQL. It is interesting to note that this LNCP
is equal to the off-target vector product of the expected MQL examined in Chapter 4.
Tsui and Woodall (1993) employed a version of the MEWMA chart (Lowry et al (1992))
which substituted A for the inverse covariance matrix to create the test statistic. This
combination of the loss function with the MEWMA allows faster detection of shifts in the
directions of higher economic priority than the test statistic of Mohebbi and Hayre (1989).
The ARL performance of this test statistic is related to the same LNCP as that of Mohebbi
and Hayre (1989).
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We propose a multivariate SPC based on LSPCs with the following properties:
• a test statistic combining the loss constant matrix (LCM) and Hotelling’s T 2 which
we call Loss-Scaled T 2 (LST 2),
• the LST 2 decomposes into independent LSPC,
• applying the extension of Kourti and MacGregor (1996) presented in Chapter 6 allows
the LSPC to identify the specific quality characteristics driving the process location
and/or dispersion out-of-control regardless of physical interpretation,
• for certain combinations of correlation structure and LCM the LST 2 detects shifts in
location faster than Hotelling’s T 2.
7.1.1 How the LST 2-based Chart Works
We propose the following test statistic for a single multivariate observation Y, which
we call the Loss-Scaled T 2 statistic (LST 2):
LST 2 = [qT(Y − τ)]T Σ̂−1[qT(Y − τ)]
where
A = qqT ,
where τ is the vector of target values, Σ̂−1 is the inverse covariance matrix of the
multivariate observations and A is the loss constant matrix (LCM) defined as part
of the expected MQL in Equation 4.0. Not knowing the distribution of this statistic,
we use the percentile values of large sample simulations as control limits.
In Chapter 6 we discussed a decomposition of Hotelling’s T 2 into two independent
parts representing location and dispersion. Consider a rational subgroup k consisting
of the n individual multivariate data-points Yi where i = 1 . . . n. The overall sub-
group LST 2 for subgroup k, i.e., LST 2Ok, is the sum of the LST
2 of the n individual
multivariate data-points that make up subgroup k. For the LST 2Ok we also use the
percentile values of large sample simulations to determine control limits.
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We mimic Jackson (1981)’s decomposition of Hotelling’s T 2Ok for LSTOk





where LST 2Mk tests whether the loss-scaled sample mean of this subgroup has shifted
away from its standard value and is defined as
LST 2Mk = n[q
T(Ȳk − µ̂)]T Σ̂−1[qT(Ȳk − µ̂)],
where Ȳk is the vector whose components are the subgroup averages of each quality
characteristic. The percentile values of large sample simulations are used as control
limits for LST 2Mk.
LST 2Dk tests whether the loss-scaled variance within this subgroup is significantly
greater than its standard value and is defined as
LST 2Dk = Σ
n
i=1[q
T(Yki − Ȳk)]T Σ̂−1[qT(Yki − Ȳk)].
where the Yki are the i = 1 . . . n observations in subgroup k. The percentile values
of large sample simulations are used as control limits for LST 2Dk.
Jackson (1985) argues that T 2O is of little diagnostic value since when significant, the
analyst must immediately ascertain whether it is T 2M , the multivariate analog of the
x̄ chart, or T 2D, the multivariate analog of the r chart, that is responsible. We suspect




D. We therefore rec-
ommend simultaneous monitoring of LST 2M and LST
2
D in order to expedite diagnosis,
which we discuss in the next section.
7.2 Diagnosing with Normalized LSPC
In section 2 of Chapter 6 we extended the technique of Kourti and MacGregor (1996)
to diagnose the individual variables driving either T 2M or T
2
D out of control. The same
procedure can be directly applied to the LST 2M and LST
2
D with the drawback that
unlike normalized PCs, normalized LSPC do not have a standard normal distribution.
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Since we can not take critical values from a given statistical distribution, we use the
percentiles from large sample simulations. However we can still apply the procedure
proposed in Chapter 6 by taking the LSPCs making the largest contributions to the
LST 2M or LST
2
D statistics and decomposing them into individual variable contribu-
tions. We will demonstrate that this allows us to correctly identify the individual
variables responsible for driving either LST 2 statistic out of control in the case 1
data-set of Fuchs and Kenett (1998). The reader will remember we used this data-set
in Chapter 6 to contrast our PC-based diagnostic procedure with the MP charts of
Fuchs and Benjamini (1994).
Figure 6.1 showed the T 2M and T
2
D values of the last twenty subgroups of case 1 of
Fuchs and Kenett (1998) based on the covariance matrix of the first fifteen subgroups.
The critical value of T 2M for α = 0.01 equals 51.74 and is calculated as follows,
UCL =
p(k + 1)(n− 1)
k(n− 1)− p + 1Fp,kn−k−p+1,0.01
where p = 6 is the dimensionality of the data, k = 15 is the number of subgroups
used to estimate population mean and covariance, n = 2 is the number of multivariate
observations per subgroup and α = 0.01. The critical value T 2D for α = 0.01 equals
16.81, taken from the χ26(2−1) distribution.
Figure 7.1 plots the T 2M and T
2
D for the first 17 of the Phase II subgroups from case
1 of Fuchs and Kenett (1998). The lines of triangles indicate the critical values at
α = 0.01.
The first step in considering the use of the LST 2M and LST
2
D is to choose a specific
loss constant matrix (LCM). We used the following LCM because it offers diverse
weighting in both diagonal and non-diagonal positions: A3 =
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Tm2 for first 17 Phase II SubGroups
















Td2 for for first 17 Phase II SubGroups
Figure 7.1: T 2Mk and T
2
Dk for first 17 Phase II Subgroups
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LSTm2 for first 17 Phase II SubGroups











LSTd2 for first 17 Phase II SubGroups
Figure 7.2: LST 2M and LST
2
D for first 17 Phase II Subgroups


2 2 0 1 1 1
2 9 1 0 1 1
0 1 4 1 1 1
1 0 1 4 1 1
1 1 1 1 4 1




In Figure 7.2 we plot the LST 2M and LST
2
D statistics for the same subgroups of data
whose T 2M and T
2





are calculated using A3 as the LCM.
We will focus on subgroup 10 for location since this is the only subgroup with both
T 2M and LST
2
M statistics out of control. From Figures 7.1 and 7.2 we note that the
T 2M for subgroup 10 is out of control and the LST
2
M of subgroup 10 is the most out of
control of all subgroups. Subgroup 10 therefore allows a direct comparison between
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Tm2 of Subgroup 10: NSL 







From Tm2 of Group 10: Var Contr to NSL 2









From Tm2 of Group 10: Var Contr to NSL 3
Figure 7.3: T 2M of Subgroup 10: NSL and and Var. Contr. to NSLs 2 and 3
the diagnostic results of applying the procedure of Chapter 6 to the T 2M and LST
2
M
statistics. It is interesting to note that the T 2M for subgroup 11 is the most out of
control of all subgroups, whereas the LST 2M of subgroup 11 is not out of control. This
large difference in the relative LST 2M signals produced by subgroups 10 and 11 is due
to the weighting of the variables in the LCM.
Figure 7.3 shows three bar-charts related to the six normalized scores of location that
make up the T 2M of subgroup 10. The first bar-chart shows that normalized scores 3
and 2 are the most significant since they exceed a magnitude of 3. The second and
third bar-charts shows that variable 5 makes like-signed contributions to the significant
normalized scores.
This suggests that variable 5 is driving the location of subgroup 10 out of control. We
verified this by changing the values of variable 5 to halve the distance between their
subgroup mean and their calibration mean which decreased the T 2M value from 67.3
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From LSTm2 of Group 10: NSLs










From LSTm2 of Group 10: Var Contr to NormScore 1







From LSTm2 of Group 10: Var Contr to NormScore 2
Figure 7.4: LST 2M of Subgroup 10: NSL and and Var. Contr. to NSLs 1 and 2
to 12.25, well below the critical value of 51.75.
Now we apply the diagnostic procedure of Chapter 6 to the LST 2M value of subgroup
10. Figure 7.4 shows three bar-charts related to the six NSL that make up the LST 2M
of subgroup 10. The first bar-chart shows the relative magnitudes of the normalized
LSPC and the second and third bar-charts show the individual variable contributions
to the two largest of the normalized LSPC.
In Figure 7.4 we see that all six variables make same sign contributions to NSL1,
with variable 2 being the largest and variables 3 and 5 close behind. We also see that
variable 5 makes same sign contributions to both NSLs 1 and 2. By adjusting the
values of variable 5 to create a subgroup average half the distance from its calibration
mean we lower subgroup 10’s LST 2M value from 5164 to 3053, still well above the criti-
cal value of 2586.54. By performing comparable individual adjustments to variables 2
and 3 we respectively reduce subgroup 10’s LST 2M values to 4584 and 4496. Therefore
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variable 5 is still the single most important variable for bringing subgroup 10’s LST 2M
value in control.
By adjusting variable 5 so that subgroup mean is very close to the standard value,
subgroup 10’s LST 2M value is reduced to 1866, well below the critical value of 2586.54.
Making similar adjustments to variables 2 and 3 bring subgroup 10’s LST 2M value
respectively to 4351 and 4112.
The diagnosis of the T 2M value of subgroup 10 showed that a moderate adjustment of
only variable 5 (i.e., half distance) brought the subgroup back into control with respect
to location. To bring subgroup 10’s LST 2M value into control, variable 5 has to be
modified so that its subgroup mean is nearly equal to the historical mean. However,
bringing the subgroup means of variables 2 and 5 half way closer to their historical
means reduces the LST 2M value to 2414, below the critical value of 2586.54. The
difference here is that the loss constant matrix A3 places highest weight on variable 2
which has the value 9 in the second diagonal position and the second highest weight of
4 on variable 5 in the loss constant matrix. Bringing the subgroup means of variables
3 and 5 half way closer to their historical means reduces the LST 2M value to 2487, also
below the critical value of 2586.54.
We will focus on subgroup 16 for dispersion, which allows a direct comparison between
the diagnostic results of T 2D and LST
2
D, since both statistics are out of control with
respect to their critical values. Figure 7.5 contains two bar-charts, the first displays
the sum of squares of the six normalized scores of dispersion that make up the T 2D
of subgroup 16. Since the sum of squared NSD follow a χ2(n−1) distribution and
n = 2, the critical value for α = 0.01 is 6.63. Hence only NSD1 is significant. The
second bar-chart shows the standard deviations of individual variable contributions to
NSD1. Note that the standard deviations of contributions to NSD1 from variables
5 and 6 are largest in decreasing order. By adjusting the values of variables 5 and 6
in one of subgroup 16’s observations closer to their subgroup averages, the value of
T 2Dk decreased from 27.19 to 11.92, well below the critical value of 16.81.
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From Td2 of Group 16: Sums of Squared  NSD







From Td2 of Group 16: SDs of Var Contr to NSD 1
Figure 7.5: T 2D of Subgroup 16: Sum of Squared NSD and SD(VarContr) to NSD1
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From LSTd2 of Group 16: Sums of Squared  NSD








From LSTd2 of Group 16: SDs of Var Contr to NSD 2
Figure 7.6: LST 2D of Subgroup 16: Diagnosis with NSD
We now diagnose the LST 2D value of subgroup 16. Figure 7.6 has two bar-charts
related to the LST 2D of subgroup 16. The first bar-chart graphs the sum of squares
of the NSD and the second depicts the standard deviations of the individual variable
contributions to NSD2, which has the largest sum of squared values in subgroup 16.
Figure 7.6 suggests that variable five is responsible for driving the LST 2D of subgroup
16 out of control. We verified this by halving the distance between the values of
variable 5 and their subgroup mean, which reduced the LST 2D of subgroup 16 from
5984 to 1277, well under the critical value of 5184. This is the same variable identified
as driving the T 2D of subgroup 16 out of control.
In summary, we’ve shown that for this particular case the PC-based diagnostic proce-
dure introduced in Chapter 6 accurately diagnoses the variables driving the respective
LST 2M and LST
2
D statistics out of control. We demonstrated this by comparing the
diagnostic results with those yielded by analyzing the T 2M and T
2
D statistics from the
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same data.
7.3 Comparing LST 2 and Hotelling’s T 2
We compare the average-run-length (ARL) properties of the LST 2M and LST
2
D statis-
tics by comparing them to those of Hotelling’s T 2. We do this with simiulated
MV N(0, I6) data-sets and induce shifts in location and dispersion.
After many trials we detected that the ARL performance of the LST 2M and LST
2
D
statistics depends on the data’s correlation structure, the relative magnitudes of indi-
vidual variances of the data and the weighting of the values in the LCM.
In each case we chose upper control limits corresponding approximately to an α =
0.001 since this level consistently provided a reasonable range of ARL values for the
various statistics.
We illustrate the potential of our approach with the results in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.
Table 7.1 compares the ARL performance of our approach with that of Hotelling’s T 2
for detecting shifts in location, using simulated MV N(0, I6) data, which possess the
following favorable conditions for faster detection with LST 2M :
1. no cross correlation between the individual variables,
2. individual variables with equal variance,
3. dramatically different diagonal weighting in the Loss-Constant Matrix (LCM)
and
4. off-diagonal terms equal to zero in the LCM.






1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 9 0 0
0 0 0 0 9 0




Notice that this LCM lightly weights variables 1, 2 and 3 at the same value of 1.
Variables 4, 5 and 6 are heavily weighted with the same value of 9, a dramatic increase
over the weighting of the first three variables. This specific hierarchy of weighting
will be important when we discuss the results in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 which follow
immediately.
Table 7.1 compares the average run length (ARL) performance of our approach with
that of Hotelling’s T 2 for detecting shifts in location of +1/2, +1 and +2 standard
deviations for the six individual variables from simulated MV N(0, I6) data. The
simulations consisted of 400 cycles of 10k subgroups of n = 5 each at an α = 0.001
for both tables of results. The number in parentheses after ARL is the standard error
of the estimate of ARL.
Note that LST 2M detects shifts in location faster for v4 − v6 while T 2M detects shifts
in location faster for v1 − v3, in accordance with their weighting in the LCM. This
simulated example was picked because of the data’s correlation structure and its
easily interpreted weighting values within the LCM. We make the following high-level
observations regarding the results in Table 7.1:
1. Compared to Hotelling’s T 2M , LST
2
M demonstrates a modest increase in speed of
detection of the location shifts for the heavily weighted variables, i.e., v4, v5 and
v6.
2. Compared to LST 2M , Hotelling’s T
2
M displays much faster speed of detection of
the location shifts for the lightly weighted variables, i.e., v1, v2 and v3.
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3. Neither T 2D nor LST
2
D show a large change in speed of detection for the shifts of
location examined.
Table 7.2 compares the average run length (ARL) performance of the LST 2D with that
of Hotelling’s T 2D for detecting the doubling of variance of individual variables from
simulated MV N(0, I6) data. The simulations consisted of 400 cycles of 10k subgroups
of n = 5 each at an α = 0.001 for all results. The numbers in parentheses are the
standard errors of each estimated ARL.
We make the following high level observations regarding the results in Table 7.2:
1. Compared to Hotelling’s T 2D, LST
2
D demonstrates a modest increase in speed of
detection of the doubled variance for the heavily weighted variables, i.e., v4, v5
and v6.
2. T 2M ’s speed of detection for the heavily weighted variables is the same as of LST
2
D.
3. Compared to LST 2D, Hotelling’s T
2
D displays much faster speed of detection of
the doubled variance for the lightly weighted variables, i.e., v1, v2 and v3.
4. For the heavily weighted variables, LST 2M shows a very small increase in speed
of detection of the doubled variance compared to T 2M .
5. For the lightly weighted variables T 2M has the fastest speed of detection.
6. The statistics designed to detect location, i.e., T 2M and LST
2
M , consistently detect
the doubled variance of individual variables faster than their dispersion related
counterparts, i.e., T 2D and LST
2
D.
7. As expected for this MV N(0, I6) data, the ARL of the T 2M and T
2
D statistics are
the same for each individual variable across all shifts of location and variance.
7.4 Comments Regarding LST 2 in MSPC
In this chapter we’ve introduced a new multivariate test statistic which incorporates
the economic weighting of the MQL into Hotelling’s T 2 statistic. In section 2 we in-
troduced a LSPC-based diagnostic procedure which identifies the individual variables
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Table 7.1: Average Run Length (s.e.) for Shifts in Location








+1/2s.d. 285.9(2.6) 1063.4(22) 1096(31.2) 1181(28)
v1 +1s.d. 33.8(0.1) 855.5(15) 1044(21) 1144.8(22.6)
+2s.d. 2.1(0.002) 386(4.2) 893.9(15) 1106.9(24)
+1/2s.d. 285(3.0) 1060(25) 1095.9(24) 1171.3(25)
v2 +1s.d. 33.8(0.1) 860.2(14) 1074.3(23) 1136(24)
+2s.d. 2.1(0.001) 381.3(4) 894.7(17) 1076.3(19)
+1/2s.d. 282.5(2.5) 1044.4(18) 1070.6(21) 1154.1(22)
v3 +1s.d. 33.8(0.1) 853.3(15) 1104.4(25.3) 1170.1(23.5)
+2s.d. 2.1(0.001) 377.8(3.9) 887.6(14) 1095(21)
+1/2s.d. 281.3(2.6) 166.4(1.2) 1118.9(33.4) 1124.9(27)
v4 +1s.d. 33.9(0.1) 17.7(0.0) 1049(23) 1064.4(25)
+2s.d. 2.1(0.002) 1.5(0.001) 894(15) 874.6(17.6)
+1/2s.d. 277.6(2.3) 165.7(1) 1116.7(24) 1097.6(22)
v5 +1s.d. 33.7(0.1) 17.6(0.0) 1057.7(20) 1051.1(19)
+2s.d. 2.1(0.001) 1.6(0.004) 891(15) 866.6(14)
+1/2s.d. 275.8(2.3) 196.3(1.3) 1017.3(18) 1060.7(21)
v6 +1s.d. 27.2(0.1) 17.4(0.04) 817.3(14) 910.2(15)
+2s.d. 1.6(0.001) 1.4(0.0005) 357.2(4) 518.7(6.3)
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Table 7.2: Average Run Length (s.e.) for 2x Shifts in Variance









v1 103.7(0.6) 1086(28) 49.8(0.2) 195.3(1.4)
v2 104.2(0.6) 1121 (25) 49.8(0.2) 193.2(1.3)
v3 102.9(0.6) 1033(18) 50(0.2) 193.7(1.4)
v4 102.9 (0.6) 49.4(0.2) 49.8(0.2) 37.6(0.1)
v5 104.5(0.5) 49.8(0.2) 49.8(0.2) 37.5(0.1)
v6 104.5 (0.6) 49.4 (0.2) 49.9(0.2) 37.3(0.1)
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responsible for driving a subgroup’s location and/or dispersion out of control with
respect to the LST 2 statistic. Since this technique is a direct decomposition of the
corresponding LST 2M or LST
2
D statistic, it exploits the correlation structure of the
data as well as the loss constant matrix. It therefore provides economic prioritiza-
tion of individual variables while identifying those responsible for shifts in subgroup
location and or dispersion.
We believe the coupling of faster detection of specific variables of higher economic
priority with the ability to identify which variables drive the monitoring statistics
out of control make the LST 2M and LST
2
D statistics attractive alternatives for certain
combinations of data-sets and loss constant matrices.
7.5 Future Research Directions
In this section we outline a number of potential areas to extend and expand the
work started in this thesis. We break these down into ideas for extending work in
multivariate robust design and multivariate SPC as well as areas of personal interest
not related to this thesis.
7.5.1 Future Research in Multivariate Robust Design
The following is a list of some of the avenues of investigation that have surfaced during
the work documented in this thesis.
1. We will run the electric vehicle chassis design problem with IDEAS including
the noise replicates, which will take approximately 20 of continuous running for
a final comparison with the results obtained using meta-models of responses and
LSPC.
2. We want to examine a combination of using the meta-models of the LSPC exam-
ined in Chapter 5 with some experimental design techniques that seek to identify
the most promising area in the design space for building meta-models. This may
allow a reduction in the time needed for design and modelling in early stages of
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the design cycle. This will entail combining some elements of this thesis with
that of Yao Lin of the SRL.
3. We wish to find a problem with many more design variables than the six in our
electric vehicle chassis design, to show whether the meta-models of LSPC can
greatly reduce the computational time of high dimensional problems in robust
design.
4. Examine whether LSPC can be used to simplify dynamic MRD.
5. Examine how different modelling techniques (e.g., MARS, Kriging, Wavelets,
etc.) and objective functions (e.g., expected MQL) interact when choosing the
optimal design vector.
6. Investigate other new areas of multivariate robust design such as multivariate
steepest descent and multivariate signal-to-noise techniques.
7.5.2 Future Research in Multivariate SPC
The following are a few questions that have piqued our curiosity while working on this
thesis.
1. Are there other specific combinations of data type and loss constant matrix for
which the LST 2M consistently detects shifts in subgroup location and dispersion
faster than T 2M without a huge loss in detection for the lightly weighted variables?
The advantages of detecting heavily weighted variables faster in Chapter 7 is
accompanied by a large loss of sensitivity in the lightly weighted variables that
may seriously undermine its usefulness.
2. Can the PC-based diagnostic procedure introduced in Chapter 6 be integrated
into automatic process control so as to automatically diagnose and correct the in-
dividual variables responsible for driving multivariate location and/or dispersion
out of control?
3. Consider how to account for auto-correlation in MSPC when using PCs with or
without a loss function. Some ideas in the literature involve calculating a set of
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eigenvectors, i.e., the coefficients of principal components, that optimally describe
the variance across a range of autocorrelation matrices. This work employs the
work of Flury (1988) to find the eigenvectors that optimize the variance across
multiple covariance matrices.
7.5.3 Future Research Areas of Interest
The following areas are things have interested me during my study of statistics during
the past ten years. Any new feature or application for these well established disciplines
hold research potential for me since there is so much to learn.
1. Modelling including use of the generalized linear model (GLM), non-linear mod-
elling techniques, wavelets and others.
2. Multivariate statistics in general seem more practical since most real life situa-
tions involve many factors that are inter-related.
3. Biostatistics interests me because I have undergraduate training in biomedical
engineering, chemistry and biology.
4. Applications of experimental design. I have a good grounding in fractional facto-
rials and some experience with space filling designs, but enjoyed studying nested,
split-plot and other types of experimental design which I’ve not yet had occasion
to use.
5. Data mining is interesting to me for the endless ways in which it can be used to
enhance decision making based on large sets of data.
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APPENDIX A
PROOFS OF EQUATIONS 4.-31 AND 6.-35
A.1 Proof of Equation 4.-31
Equation (4.-31) represents the following fraction,
(EZp− τZp)T (EZp− τZp)
(EZp− τZp)T (EZp− τZp) =
[qT(EY − τ)]TVpVpT[qT(EY − τ)]
[qT(EY − τ)]TVVT[qT(EY − τ)]
=
[qT(EY − τ)]TVpVpT [qT(EY − τ)]
[qT(EY − τ)]T [qT(EY − τ)]
The numerical value of this fraction depends on the specific off-target vector i.e.,
(EY − τ) being evaluated. However the numerator and denominators of this fraction
can be decomposed into the sums of coefficients of the underlying basis vectors. We
first re-express the matrix product VpVpT as a function of its underlying bases.
The matrix Vp consists of the column vectors V1, . . . ,Vp :
Vp =
(
V1 . . . Vp
)











V1 . . . Vp
)
= I of dimension p
However the matrix product of VpVpT does not equal the identity matrix when
p < r :
VpVpT =
(










and when the matrix product VpVpT is multiplied by a response vector Y :
VpVpTY =
(





























we recognize the orthogonal projection of Y , an r dimensional vector, onto the span
{V1, . . . ,Vp} . This directly implies that the matrix product VpVpT is diagonalized
in the following form:
VpVpT = VΛVT
where Λ is a diagonal matrix of dimension r whose first p eigenvalues are equal
to one and whose remaining (r − p) eigenvalues are equal to zero. The vectors
V1 through Vp are eigenvectors with eigenvalue one and the vectors Vp+1 through
Vr are eigenvectors with eigenvalue zero.
This specific diagonal form allows us to write the numerator and denominator of
Equation (4.-43) as the sums of specific terms.
The loss-scaled off-target vector qT(EY − τ) is defined over an r dimensional space.
It can then be expressed as a linear combination of the r basis vectors that define
the space.
qT(EY − τ) = c1w1 + · · ·+ crwr
where the ci are the coefficients and the wi are orthonormal basis vectors. We have









1 if i = k ,
0 if i 6= k .
The denominator of Equation (4.-43) is simply the Euclidean norm of qT(EY − τ)
[qT(EY − τ)]T [qT(EY − τ)] = ‖ qT(EY − τ) ‖2
= (c1w1 + · · ·+ crwr)T (c1w1 + · · ·+ crwr)
= c21 + · · ·+ c2r
The numerator of Equation (4.-43) can be written as the product of [qT(EY − τ)]T and
VpVpTqT(EY − τ) . We first write out VpVpTqT(EY − τ) as:
VpVpTqT(EY − τ) = c1VpVpTw1 + · · ·+ crVpVpTwr
= c1λ1w1 + · · ·+ crλrwr
and we then write out [qT(EY − τ)]TVpVpTqT(EY − τ) as:
[qT(EY − τ)]TVpVpTqT(EY − τ) = (c1w1 + · · ·+ crwr)T (c1λ1w1 + · · ·+ crλrwr)
= c21λ1 + · · ·+ c2rλr
= c21 + · · ·+ c2p
Equation (4.-43) can now be written as:
[qT(EY − τ)]TVpVpT [qT(EY − τ)]
[qT(EY − τ)]T [qT(EY − τ)] =
c21 + · · ·+ c2p
c21 + · · ·+ c2r
A.2 Outline of Proof of Equation 6.-35
It is well known that for any normally distributed random variable V , i.e.,






where S2(V ) is the sample variance of V calculated from a random sample of size n.
In equation 6.-31 we stated that the NSDp,k,i are approximately standard normal.
Substituting NSDp,k,i for V yields,
(n− 1)S2(NSDp,k,i)
σ2NSDp,k,i
∼ χ2(n−1) , (A.-24)









(n− 1) , (A.-23)






terms is zero. The term (n−1)S2(NSDp,k,i)










OTVP FROM 2 LSPC IN SAMPLE DATA-SETS
We have shown in Appendix A that the proportion of the off-target vector product
(OTVP) accounted for by a subset of LSPC falls between 0 and 1. However the
exact proportion depends entirely on the specific off-target vector i.e., (EY − τ) being
evaluated. The tables in this Appendix represent the verification of how well the a
subset of LSPC represent the OTVP over a range of cases.
In order to provide a sense of how well the OTVP is approximated by a subset of
LSPC, the following tables show a group of 20 off-target vectors and what proportion
of their OTVP is accounted for by the first two LSPC of a variety of data-sets and
loss constant matrices.
The data sets ranged in dimension from 3 to 6 and are taken from JW92PH. In
the following tables, the abbreviation JWp283 means the data comes from page 283
of this reference, etc. The six dimensional loss constant matrices (LCM) employed
are presented on the following pages. The smaller dimensional data sets used the
corresponding sub-matrices of the LCMs listed.
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1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0






1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.5






1 1 2 0 1 1
1 5 1 1 1 1
2 1 9 0 1 1
0 1 0 4 0 1
1 1 1 1 9 1






2 2 0 1 1 1
2 9 1 0 1 1
0 1 4 1 1 1
1 0 1 4 1 1
1 1 1 1 4 1








2 2 0 1 2 1
2 9 1 0 2 1
0 1 9 2 2 1
1 0 2 9 2 1
2 2 2 2 9 2






1 2 0 1 1 1
2 9 1 0 2 1
0 1 9 2 2 2
1 0 2 9 2 1
1 2 2 2 9 2




Table B.1: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp183 and LCM A1
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5] 0.9026
[0, 0.5, 0] 0.8396
[0.5, 0, 0] 0.7065
[0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.9026
[0, 0, 1] 0.7065
[0, 1, 0] 0.7569
[1, 0, 0] 0.9929
[1, 0, 1] 0.9026
[0, 0.5, 1] 0.9658
[0, 1, 0.5] 0.7217
[1, 0, 0.5] 0.8995
[1, 0.5, 1] 0.9026
[0, 0, 2] 0.8396
[0, 2, 0] 0.7065
[2, 0, 0] 0.8995
[2, 1, 2] 0.9929
[0, 1, 2] 0.9658
[0, 2, 1] 0.7217
[2, 0, 1] 0.9026
[2, 2, 2] 0.9657
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8493
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Table B.2: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp183 and LCM A2
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5] 0.9855
[0, 0.5, 0] 0.9924
[0.5, 0, 0] 0.8673
[0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.9047
[0, 0, 1] 0.9855
[0, 1, 0] 0.9924
[1, 0, 0] 0.8674
[1, 0, 1] 0.9047
[0, 0.5, 1] 0.9984
[0, 1, 0.5] 0.9978
[1, 0, 0.5] 0.8653
[1, 0.5, 1] 0.9694
[0, 0, 2] 0.9855
[0, 2, 0] 0.9924
[2, 0, 0] 0.8673
[2, 1, 2] 0.9694
[0, 1, 2] 0.9984
[0, 2, 1] 0.9978
[2, 0, 1] 0.8653
[2, 2, 2] 0.9904
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.9498
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Table B.3: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp183 and LCM A3
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5] 0.9086
[0, 0.5, 0] 0.9751
[0.5, 0, 0] 0.4306
[0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.5342
[0, 0, 1] 0.9086
[0, 1, 0] 0.9751
[1, 0, 0] 0.4306
[1, 0, 1] 0.5342
[0, 0.5, 1] 0.9784
[0, 1, 0.5] 0.9971
[1, 0, 0.5] 0.3749
[1, 0.5, 1] 0.7992
[0, 0, 2] 0.9086
[0, 2, 0] 0.9751
[2, 0, 0] 0.4306
[2, 1, 2] 0.7992
[0, 1, 2] 0.9784
[0, 2, 1] 0.9971
[2, 0, 1] 0.3749
[2, 2, 2] 0.9245
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7617
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Table B.4: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp183 and LCM A4
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5] 0.9697
[0, 0.5, 0] 0.9494
[0.5, 0, 0] 0.7308
[0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8049
[0, 0, 1] 0.9697
[0, 1, 0] 0.9494
[1, 0, 0] 0.7308
[1, 0, 1] 0.8049
[0, 0.5, 1] 0.997
[0, 1, 0.5] 0.9848
[1, 0, 0.5] 0.7253
[1, 0.5, 1] 0.9184
[0, 0, 2] 0.9697
[0, 2, 0] 0.9494
[2, 0, 0] 0.7308
[2, 1, 2] 0.9184
[0, 1, 2] 0.9970
[0, 2, 1] 0.9848
[2, 0, 1] 0.7253
[2, 2, 2] 0.9715
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8891
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Table B.5: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp183 and LCM A5
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5] 0.9710
[0, 0.5, 0] 0.9913
[0.5, 0, 0] 0.5944
[0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8090
[0, 0, 1] 0.9710
[0, 1, 0] 0.9913
[1, 0, 0] 0.5944
[1, 0, 1] 0.8090
[0, 0.5, 1] 0.9945
[0, 1, 0.5] 0.9989
[1, 0, 0.5] 0.6744
[1, 0.5, 1] 0.9316
[0, 0, 2] 0.9710
[0, 2, 0] 0.9913
[2, 0, 0] 0.5944
[2, 1, 2] 0.9316
[0, 1, 2] 0.9945
[0, 2, 1] 0.9989
[2, 0, 1] 0.6744
[2, 2, 2] 0.9757
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8731
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Table B.6: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp279 and LCM A1
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7476
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8245
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8366
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9664
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9986
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8245
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8366
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.9353
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9779
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9175
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9906
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9623
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8182
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8366
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9310
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9779
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9175
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9335
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9998
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.9116
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Table B.7: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp279 and LCM A2
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7476
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8245
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8366
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9664
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9986
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8245
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8366
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.9353
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9779
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9175
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9906
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9623
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8182
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8366
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9310
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9779
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9175
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9335
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9998
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8848
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Table B.8: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp279 and LCM A3
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7476
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8245
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8366
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9664
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9986
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8245
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8366
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.9353
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9779
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9175
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9906
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9623
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8182
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8366
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9310
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9779
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9175
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9335
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9998
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8760
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Table B.9: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp279 and LCM A4
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7476
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8245
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8366
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9664
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9986
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8245
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8366
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.9353
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9779
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9175
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9906
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9623
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8182
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8366
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9310
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9779
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9175
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9335
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9998
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8915
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Table B.10: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp279 and LCM A5
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7476
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8245
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8366
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9664
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9986
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8245
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8366
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.9353
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9779
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9175
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9906
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9623
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8182
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8366
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9310
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9779
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9175
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9335
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9998
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8938
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Table B.11: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp279 and LCM A6
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7476
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8245
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8366
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9664
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9986
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8245
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8366
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.9353
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9779
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9175
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9906
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9623
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8182
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8366
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9310
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9779
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9175
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9335
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9998
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7130
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Table B.12: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp279 and LCM A7
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7476
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8245
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8366
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9664
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9986
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8245
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8366
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.9353
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9779
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9175
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9906
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9623
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8182
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8366
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9310
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9779
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9175
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9335
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9998
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7434
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Table B.13: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp279 and LCM A8
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7476
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8245
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8366
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9664
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9986
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8245
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8366
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.9353
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9779
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9175
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9906
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9623
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8182
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8366
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9310
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9779
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9175
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9335
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9998
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7485
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Table B.14: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp279 and LCM A9
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7476
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8245
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8366
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9664
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9986
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8245
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8366
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.9353
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9779
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9175
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9906
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9623
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8182
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8366
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9310
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9779
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9175
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9335
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9998
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7454
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Table B.15: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp279 and I6
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7476
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8245
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8366
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9664
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9986
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8245
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8366
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.9353
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9779
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9175
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9906
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9623
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8182
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8366
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9310
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9779
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9175
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9335
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9998
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7305
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Table B.16: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp283 and LCM A1
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.8912
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9271
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9591
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9766
[1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0] 0.9667
[0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1] 0.9271
[1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9115
[1, 0, 1, 0.5, 2, 1] 0.9665
[0, 0.5, 1, 1, 2, 1] 0.9418
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 2] 0.9563
[1, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0] 0.9895
[0, 0, 2, 1, 2, 2] 0.9566
[0, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9610
[2, 2, 1, 2, 0, 0] 0.9636
[2, 1, 2, 0, 2, 2] 0.9919
[0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9667
[0, 2, 0, 2, 1, 1] 0.9714
[2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 1] 0.9970
[2, 2, 2, 0, 1, 0] 0.9527
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.9587
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Table B.17: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp283 and LCM A2
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.8912
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9271
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9591
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9766
[1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0] 0.9667
[0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1] 0.9271
[1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9115
[1, 0, 1, 0.5, 2, 1] 0.9665
[0, 0.5, 1, 1, 2, 1] 0.9418
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 2] 0.9563
[1, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0] 0.9895
[0, 0, 2, 1, 2, 2] 0.9566
[0, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9610
[2, 2, 1, 2, 0, 0] 0.9636
[2, 1, 2, 0, 2, 2] 0.9919
[0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9667
[0, 2, 0, 2, 1, 1] 0.9714
[2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 1] 0.9970
[2, 2, 2, 0, 1, 0] 0.9527
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.9282
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Table B.18: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp283 and LCM A3
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.8912
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9271
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9591
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9766
[1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0] 0.9667
[0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1] 0.9271
[1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9115
[1, 0, 1, 0.5, 2, 1] 0.9665
[0, 0.5, 1, 1, 2, 1] 0.9418
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 2] 0.9563
[1, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0] 0.9895
[0, 0, 2, 1, 2, 2] 0.9566
[0, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9610
[2, 2, 1, 2, 0, 0] 0.9636
[2, 1, 2, 0, 2, 2] 0.9919
[0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9667
[0, 2, 0, 2, 1, 1] 0.9714
[2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 1] 0.9970
[2, 2, 2, 0, 1, 0] 0.9527
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.9102
Table B.37: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp623 and LCM I
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0, 1] 0.2012
[1, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1] 0.5981
[0.5, 0, 2, 0.5, 1] 0.5661
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1] 0.5369
[0, 2, 2, 1, 2] 0.7828
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 2] 0.7553
[1, 2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8289
[1, 0, 1, 0.5, 2] 0.4250
[0, 0.5, 2, 1, 2] 0.5482
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 2] 0.7553
[1, 1, 0.5, 0, 1] 0.8540
[1, 0, 2, 1, 2] 0.5903
[0, 0, 2, 1, 2] 0.4679
[0, 2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9274
[2, 2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9067
[2, 1, 2, 0, 2] 0.7337
[0, 1, 2, 2, 2] 0.7975
[0, 2, 0, 2, 1] 0.9741
[2, 0, 1, 2, 1] 0.8573
[2, 2, 2, 0, 1] 0.9617
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7034
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Table B.19: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp283 and LCM A4
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.8912
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9271
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9591
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9766
[1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0] 0.9667
[0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1] 0.9271
[1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9115
[1, 0, 1, 0.5, 2, 1] 0.9665
[0, 0.5, 1, 1, 2, 1] 0.9418
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 2] 0.9563
[1, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0] 0.9895
[0, 0, 2, 1, 2, 2] 0.9566
[0, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9610
[2, 2, 1, 2, 0, 0] 0.9636
[2, 1, 2, 0, 2, 2] 0.9919
[0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9667
[0, 2, 0, 2, 1, 1] 0.9714
[2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 1] 0.9970
[2, 2, 2, 0, 1, 0] 0.9527
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8925
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Table B.20: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp283 and LCM A5
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.8912
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9271
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9591
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9766
[1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0] 0.9667
[0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1] 0.9271
[1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9115
[1, 0, 1, 0.5, 2, 1] 0.9665
[0, 0.5, 1, 1, 2, 1] 0.9418
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 2] 0.9563
[1, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0] 0.9895
[0, 0, 2, 1, 2, 2] 0.9566
[0, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9610
[2, 2, 1, 2, 0, 0] 0.9636
[2, 1, 2, 0, 2, 2] 0.9919
[0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9667
[0, 2, 0, 2, 1, 1] 0.9714
[2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 1] 0.9970
[2, 2, 2, 0, 1, 0] 0.9527
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8864
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Table B.21: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp283 and LCM I
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.8912
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9271
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9591
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1, 0.5] 0.9766
[1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0] 0.9667
[0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1] 0.9271
[1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9115
[1, 0, 1, 0.5, 2, 1] 0.9665
[0, 0.5, 1, 1, 2, 1] 0.9418
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 2] 0.9563
[1, 1, 0.5, 1, 1, 1] 0.9998
[1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0] 0.9895
[0, 0, 2, 1, 2, 2] 0.9566
[0, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9610
[2, 2, 1, 2, 0, 0] 0.9636
[2, 1, 2, 0, 2, 2] 0.9919
[0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9667
[0, 2, 0, 2, 1, 1] 0.9714
[2, 0, 1, 2, 1, 1] 0.9970
[2, 2, 2, 0, 1, 0] 0.9527
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8086
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Table B.22: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp354 and LCM A1
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7300
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8878
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8976
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9004
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.8758
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8878
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8976
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.8773
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9724
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9747
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9984
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9940
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.8686
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8698
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8976
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.8943
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9724
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9747
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9094
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9940
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.9137
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Table B.23: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp354 and LCM A2
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.9765
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.9967
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.6244
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.8194
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.7481
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.9967
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.6244
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.9019
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9071
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9876
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9692
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9724
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.8713
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.9657
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.6244
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9643
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9071
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9876
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.7285
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9724
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8773
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Table B.24: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp354 and LCM A3
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7148
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.7911
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.3131
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.7644
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9676
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.7911
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.3131
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.7560
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9720
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9180
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.8059
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.8799
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9545
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.9041
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.3131
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.8492
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9720
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9180
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.5888
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.8799
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7683
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Table B.25: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp354 and LCM A4
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7666
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.6739
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.3506
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.8346
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.9739
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.6739
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.3506
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.8857
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9733
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.8825
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.7843
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.8915
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.9776
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8192
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.3506
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9536
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9733
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.8825
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.6478
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.8915
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7769
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Table B.26: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp354 and LCM A5
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.2300
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.9336
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.9026
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.9221
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.8872
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.9336
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.9026
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.8015
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.9471
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9977
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9715
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.9828
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.6782
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.9336
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.9026
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.8468
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.9471
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9977
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9632
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.9828
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8832
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Table B.27: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp354 and LCM A6
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.1278
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.6167
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.4339
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.1760
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.1295
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.6167
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.4339
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.2659
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.3608
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.6619
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.6074
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.5237
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.1482
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.8390
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.4339
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.5247
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.3608
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.6619
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.2988
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.5237
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.4373
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Table B.28: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp354 and LCM A7
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.0155
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8933
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8567
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.7222
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.0143
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8933
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8567
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.7892
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.5717
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.8897
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9076
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.8671
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.0171
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.9675
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8567
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.8744
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.5717
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.8897
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.8051
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.8671
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7063
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Table B.29: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp354 and LCM A8
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.7158
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.5113
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.4520
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.4700
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.4923
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.5113
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.4520
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.6069
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.7327
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.7485
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.7395
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.7927
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.6422
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.6931
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.4520
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.8860
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.7327
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.7485
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.4272
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.7927
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.6300
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Table B.30: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp354 and LCM A9
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.0175
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.8936
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.8567
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.7221
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.0157
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.8936
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.8567
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.7891
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.5736
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.8905
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.9167
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.8798
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.0190
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.9676
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8567
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.8841
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.5736
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.8905
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.8049
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.8798
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7091
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Table B.31: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp354 and LCM I
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0] 0.9919
[0, 0.5, 0, 0.5] 0.7128
[0.5, 0, 0, 0.5] 0.5026
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5] 0.7134
[0, 0, 1, 1] 0.4223
[0, 1, 0, 1] 0.7128
[1, 0, 0, 1] 0.5026
[1, 0, 1, 0.5] 0.8723
[0, 0.5, 1, 1] 0.6871
[0, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.7772
[1, 1, 0.5, 1] 0.7982
[1, 1, 1, 1] 0.8426
[0, 0, 2, 1] 0.7287
[0, 2, 0, 1] 0.9156
[2, 0, 0, 2] 0.5026
[2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9864
[0, 1, 2, 2] 0.6871
[0, 2, 1, 2] 0.7772
[2, 0, 1, 2] 0.6226
[2, 2, 2, 2] 0.8426
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.7299
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Table B.32: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp623 and LCM A1
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0, 1] 0.7276
[1, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1] 0.9073
[0.5, 0, 2, 0.5, 1] 0.9045
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1] 0.9146
[0, 2, 2, 1, 2] 0.9512
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 2] 0.9522
[1, 2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8666
[1, 0, 1, 0.5, 2] 0.8802
[0, 0.5, 2, 1, 2] 0.9083
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 2] 0.9522
[1, 1, 0.5, 0, 1] 0.9003
[1, 0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9273
[0, 0, 2, 1, 2] 0.8708
[0, 2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9700
[2, 2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9650
[2, 1, 2, 0, 2] 0.9158
[0, 1, 2, 2, 2] 0.9624
[0, 2, 0, 2, 1] 0.9888
[2, 0, 1, 2, 1] 0.9681
[2, 2, 2, 0, 1] 0.9230
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.9178
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Table B.33: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp623 and LCM A2
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0, 1] 0.9417
[1, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1] 0.8557
[0.5, 0, 2, 0.5, 1] 0.9988
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1] 0.9591
[0, 2, 2, 1, 2] 0.9547
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 2] 0.9701
[1, 2, 0, 0, 2] 0.6781
[1, 0, 1, 0.5, 2] 0.9463
[0, 0.5, 2, 1, 2] 0.9982
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 2] 0.9701
[1, 1, 0.5, 0, 1] 0.7824
[1, 0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9921
[0, 0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9978
[0, 2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9174
[2, 2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9958
[2, 1, 2, 0, 2] 0.8989
[0, 1, 2, 2, 2] 0.9974
[0, 2, 0, 2, 1] 0.9996
[2, 0, 1, 2, 1] 0.9179
[2, 2, 2, 0, 1] 0.8619
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.9317
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Table B.34: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp623 and LCM A3
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0, 1] 0.7992
[1, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1] 0.8335
[0.5, 0, 2, 0.5, 1] 0.9750
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1] 0.8871
[0, 2, 2, 1, 2] 0.9571
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 2] 0.8926
[1, 2, 0, 0, 2] 0.9374
[1, 0, 1, 0.5, 2] 0.8768
[0, 0.5, 2, 1, 2] 0.9524
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 2] 0.8926
[1, 1, 0.5, 0, 1] 0.9822
[1, 0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9777
[0, 0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9504
[0, 2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9309
[2, 2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9421
[2, 1, 2, 0, 2] 0.9909
[0, 1, 2, 2, 2] 0.9804
[0, 2, 0, 2, 1] 0.9938
[2, 0, 1, 2, 1] 0.8637
[2, 2, 2, 0, 1] 0.9883
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.9302
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Table B.35: Proportion of OTVP from 2 LSPC: JWp623 and LCM A4
Off-Target Vector Proportion of OTVP Explained
⇓ by 2 LSPC
[0, 0, 0.5, 0, 1] 0.6787
[1, 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1] 0.8673
[0.5, 0, 2, 0.5, 1] 0.9821
[0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 1] 0.8372
[0, 2, 2, 1, 2] 0.9398
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 2] 0.8866
[1, 2, 0, 0, 2] 0.8512
[1, 0, 1, 0.5, 2] 0.7877
[0, 0.5, 2, 1, 2] 0.9420
[0, 1, 0.5, 1, 2] 0.8866
[1, 1, 0.5, 0, 1] 0.9098
[1, 0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9249
[0, 0, 2, 1, 2] 0.9275
[0, 2, 0, 1, 2] 0.9175
[2, 2, 1, 2, 0] 0.9292
[2, 1, 2, 0, 2] 0.9143
[0, 1, 2, 2, 2] 0.9870
[0, 2, 0, 2, 1] 0.9979
[2, 0, 1, 2, 1] 0.8864
[2, 2, 2, 0, 1] 0.9451
Avg. OTVP Explained = 0.8999
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APPENDIX C
HOW TO USE ISIGHT V6.0
iSIGHT is a generic software shell that improves the efficiency of the design process. Within
this software platform, design problems can be defined and simulation codes from a variety of
sources can be coupled within a description file (i.e., *.desc). After building the description
file, iSIGHT can be used to monitor and analyze the design runs performed by a specific
description file.
iSIGHT provides the user with capability in the following areas:
• Experimental Design including fractional factorials, central composite designs and space
filling designs.
• Model fitting approaches including response surface models and Kriging.
• Optimization algorithms including gradient based methods, linear and non-linear program-
ming, mixed integer, genetic algorithms and many more.
• A structure for linking simulation codes in many languages and from many commercial
packages. These include the standard mechanical design packages such as IDEAS, Pro-
Engineer, ABSYS and others. Languages easily integrated include Basic, Fortran, C, C-
plus, Matlab, etc.
• Additional computations can be performed on the data during transfer of data between the
simulation codes and iSIGHT.
The iSIGHT graphical user interface is made of four modules that accommodate the varying




– Problem Definition and
– Solution Monitor.
Appendix H of the official iSIGHT training manual iSIGHTbtg spells out the following steps
as quick way to start using iSIGHT.
1. Process Integration
– Set up data flow within the Process Integration module.
– Add a simcode block.
∗ Define path to simcode.
∗ Define path to input and output files.
– Write data into input file from iSIGHT.
– Read data from output file to iSIGHT.
– Verify correct data flow between input, simcode and output.
– Save description file and exit Process Integration.
2. Problem Definition
– From the Parameters dialog box:
∗ Choose to maximize or minimize the objective functions,
∗ Enter constraints and boundaries for inputs and outputs,
∗ Enter initial values for all inputs.
– From the Task Plan dialog box:
∗ Define a plan,
∗ Consult iSIGHT’S built in advisor if helpful,
∗ Select one or more design exploration techniques,
∗ Adjust settings.
– From the Database dialog box:
∗ Name the current database,
∗ Select criteria for data to be stored in database,
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∗ Make selections regarding database lookup options,
∗ Define lookup order if using an additional database,
∗ Set tolerances.
– From the Rules dialogue box, configure rules if needed (optional).
– From the Approximations dialog box (optional):
∗ Give model a name,
∗ specific simcode for exact (vs. approximate) analysis,
∗ Select model type,
∗ Define an approximation model,
∗ Select inputs,
∗ Initialize model,
∗ Determine and specify evaluation mode.
– Reconfigure the Task Plan appropriately
– Save description file.
3. Set output options with Solution Monitor
– Add one or more pages with the appropriate number of cells. On each page:
∗ Add one or more graphs,
∗ For each graph select type of graph,
∗ parameters to be displayed,
∗ colors and symbols to be used,
∗ location of graph on page.
– Add one of more tables.
– For each table select type.
– For each table select parameters.
– for each table select location on page.
– Save graphics configuration template as a .cfg file.
– Ensure entire page is selected in the left pane of the dialog box.
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– To reuse configuration, select Insert/Template ... not File/Open...
– Split screen between Graphics and Data Browser, if desired
– Note that Data Browser displays only one thing during runtime
– Leave Solution Monitor dialog box open
4. Executing Task from within Task Manager
– Click the Execute button,
– Note that the gear icon changes to a running man during simcode execution,
– Leave Task Manager open and return to Solution Monitor to observe data
flow,
– Examine log file for troubleshooting,
– When design exploration session is complete, examine data in Solution Mon-
itor,
– Note tables and graphs for successful completion,
– Load database from file in Solution Monitor’s Data Browser,
– Database can be filtered by rows or columns,
– Data can be re-ordered,
– Additional graphs can be created from database,
– If required, return to ”Step 2” and reformulate problem.
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